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ABSTRACT 
The work described in this thesis consists of two different types of 
c haracterizat ions of the genome of Arabidopsis thaliana. The first part (Chapter 
2) is concerned with the organization of the genome as a whole while the second 
part (Chapter J) is concerned with a detailed analysis of two pairs of genes which 
are expressed in the developing Arabidopsis seed. The analysis presented in 
Chapter 2 is based on a characterization of the DNA sequences found in 50 
randomly selected recombinant lambda clones. The clones were characterized by 
various blotting and restriction digestion techniques to determine their content of 
unique and repetitive DNA and the interspersion pattern of these two types of 
sequences. The various repetitive sequences which were identified were 
characterized further as to the exact nature of the repeated sequence. The 
primary conclusion which can be drawn from this analysis is that the Arabidopsis 
genome consists predominantly of long contiguous blocks of single-copy 
sequences. The analysis presented in Chapter 3 is concerned with two pairs of 
genes which are expressed specifically and abundantly in the developing seed of 
Arabidopsis. These genes are characterized with respect to the time of their 
expression during seed development, the organization of the regions of the genome 
containing the genes and the directions the genes are transcribed. The nucleotide 
sequences of the genes and flanking regions are also presented. 
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ARABIDOPSIS THAUANA AND PLANT MOLECULAR GENETICS 
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SUMMARY 
Arabidopsis thaliana is a small flowering plant with a variety of properties 
that make it an excellent organism for experiments in molecular genetics. Among 
these are a tiny nuclear genome, a near absence of dispersed repetitive DNA, and 
a four- to five-week generation time. In addition, mutations that affect hormone 
synthesis and response, many different enzyme activities, and numerous 
developmental processes have been isolated and characterized. 
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It is worth understanding the molecular genetics of plants not only because 
of the practical value of such understanding in the improvement of crops, but also 
because studies of plants offer an opportunity to gain insights into a variety of 
basic life processes that are unique to plants. Plants do not use the same 
hormones as animals, and do not use hormones in the same way that animals use 
them. Most or all of the cells in a plant may both produce and respond to plant 
hormones at some times. Plants respond to stress differently than animals and 
respond to light in diverse and subtle ways. Photosynthesis is just one of the light 
responses of plants that is not found in animals. Even the basic developmental 
processes of plants have features that distinguish them from those of animals. 
Among the differences are the absence of cell migration in plant development, 
and the fact that parts of each flowering plant (the meristems) remain embryonic 
and can produce adult organs, including germ cells, throughout the life of the 
plant. Further, individual differentiated cells taken from vegetative plant parts 
can dedifferentiate and regenerate to form entire, fertile plants. 
While it is sensible and necessary to study crop plants for purposes of crop 
improvement, the crop plants now used for basic classical and molecular genetic 
studies have disadvantages for some of the types of experimentation used in this 
work. Classical genetics depends on the ability to raise many successive 
generations of organisms in large numbers. Typical crop plants have generation 
times of several months, and require a great deal of field space for growth in 
large numbers. The genetics of some of these plants is also made more difficult 
by polyploidy or allopolyploidy. The ease with which recombinant DNA work can 
be done with any organism depends, in part, on the size of its nuclear genome: the 
smaller the genome, the less work required to screen recombinant DNA libraries 
and thus to isolate any particular gene. The genome sizes of the plants presently 
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used for recombinant DNA work are large, and similar to that found in mammals 
(Table l). In addition, the plants generally used for recombinant DNA work 
contain large amounts of dispersed repetitive DNA (1), which makes such 
procedures as genomic blot analysis with genomic clones and chromosome walking 
extremely difficult, or impossible. When starting plant work, we resolved to find 
an organism that would have as few of these experimental disadvantages as 
possible. It is important to state that a great deal of excellent work in classical 
and molecular genetics has been done and is now being done using traditional crop 
plants; still, we felt that a system without the specific disadvantages outlined 
above would offer the possibility for doing certain types of experiments more 
rapidly, more easily, and at less expense than current systems permit. The plant 
we have chosen is Arabidopsis thaliana. 
CLASSICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS 
Arabidopsis is a plant that has been used in classical genetic work for over 
40 years (2), and on which there is an extensive genetic and ecological literature. 
It is a member of the mustard family, along with some more familiar plants such 
as cabbages and radishes. Arabidopsis is a harmless weed of no food or economic 
value; nonetheless, the literature on the plant indicates that it might be of 
considerable value in basic research. First, it is well suited to classical genetic 
work: it has a generation time of only 5 weeks; each individual plant can produce 
more than 10,000 seeds; and it is of such small size that dozens of plants can be 
grown in a small pot, and tens of thousands in a small room (3). It requires no 
more than moist soil and a fluorescent light for rapid growth. The small flowers 
contain both anthers and pistils, and the plant typically self- fertilizes. This 
allows new mutations to be made homozygous with minimal effort. When desired, 
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cross-fertilization can be simply and rapidly effected as well, allowing the crosses 
necessary for genetic mapping and for the production of multiple mutant stocks. 
Mutagenesis can be performed by soaking seeds in chemical mutagens such as 
ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) or by irradiation of seeds soaked in water. The 
mutagenized seeds are planted, grown to maturity and allowed to self-fertilize, 
resulting in seeds which are homozygous for new mutations. 
A variety of mutations have been isolated in many different laboratories. 
Visible mutations useful as markers in genetic mapping have been isolated, with 
phenotypes affecting every part of the plant. These include those affecting the 
wax coat of the epidermal cells (cer mutants, 4) and the trichomes normally found 
on leaves and stems (dis and gl mutants, 5) as well as those causing more easily 
visible effects such as changes in flower morphology (ag, ap and pi mutants, 6) and 
growth habit (er and cp mutants, 7). Other mutations affect the embryonic 
development of Arabidopsis. These lead to embryonic lethality, with the 
developmental stage and phenotype of embryonic developmental arrest depending 
on the specific gene mutated (8). Many leaf color mutants exist, including two 
that give variegated plants. Plants which are homozygous for the immutans (im) 
mutation have leaves which are variegated white and green; the degree of this 
variegation depends both on the particular allele of the im mutation and on the 
intensity of light falling on the plant at the time a given leaf develops. This 
recessive mutation is inherited from both white and green sectors (9). Plants 
which are homozygous for the chloroplast mutator (chm) mutation also have 
leaves which bear white and green sectors. In this case the white sectors are due 
to failure of the chloroplasts to develop normally. Although plants which are 
heterozygous for the chm mutation do not produce aberrant chloroplasts, 
chloroplasts which are maternally inherited from homozygous chm plants by 
heterozygous plants continue to be of abnormal structure. In fact, it is possible to 
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isolate from these out-crossed chm strains stable homoplastidic lines of 
Arabidopsis in which all of the chloroplasts have the same abnormal appearance. 
It has been proposed that the nuclear chm mutation acts by causing errors during 
chloroplast DNA replication (10). 
Biochemical mutants of various types have also been isolated. Mutations in 
several genes give rise to plants requiring thiamine or the thiamine precursors 2,5-
dimethyl-4- aminopyrimidine or 4-methyl-5-hydroxyethyl thiazole for growth 
(11,12). Somerville and Ogren have characterized biochemical mutations that 
affect photorespiration and photosynthesis. These include nuclear mutations 
which result in the absence of activity of chloroplast glutamate synthase, 
phosphoglycolate phosphatase, mitochondrial glycine decarboxylase, mitochondrial 
serine transhydroxymethy lase and ser ine-glyoxy Ia te aminotransferase ( 13). 
Mutations which affect the activity of nitrate reductase, and of alcohol 
dehydrogenase, have also been characterized (14). 
Mutations have also been obtained which appear to disrupt the normal 
action of several of the plant growth regulators. Koornneef and his collaborators 
have recovered mutations which result in the absence of gibberellins or of abscisic 
acid as well as mutations conferring resistance to high levels of exogenous 
abscisic acid. The mutations which affect gibberellins fall into five 
complementation groups. Three of these contain alleles which, when homozygous, 
prevent germination unless the seeds are treated with exogenous gibberellins 
( 15). A mutant strain which lacks abscisic acid has been used by Karssen et a!. 
(16) to examine the relative effects of maternal and embryo-derived abscisic acid 
on seed dormancy. Mutations which result in resistance to high levels of a 
synthetic auxin have also been recovered, and some alleles of these mutations 
produce plants which have agravitropic roots (17). One of these mutations (Dwf} 
is dominant and produces a plant with a dwarf rosette and inflorescence when 
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heterozygous, and is lethal when homozygous. 
Over 75 of the known mutations have been assembled into a genetic linkage 
map by Koornneef et al. (6). This genetic map consists of five linkage groups, in 
concordance with the haploid chromosome number of five. The location of the 
centromeres on the genetic map has been determined by the use of strains which 
are trisomic for one arm of a chromosome (6, 18). Arabidopsis stocks containing 
many of the mutations on the genetic map in combinations suitable for mapping 
specific chromosome regions, and many strains collected from the wild, as well, 
are available from a central international seed collection (19). 
In addition to growth in soil, it is also possible to grow whole Arabidopsis 
plants on sterile, biochemically defined media; both solid and liquid media have 
been used ( tl, 20). Arabidopsis cells have also been grown in tissue culture, and it 
has been possible to regenerate plants from such cells (21). With tissue culture it 
has been possible to isolate some types of biochemical mutations by selection; it 
may also be possible to use biochemical selections to assay transformation of 
tissue culture cells. 
MOLECULAR GENETICS: GENOME SIZE AND ORGANIZATION 
When our work began, two lines of evidence indicated that Arapidopsis had 
a small genome. Microspectrophotometry of Feulgen stained nuclei indicated that 
the quantity of DNA in the haploid genome of Arabidopsis was 0.2. pg, or 
approximately 2 x108 base pairs, making it the smallest angiosperm genome which 
had been measured at that time (22). Another line of evidence indicating that 
Arabidopsis might have a small genome is based on the proportionality of genome 
size and nuclear volume. This relationship implied that Arabidopsis should have a 
haploid genome size of roughly 1 o9 base pairs (23). These estimates indicate that 
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the Arabidopsis genome is small enough to greatly simplify the task of screening 
recombinant DNA libraries to isolate genes. 
We have performed a more detailed analysis of the Arabidopsis genome to 
verify its small size and to determine the fraction and nature of repetitive 
sequences present. Our initial study was a reassociation analysis of DNA 
extracted from whole plants (24). This gave an estimated genome size of 7 x 107 
base pairs, a size only five times that of the yeast genome (25) and much smaller 
than that of other flowering plants (Table 1). This analysis also showed that the 
whole plant DNA contained 10-1496 very rapidly reannealing sequences (either 
highly repeated sequences or inverted repeat sequences) and 23-2796 middle 
repetitive sequences. By using a labeled tracer containing cloned chloroplast 
sequences it was demonstrated that almost all of the middle repetitive sequences 
were from the chloroplast genome, and thus that Arabidopsis has far less nuclear 
repetitive DNA than other angiosperms (1, Table 2). Leutwiler et al. (24) also 
examined the degree of cytosine methylation in Arabidopsis and found that only 
4.696 of the cytosines derived from whole plant DNA were present as 5-methyl 
cytosine, the lowest value known for a flowering plant. 
More recently we have used recombinant DNA techniques to examine 
random segments of genomic DNA (26). Randomly selected recombinant lambda 
phage were subjected to a variety of experimental manipulations to determine if 
they contain unique or repetitive sequences (or both), and to characterize the 
nature of the repetitive sequences that were contained in the clones. These 
experiments confirm and extend our previous analysis. A majority of the 50 
clones analyzed contain only unique sequences and most of the clones which 
contain repetitive sequences are derived either from the chloroplast genome or 
from the nuclear DNA that codes for the large ribosomal RNAs. There are 
approximately 570 copies of the ribosomal DNA per haploid genome, each 
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ribosomal DNA repeat unit is about 10 kb in length, and the repeats are largely 
arranged in tandem array. In addition there are two clones which appear to 
contain duplicated sequences, one clone which contains a low copy number repeat 
unit that is apparently conserved in all copies (this may represent a fragment of 
mitochondrial DNA), and three clones which contain both repeated sequences and 
unique sequences interspersed with each other. These results indicate that the 
Arabidopsis nuclear genome consists of predominantly unique sequences and that 
most of the nuclear repetitive DNA is ribosomal DNA. The experiments clearly 
indicate that much of the nuclear DNA of Arabidopsis is organized as extremely 
long blocks (on average 120 kb) of unique sequences. 
These two sets of experiments indicate that Arabidopsis has a remarkably 
small and simple genome. This fact, taken together with the results from all of 
the previous work on Arabidopsis indicates that this plant does represent a very 
good model system for basic research in plant molecular biology. 
MOLECULAR GENETICS: SPECIFIC GENES 
We have started to do additional work studying individual genes from 
Arabidopsis to provide material for analysis of the mechanisms by which gene 
expression is regulated by both developmental and environmental stimuli. So far 
we have examined three different genes or gene families and they have led us to 
two generalizations that emphasize the utility of Arabidopsis for experiments in 
molecular cloning. The first is that it is possible to cross-hybridize genes from a 
wide variety of flowering plants with the homologous gene or genes in 
Arabidopsis. This is perhaps not surprising, since fossil evidence indicates that the 
first major radiation of the angiosperms took place between 1 and 1.5 x 108 years 
ago, when the mammals, too, were first radiating. The second generalization that 
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our experience so far allows is that proteins which are encoded by muttipte genes 
or large gene families in other plants are encoded by single genes or small gene 
families in Arabidopsis. 
The first gene we have examined is that encoding the large seed storage 
protein (27). We have cloned this gene from a recombinant library containing 
genomic DNA by using a eDNA clone encoding the 125 seed storage protein of 
Brassica napus (28). In the Columbia strain of Arabidopsis this protein is encoded 
by a single gene indicating that the heterogeneity observed in other storage 
protein gene families is not required in this plant. Further, the fact that there is 
only one gene coding for this protein makes it clear that the tissue and time-
specific regulation of the protein is due to the activity of only one gene, and that 
experiments to understand this regulated gene expression need only deal with this 
single sequence, and not a large family of similar genes, as in other plants. 
A second series of experiments (29) involved the cloning of the genes 
encoding the light-induced chlorophyll a/b binding protein of Arabidopsis. 
Chlorophyll a/b binding protein, or light-harvesting chlorophyll protein, is a 
nuclear-coded component of the light-harvesting antenna complex of the 
chloroplast thylakoid membranes. These genes were isolated from an Arabidopsis 
genomic library using as a probe a genomic clone from the tiny aquatic monocot 
Lemna gibba (30). There are three genes encoding this protein in Arabidopsis, all 
located in a small gene cluster of less than 6,000 base pairs. The three genes of 
the Arabidopsis chlorophyll a/b binding protein family contrast with the much 
larger number in the homologous families in other plants. An example is Petunia, 
where the thorough studies of Dunsmuir et al. (31) have shown that there may be 
as many as 16 or more members of this gene family, divided into at least.5 major 
subclasses. Perhaps even more surprisingly, it has been determined· b.y DNA 
sequencing that after the transit peptides of the three Arabidopsis proteins are 
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removed all of the genes encode an identical product. Thus, as with the seed 
storage protein, there does not appear to be any protein heterogeneity for the 
chlorophyll a/b binding protein encoded in the genome of Arabidopsis. Any model 
for this gene family in Arabidopsis must recognize that the purpose of the 
multiple genes is not to provide a series of variant proteins of slightly different 
function. An (32) has taken advantage of the small number of Arabidopsis 
chlorophyll a/b binding protein genes: since there are only three copies, it is 
possible in a short series of experiments to test all of the upstream regulatory 
regions of the genes for function and light inducibility. He has so far fused two of 
these regions to bacterial chloramphenicol acetyltransferase genes and used 
Agrobacterium Ti-plasmid constructs to introduce the fusion genes to tissue 
culture cells of tobacco. In some instances each of the two Arabidopsis DNA 
fragments have conferred light-inducibility on the bacterial gene. 
One final example of a specific Arabidopsis gene that has been cloned and 
characterized is that coding for alcohol dehydrogenase (33). A classical genetic 
study of alcohol dehydrogenase allozymes had already indicated that there was 
only a single ADH gene in Arabidopsis, in contrast to the two or three in many 
other plants (34). The Arabidopsis gene was isolated from a recombinant library 
by cross-hybridization with a labeled maize ADHl gene fragment. The gene is 
single-copy, in confirmation of the earlier genetic results; DNA sequencing shows 
that the Arabidopsis gene shares more than 7096 nucleic acid homology with the 
maize ADHl gene. The proteins coded by the Arabidopsis gene and the maize 
ADHl gene have slightly more than 8096 amino acid identity. Further, the 
structure of the Arabidopsis and maize genes are strikingly similar. Both the 
maize ADHl and ADH2 genes contain nine intervening sequences at identical 
positions (35). The Arabidopsis gene has six intervening sequences; the positions 
of all six are coincident with the corresponding positions of six of the maize 
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introns. 
Thus, the existing evidence supports the conclusions that Arabidopsis genes 
will cross-hybridize with homologous genes from other angiosperms, both 
monocots and dicots, and that genes found in large gene families in other plants 
can exist in small families, or in single copy, in Arabidopsis. The practical 
importance of the first conclusion is that genes of interest can be simply cloned 
from the extraordinarily small Arabidopsis genome, then used as probes for the 
isolation of the homologous genes from plants of economic value. The importance 
of the second conclusion is that genes found in gene families can be more easily 
and more thoroughly studied in Arabidopsis than in other angiosperms. 
THE FUTURE OF ARABIDOPSIS RESEARCH 
For Arabidopsis to be truly useful as a tool for molecular genetic research, 
two additional techniques must be developed. It must be possible to clone genes 
about which no more is known than their mutant phenotype, and it must be 
possible to introduce cloned genes which have been modified in vitro back into the 
plant, in order to assay their in vivo function. The second of these techniques is 
currently being pursued by many laboratories using various techniques. 
Arabidopsis is known to be susceptible to infection by Agrobacterium tumefaciens, 
and it is known that Ti-plasmid strains of Agrobacterium cause typical tumors on 
Arabidopsis (36). It will very likely prove possible to introduce cloned sequences 
into the Arabidopsis genome using the same methods currently used in the 
transformation of other plants. If a method can be found which works efficiently 
enough, it may be possible to take advantage of the small genome of Arabidopsis 
in isolation of genes by "shotgun" transformation with a genomic library cloned in 
a Ti plasmid-based vector. This would involve transformation of mutant plants or 
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plant cells with a complete random recombinant library derived from wild type 
plant DNA, then assaymg individual transformed cells or plants for 
complementation of the mutant phenotype by the expression of the introduced 
DNA. Using a cosmid vector with a capacity of 20- 25 kb it would require 
approximately 3,000 transformation events to introduce one genome equivalent of 
wild type DNA to a set of mutant plants or cells, and 14,000 to introduce the 4.6 
genomes necessary to have a 99% chance of recovering any specific gene. Even 
with an efficient technique these are large numbers of transformation events 
unless the gene of interest has a phenotype which can be selected directly. 
An alternative approach is to use a procedure of successive isolations of 
overlapping cloned segments starting from a known cloned genet1c location and 
proceeding to any nearby genetic locus. The Arabidopsis genome is unique among 
the flowering plants in its suitability for this sort of process, due to its small size, 
and particularly due to the near absence of dispersed repeated sequences. Each of 
these sequences would be a fork in the path from the starting clone to the 
eventual goal; no other flowering plant is known to have a genome with few 
enough of these sequences, spaced far enough from each other, to allow such a 
procedure to be practical (Table 2). In order for a successive isolation procedure 
to be used, it is necessary to have starting points which are known to be located 
relatively close to the gene of interest. In order to provide these starting points 
we are currently involved in the production of a genetic map using restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs, 37). It is easy to find RFLPs in different 
wild-type strains of Arabidopsis. We have tested a number of different strains and 
selected the Niederzenz strain (originally collected in Niederzenz, West Germany) 
and the Landsberg strain (initially collected in Landsberg, East Germany) as the 
parental strains. Landsberg was chosen because most of the mutations used in 
construction of the published genetic maps of Arabidopsis are in the Landsberg 
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genetic background. Niederzenz was selected as the second parental strain 
because it grows as quickly as Landsberg (many other wild strains do not) and 
because it shows many RFLPs when compared to Landsberg. We have crossed 
these two parental strains, selfed the F l, and collected seeds from self-fertilized 
F2 plants. These pools of F3 seeds have been grown up and DNA prepared from 
them, representing the alleles present in the F2 plant from which they 
descended. By genome blot analysis it will be possible to determine the genotype 
of each of the F2 plants at each polymorphic locus. From these data, linkage 
distances can be calculated just as for any other pair of genetic markers. By 
including visible markers in the original cross and performing subsequent crosses 
with other visible markers it will be possible to align the RFLP map with the 
published genetic map of visible mutations. The clones used as probes on the 
RFLP genome blots can then serve as starting points for successive clone 
isolations. 
In order to tell when the desired gene has been cloned, it will be necessary 
to transform cloned DNA segments into the plant and to assay them for the ability 
to complement mutations in the gene. Since only a small number of clones close to 
the gene of interest need to be tested by introduction into the plant genome, this 
procedure will not require the high frequency of transformation demanded by the 
first general gene isolation method described. 
The ability to transform Arabidopsis not only has the potential for allowing 
cloning of any gene having a known mutant phenotype, but will also allow the type 
of detailed analysis of these genes that is now being performed with genes of 
yeast, Drosophila and mice. Among the genes that might be cloned and analyzed 
are those affecting particular enzyme activities, those with specific effects on 
the ability of Arabidopsis to synthesize and respond to plant hormones, and those 
whose mutations give specific developmental abnormalities. Our hope is that 
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Arabidopsis will soon join the other organisms with which a combined genetic and 
molecular approach has led to both fundamental and practical scientific advances. 
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Plant Haploid Genome Size Lambda Clones 
(kilobase pairs) in complete 
library 
Arabidopsis 70,000 16,000 
Mung bean 470,000 11 o,ooo 
Cotton 780,000 180,000 
Tobacco l ,600,000 370,000 
Soybean l ,800,000 440,000 
Pea 4,.500,000 l ,000,000 
Wheat .5, 900,000 l ,400,000 
Table l. Haploid genome size in various flowering plants, and the number of 
lambda clones that must be screened to have a 99% chance of isolating a single-
copy sequence from these genomes. The genome sizes are calculated from kinetic 
complexity measurements (38). The library sizes are calculated assuming a random 
nuclear DNA library with an average clone insert length of 20 kilobase pairs. 4.6 
genome equivalents must be screened for a 99% probability of isolating any 
individual unique sequence. 
Plant 
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Table 2. Average size in kilobase pairs of the single-copy DNA sequences 
interspersed with repetitive sequences, and total amount of repetitive DNA in 
various plant genomes. The Arabidapsis calculations are from (24) for amount of 
repetitive DNA, and (26) for size of unique DNA stretches; the unique sequence 
size is from measurements of random cloned fragments. For the other plants this 
measurement is from reassociation analysis (38). 
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Chapter 2 
Characterization of the Genome of Arabidopsi:J thaliana 
(in press in the Journal of Molecular Biology) 
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Summary 
The small crucifer Arabidopsis thaliana has many useful features as an 
experimental organism for the study of plant molecular biology. It has a four-
week life cycle, only five chromosomes and a genome size less than half that of 
Drosophila. To characterize the DNA sequence organization of this plant, we 
have randomly selected 50 recombinant lambda clones containing inserts with an 
average length of 12.8 kb and analyzed their content of repetitive and unique DNA 
by various genome blot, restriction digestion and RNA blot procedures. The 
conclusions that can be drawn include: 
1) The DNA represented in this random sample is composed predominantly 
of single-copy sequences. This presumably reflects the organization of the 
Arabidopsis genome as a whole and supports prior conclusions reached on the basis 
of kinetics of DNA reassociation. 
2) The DNA which encodes the ribosomal RNAs constitutes the only maJor 
class of cloned nuclear repetitive DNA. It consists of approximately 570 tandem 
copies of a heterogeneous 9. 9 kb repeat unit. 
3) There are an average of approximately 660 copies of the chloroplast 
genome per cell. Therefore, the chloroplast genome constitutes the major 
component of the repetitive sequences found in Arabidopsis thaliana DNA made 
from whole plants. 
4) The inner cytosine in the sequence CCGG is methylated more often than 
the outer cytosine in the tandem ribosomal DNA units, whereas very few 




The genomes of higher plants exhibit great variation both in sequence content and 
sequence organization. The nuclear DNA content of the angiosperms varies over 
nearly three orders of magnitude (Bennett & Smith, 1976) and the percentage of 
the nuclear genome present in repeated sequences varies from the small quantity 
found in Arabidopsis (Leutwiler et al., 1984) to 70-75% found in wheat, rye and 
pea (Flavell & Smith, 1976; Smith & Flavell, 1977; Murray et al., 1978). The 
sequence interspersion patterns also vary greatly, even among closely related 
plants. This is demonstrated by the genome of the pea (Pisum sativum L.), which 
apparently contains no single-copy sequences longer than 1000 nucleotides (Murray 
et al., 1978), and the genome of the mung bean (Vigna radiata; a member of the 
same subfamily), in which almost 50% of the single-copy sequences are present in 
blocks greater than 6700 nucleotides in length (Murray et al., 1979). Genome size, 
repetitive sequence content and sequence interspersion are interrelated: larger 
genomes tend to contain a greater percentage of repetitive sequences and have 
more of their single-copy sequences contained in regions of short period 
interspersion (Flavell, 1980). 
Leutwiler et al. ( 1984) have performed a kinetic analysis on total 
Arabidopsis DNA and found it to be composed of 10-14% rapidly reannealing 
sequences, 23-27% middle repetitive sequences and 50-55% single-copy 
sequences. In addition, they have determined that the majority of the middle 
repetitive DNA is derived from the chloroplast genome and have calculated that 
the haploid Arabidopsis nuclear genome contains only 7 x 10 7 base pairs, making it 
the smallest higher plant genome characterized to date. 
Two different methods have been used to examine sequence interspersion 
patterns in different organisms: kinetic analysis of DNA reassociation (Davidson 
et al., 1973; Graham et al., 1974) and examination of reannealed repetitive DNA 
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in the electron microscope (Manning et al., 1975; Walbot & Dure, 1976). In the 
first method the kinetics of reassociation of DNA fragments sheared to various 
lengths is determined. By comparing the quantity of rapidly renaturing DNA in 
fragments of different sizes, information about the sequence interspersion pattern 
is obtained. In the second method, DNA is denatured, allowed to reassociate and 
the duplex molecules examined in the electron microscope. This type of 
experiment allows direct determination of the distribution of lengths of repetitive 
sequences and an estimate of the minimum length between repeated sequences. 
Both of these methods characterize the genome in a relatively unbiased way. 
We have used a third method to analyze sequence interspersion in the 
Arabidopsis genome. We have characterized the unique and repetitive sequences 
found in randomly chosen recombinant lambda clones. While this method 
introduces some bias into the analysis because of the possibility that the clones 
fail to represent some regions of the genome, it offers the advantage of allowing 
much more detailed characterization of repetitive sequences than the other 
methods. Our analysis of 0.8% of the Arabidopsis genome shows that there is very 
little repetitive DNA in the Arabidopsis nucleus and that the single-copy DNA is 
present in extremely long contiguous blocks. In addition, we show that most of 
the repetitive DNA which we have cloned from the Arabidopsis nucleus is 
ribosomal DNA and we present a description of that DNA. 
2. Materials and Methods 
(a) Plant culture 
The Arabidopsis strains used in this work were: Columbia, obtained from 
A. Kleinhofs, Program in Genetics, Washington State University, Pullman, 
WA 99164; Landsberg erecta, obtained from F. J. Braaksma, Department of 
Genetics, Biology Centre, Haren, The Netherlands; and Niederzenz, obtained from 
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A. R. Kranz, Botanisches Institut, J. W. Goethe- Universitat, Frankfurt am Main, 
Federal Republic of Germany. Landsberg and Niederzenz are two different wild 
type strains of Arabidopsis thaliana which were isolated in Landsberg, Germany 
and Niederzenz, Germany respectively (Robbelen, 1965; Kranz, 1978). The 
Landsberg strain used in this work bears a homozygous recessive mutation, erecta, 
which makes the plants more compact and easier to culture in large numbers. The 
Columbia strain was derived from the Landsberg strain by Redei ( 1970). Plants 
were grown on a mixture of sterile soil, peat moss and sand (3:3:1, v/v) under 
constant illumination (7000 lux) at 25°C and 70% relative humidity. 
Axenic cultures of Arabidopsis were prepared by surface sterilizing 
-50 seeds in 5% sodium hypochlorite for 8 min, followed by three rinses in an 
excess of sterile distilled water. The sterilized seeds were then introduced into 
100 ml liquid cultures of the medium of Redei ( 1965). The liquid cultures were 
grown under the same conditions of light and temperature as the soil cultures. 
(b) General DNA and recombinant DNA techniques 
Restriction digestions were performed as described by Davis et al. (1980). 
3 2 P-labeled DNA was prepared by nick translation following the method of Rigby 
et al. ( 1977). Genomic libraries were constructed using DNA from the Columbia 
strain as described by Meyerowitz and Martin ( 1984). One of the two libraries was 
amplified before use according to the method described by Maniatis et al. (1982). 
Lambda clones with numbers in the range of 000-099 came from the unamplified 
library, while those with numbers in the range 100-199 came from the amplified 
library. The clone nomenclature system has been described (Meyerowitz &. 
Martin, 1984). 
National Institutes of Health guidelines were followed for the P 1-EK 1 level 
containment of recombinant DNA-bearing organisms. 
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(c) Nucleic acid preparations 
Plasmid and bacteriophage DNA preparations were performed as described 
by Davis et al. ( 1980). 
DNA was extracted from l.0-1.5 g of whole plants by grinding with 0.5 g of 
glass beads (75-150 ~m, Sigma) in a mortar containing 3 ml of 0.2 M Tris-HCl 
pH 8.0, 0.1 M EDTA, 1% sodium N-lauroyl sarcosine and 100 ~g/ml proteinase K 
(Merck). This was incubated at 47°C for 1 h followed by centrifugation in a table-
top centrifuge. The supernatant was precipitated with 6 ml ethanol and 
centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 min in an SS-34 rotor. The pellet was 
resuspended in 3 ml of TE ( 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDT A) and ethanot-
precipitated again. The second pellet was resuspended in 4 m1 of TE, and 4.5 g of 
CsCl and 400 ~1 of 10 mg/ml ethidium bromide were added. This solution was 
centrifuged at 53,000 rpm for 18-20 h in a VTi65 rotor. Following centrifugation 
the UV fluorescent band was removed with a syringe, diluted to 2 ml with distilled 
water and extracted twice with 4 ml of n-butanol to remove the ethidium 
bromide. The DNA was then precipitated by addition of two volumes of ethanol 
followed by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 15 min in an SS-34 rotor. The pellet 
was washed with 70% ethanol, air-dried and resuspended in 100 ~1 of TE overnight 
at 4°C. 
RNA was extracted from 0.25-0.5 g of whole plants by grinding with 0.25 g 
of glass beads in a mortar containing 1 ml of 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 100 mM 
NaCl, 20 mM EDTA and 1% (w/v) sodium N-lauroyl sarcosine. The homogenate 
was extracted twice with phenol/chloroform (1:1, v/v) and once with chloroform 
followed by ethanol precipitation and centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 15 min in 
an SS-34 rotor. The pellet was washed in 70% ethanol, air-dried and resuspended 
in 50 ~1 of TE. 
Chloroplast DNA was prepared as described by Leutwiler et al. ( 1984) 
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except that the DNA was not purified by CsCl-ethidium bromide centrifugation. 
(d) Gel electrophoresis 
Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA and RNA was performed as described 
by Meyerowitz and Martin ( 1984 ). Renaturation of RNA in formaldehyde-agarose 
gels was performed by extensive washing of the gel in distilled water, then in 
0.1 M ammonium acetate and finally staining in 0.5 ~g/ml ethidium bromide. 
Restriction fragment sizes of ).cl857 57 are from the sequence of Sanger et al. 
( 1982). 
(e) Filter binding and hybridization of nucleic acids 
DNA and RNA were transferred from agarose gels as described by 
Meyerowitz and Martin ( 1984). 
Dot blot filters were prepared using a 96-well manifold (Bio-Rad). A series 
of 12 twofold serial dilutions of Arabidopsis genomic DNA was prepared with 
mouse DNA of concentration equal to the original Arabidopsis DNA concentration, 
thus maintaining the overall DNA concentration as the Arabidopsis DNA 
concentration decreased from 160 ~g/ml to 78 ng/ml. Sixty ~l of each solution was 
mixed with 180 ~l of 0.4 M NaOH, incubated at room temperature for 10 min and 
then chilled on ice. Two hundred forty ~~of 2M ammonium acetate was added and 
50 ~1 of the resulting solution was filtered through a nitrocellulose filter 
equilibrated in 1 M ammonium acetate in each of eight wells in the manifold. All 
of the wells were rinsed with 200 ~l of 1 M ammonium acetate; the filter was cut 
into eight identical strips containing 12 dots each and baked for 2 hat 80°C in a 
vacuum oven. 
All hybridizations were in 5096 formamide, 5X SSPE (1X=l80 mM NaCl, 
10 mM NaH
2
P04 , 8 mM NaOH, 1 mM Na 2EDTA pH 7.0 Davis et al., 1980), 
100 ~g/ml sonicated and denatured salmon testis DNA, lX Denhardt's solution 
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(0.02% Ficoll, 0.02% polyvinylpyrrolidone, 0.02% bovine serum albumin, Denhardt, 
1966) and 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at 43°C. After hybridization, filters 
were washed in 1X SSPE, 0.1% SDS at room temperature except for the dot blot 
filters which were washed at 43°C. Hybridized DNA was removed by washing 
filters in 0.01 X SSPE, 0.1% SDS at 100°C. 
(f) Quantitation of dot blot data 
After washing, the individual dots were separated into l em squares of 
nitrocellulose, dissolved in liquifluor/toluene scintillation cocktail and counted for 
50 min (or to l% accuracy) in a Beckman LS-250 liquid scintillation counter. The 
data from the duplicate filters were averaged and the cpm plotted versus the 
quantity of DNA on the filter. Lines were fitted by linear regression. The slopes 
of the lines were then converted to llmoles of clone hybridized/1-1g genomic DNA 
bound to the filter by dividing by the specific activity of the clone (cpm/llg) and 
then dividing by the molecular weight of the insert portion of each lambda clone 
used as a probe. The resulting values can be compared directly to give relative 
copy numbers in the genomic DNA. 
3. Results 
(a) Analysis of random cloned fragments by reverse genome blotting 
In order to characterize the sequence interspersion patterns of the 
Arabidopsis genome, we examined 50 randomly selected lambda recombinant 
clones. Clones were selected from two different EcoRI partial digest libraries 
which were made in the lambda vector Sep6 (Meyerowitz & Hogness, 1982), and 
contained DNA from whole plants of the Columbia strain of Arabidopsis. Purified 
cloned DNA was digested with EcoRI, fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis, 
and blotted to nitrocellulose filters. These filters were then hybridized to 3 2P-
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labeled Arabidopsis genomic DNA derived from the Landsberg strain, and labeled 
by nick translation. The degree of hybridization, as revealed by autoradiograms of 
these filters, allowed the assignment of the clones to two classes (high and low) 
reflecting the repetition frequency of their Arabidopsis DNA inserts in the 
genomic DNA. A typical blot is shown in Figure 1, with ;\.bAtll3 falling in the 
highly repeated class, and the others in the low repetition group. As can be seen 
in Table l, the majority of the clones fall into the low repetition class. 
The high repetition frequency class could be subdivided into three groups of 
clones based on the EcoRI restriction fragments contained in the Arabidopsis DNA 
insert and the pattern of hybridization to those fragments. Eight of the 15 
repetitive clones (;\.bAt002, AbAt025, AbAt106, AbAt107, AbAtll3, AbAt122, 
;\.bAt 123 and ;\.bAt 125) contain a set of four identical EcoRI restriction fragments 
and a fifth fragment which displays some variation in length. All of the 
restriction fragments in this group of clones show intense hybridization to the 
genomic DNA probe. This set of clones will be referred to below as subdivision I 
of the high repetition frequency class. 
For four of the remaining clones (AbAt003, ;\.bAt102, AbAtl12 and ;\.bAt124; 
subdivision II) the genomic DNA probe showed intense hybridization to all of the 
restriction fragments present in the EcoRI-digested clone DNA, while the final 
three (;\.bA t006, AbA tO 10 and AbA t026 subdivision III) showed strong hybridization 
to only a subset of their fragments. AbA t006 contains two EcoRI fragments of 
6.4 kilobase-pairs (kb) as well as one of 1.0 kb. When EcoRI-digested DNA from 
the clone was hybridized with labeled genomic DNA, strong hybridization was 
observed to one of the 6.4 kb bands while the other two fragments appeared to be 
low copy number. AbAt010 contains five EcoRI restriction fragments of 8.9, 1.3, 
1.25, 0.8 and 0.65 kb. Of these the 0.8 kb and the 0.65 kb fragments appear to 
contain no repetitive sequences, while the remaining fragments all appear to 
contain some repetitive DNA. ;\.bA t026 contains EcoRI fragments of 6.1, 5.3 and 
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2.9 kb. When labeled genomic DNA was hybridized to this clone only the 6.1 kb 
EcoRI fragment appeared to be repetitive. 
In the following, the classes of cloned sequences will be treated separately, 
the low repetition class first followed by each subdivision of the repetitive clones. 
(b) Further analysis of the low repetition frequency class 
The next experiment was designed to determine if the sequences 
represented in the recombinant clones were present exclusively on the same size 
restriction fragments in the genome of Arabidopsis. Genomic DNA from the 
Landsberg erecta strain was digested with EcoRI, fractionated by agarose gel 
electrophoresis and blotted to nitrocellulose filters. 3 2P-labeled DNA from each 
clone in the low copy number class was hybridized individually to a filter. All but 
five of these clones hybridized only to restriction fragments which were the same 
size as the restriction fragments contained in the clone. In addition, with the 
exception of AbA t 119 which is discussed below, the autoradiographic signals on 
these filters were of approximately the same intensity. 
To determine the approximate copy number of these clones in the 
Arabidopsis genome, a reconstruction experiment was performed using two 
representative clones: AbAt114 and AbAt115. Arabidopsis genomic DNA was 
digested in parallel with digests containing the equivalent of one, three or ten 
copies per haploid genome of clone DNA assuming a total cellular genome size of 
1 x 10 8 base pairs (Leutwiler et al., 1984). The digestion products were 
fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis, denatured and transferred to a 
nitrocellulose filter. Each filter was allowed to hybridize with 32P-labeled DNA 
from the same clone used to make the filter. Autoradiograms of these filters 
demonstrate that each clone hybridizes with approximately equal intensity to the 
genomic DNA and the DNA representing the single-copy reconstruction (Fig. 2). 
Of the five clones which hybridized to genomic restriction fragments which 
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were of different sizes than those contained in the cloned DNA, four clones 
hybridized to patterns of restriction fragments which can be accounted for by 
restriction site polymorphism. ;\bA t047 contains EcoRI fragments of 6.7, 3.5 and 
3.4 kb in length. When used as a hybridization probe of EcoRI-digested genomic 
DNA this clone hybridized to fragments of 6.7, 3.5, 1.35, 1.3 and 0.7 kb. ;\bAt132 
contains three EcoRI fragments of Arabidopsis DNA which are 8.1, 4.7 and 1.2 kb 
in length. Hybridization to EcoRI-digested genomic DNA revealed fragments of 
6.2, 4.7, 1. 9 and 1.2 kb. ;\bAt 133 contains four EcoRI fragments in its insert which 
are 7.9, 7.1, 3.7, and l.4 kb in length. The hybridization pattern of this clone to 
EcoRI-digested genomic DNA revealed hybridization to 11.6, 7.1 and l.4 kb 
fragments. For each of these three clones most of the fragments are conserved 
between the clone and the genomic DNA and the sum of the lengths of the 
fragments seen in the blot pattern is the same as the overall length of the clone 
insert. 
;\bAt108 contains three EcoRI restriction fragments which are 4.9, 4.4 and 
1.0 kb in length. When used as a hybridization probe against EcoRI-digested 
genomic DNA this clone hybridized to fragments of 4.4 and l.O kb only. When 
hybridized to EcoRI-digested genomic DNA of a different ecotype (Niederzenz) 
hybridization to fragments of 4.9, 4.4 and l.O kb was detected. If the restriction 
fragment found in the Landsberg strain homologous to the cloned 4. 9 kb fragment 
were large enough to approach the mean size of the DNA isolated it would no 
longer run as a discrete band on the agarose gel. 
The polymorphisms in these four clones are not unexpected, since the 
recombinant libraries were constructed with DNA from the Columbia strain while 
the blots were performed with DNA from the closely related, but not identical, 
Landsberg erecta strain. The existence of polymorphisms of the type described 
confirms that the polymorphic clones, and those hybridizing to genomic DNA with 
identical intensity, do indeed represent DNA sequences present only once per 
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haploid genome in the plant. 
Two clones hybridized to other restriction fragments in addition to those 
contained in the clone. In each case the intensity of the hybridization signal of 
the new restriction fragments was approximately equal to the hybridization signal 
of the fragments the same size as those contained in the clone. XbA t 121 contains 
EcoRI fragments of 7.1 and 2.2 kb. When DNA from this clone was 3 2 P-labeled 
and hybridized to EcoRI-digested genomic DNA, hybridization to fragments of 7.1, 
6.1, 5.1, 3.6 and 2.2 kb was observed. The insert of XbA t 131 consists of a single 
EcoRI fragment of 11.0 kb. Hybridization to EcoRI-digested genomic DNA 
revealed hybridization to an 11.0 kb fragment and a 3.0 kb fragment. This 
hybridization to extra fragments may represent duplicated genomic copies of the 
sequences contained in the clones, or heterozygosity for restriction fragment 
length polymorphisms in the plants from which the DNA used in the genomic blots 
was extracted. 
One clone (AbAtll9) hybridized only to restriction fragments which were 
the same size as those contained in the clone but the signal intensity was 
severalfold greater than with the other clones in the low copy number class. In 
order to determine the approximate number of copies of this sequence per haploid 
Arabidopsis genome, a reconstruction experiment similar to that described above 
was performed using AbA t 119. An autoradiogram of the filter resulting from this 
experiment revealed that AbAtll9 hybridizes more intensely to the genomic DNA 
than to the DNA sample containing the equivalent of ten copies per haploid 
genome. 
Because of the greater degree of hybridization as compared to the other 
low copy number clones, it was possible that this clone represented a bacterial 
contaminant present in the plant DNA. To test this hypothesis DNA was prepared 
from Arabidopsis plants that were grown under axenic conditions. This DNA and 
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Arabidopsis DNA made from plants grown on soil were digested with EcoRl, 
fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to a nitrocellulose 
filter. When this filter was hybridized with 3 2 P-labeled DNA from AbAtll9 and 
autoradiographed it revealed an approximately equal degree of hybridization to 
each DNA sample. Therefore, this clone does represent sequences present in the 
plant genome, but present in several indistinguishable copies. 
(c) The clones of repetitive subdivision I contain Arabidopsis rDN A sequences 
Since all of the clones of subdivision I appeared to be similar, they clearly 
constituted some major family of repetitive DNA. Five of the eight clones 
(AbAt002, AbAt025, AbAtl06, AbAtl22 and AbAtl25) contained the same five 
restriction fragments which had lengths of 3.75, 2.35, 1.65, 1.5 and 0.65 kb. The 
remaining c lones lacked the 1.65 kb EcoRI fragment and contained one additional 
EcoRI fragment: AbA t 107 contained a fragment of l. 9 kb, AbA t 113 a fragment of 
1.6 kb and AbAtl23 a fragment of 2.0 kb. To determine if all of these clones 
contained homologous sequences, approximately equal quantities of the cloned 
DNAs were digested with EcoRI, fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and 
transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. 3 2 P-labeled AbAt002 DNA was then allowed 
to hybridize to this filter. Autoradiography of the filter revealed that all of the 
fragments in all of the subdivision I repetitive clones were hybridized by this 
probe. When the vector ASep6 was used as the probe, none of the insert fragments 
in any of the clones hybridized to the labeled DNA. 
To determine if the heterogeneity observed in the length of the 1.65 kb 
EcoRI fragment was due to the presence of fragments of various lengths in the 
genome, the following experiment was performed. Genomic DNA was digested 
with EcoRI, fractionated on an agarose gel and transferred to nitrocellulose. A 
plasmid subclone containing the 1.65 kb EcoRI fragment from AbAt002 was 3 2 P-
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labeled by nick translation and used as a hybridization probe on this filter. 
Autoradiography of the filter showed that this fragment hybridizes strongly to 
genomic EcoRI fragments of 2.35, 1.65 and 1.6 kb and also hybridizes weakly to 
fragments of many other sizes. 
In all of the clones some of the fragments were present in greater molar 
quantities than others. This suggested a tandem repeat type organization and the 
9.9 kb length of the repeat unit suggested that these units might be rRNA coding 
regions. To test this hypothesis total Arabidopsis RNA was prepared, denatured 
and fractionated on a formaldehyde-agarose gel. One lane of this gel was blotted 
to a nitrocellulose filter, while another was extensively washed, the RNA allowed 
to renature and stained with ethidium bromide. The filter was allowed to 
hybridize with 3 2P-labeled AbAt002 DNA and the location of hybridization 
determined by autoradiography. Hybridization was observed at two locations 
which corresponded in migration with the two major bands observed in the 
ethidium-stained portion of the gel. Thus, in all probability this clone contains 
sequences which code for the ribosomal RNAs of Arabidopsis. 
(d) The organization of the rDNA repeat unit is typical of eukaryotic organisms 
To determine if all of the cloned 9.9 kb rONA repeat units are the same, 
the restriction endonuclease maps for several enzymes were determined for two 
independent clones (AbAt002 and AbAt025). The repeat units contained in these 
clones have identical maps for EcoRI, Bglii, Xhol and Xbai. The restriction 
mapping also confirmed that the units are organized as tandem repeats with each 
of these clones containing 1.5 repeats. The restriction map of the repeat unit is 
presented in Figure 3. One 700 bp region of the repeat unit is cleaved into 
fragments smaller than 100 bp by Sali (Fig. 3). This region is partly contained in 
the EcoRI restriction fragment (the right-most in the figure) which displays 
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heterogeneity in length in the different clones. 
The location of the coding regions within the repeat unit was determined by 
further RNA blot analysis. Subclones containing the five EcoRI fragments of the 
repeat unit were 3 2 P-labeled by nick translation and then used as hybridization 
probes against total RNA filters prepared as described above. The hybridization 
patterns of each of the subclones is presented in Figure 4. As can be seen in the 
figure the hybridization data can be assembled into a consistent map of the 
regions of the clone coding for each of the large ribosomal RNAs. 
(e) There are approximately 570 copies of the rDNA repeat unit in Arabidopsis 
To determine the approximate copy number of the rONA repeat unit in the 
haploid genome, a quantitative dot blot procedure was used. Three sets of two 
filters, each of which consisted of a series of dots of serial dilutions of 
Arabidopsis genomic DNA, were hybridized with 3 2P-labeled A.bAt002, A.bAtll4 
and A. bAtll5. After hybridization the dots were cut apart and the extent of 
hybridization to each dot was determined by liquid scintillation spectrometry. 
The two values for each DNA concentration were averaged and lines fitted to the 
data by linear regression (Fig. 5). All points were used for the two unique clones 
but the three highest DNA concentrations were omitted for the rONA clone where 
the curve was obviously non-linear. The slopes of these lines represent cpm 
bound/IJg of DNA. These can be compared directly after correcting for the 
specific activity of the different probes and the length of the segment being 
hybridized in the genomic DNA. After these corrections are made, the single-
copy clones A.bAt114 and A.bAtll5 have 2.2 x 10- 13 and 2.4 x 10- 13 IJmoles probe/IJg 
genomic DNA bound to the filters. By comparison A.bAt002 has 1.3 x 10- 10 IJmoles 
probe/IJg genomic DNA bound to the filter. By division of these two values it can 
be calculated that there are approximately 570 copies of the rONA repeat per 
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haploid genome in Arabidopsis. 
(f) Arabidopsis rONA and unique sequences both contain 5-methyl cytosine 
To examine the relative levels of methylation of the Arabidopsis rONA and 
unique sequences, DNA blots with methylation-sensitive restriction endonucleases 
were performed. Genomic DNA was digested in parallel with Hpall and Mspl, 
which cut, respectively, at CCGG/mecCGG and CCGG/CmeCGG sequences, 
fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to nitrocellulose. 
Eight filters were prepared and each was hybridized with 3 2 P-labeled DNA from a 
d ifferent lambda clone containing unique sequences. The clones used were 
>..bAtl03, >..bAtl04, >..bAtl05, >..bAtll4, >..bAtll5, >..bAtll6, >..bAtll7 and >..bAtll8. 
Autoradiograms of these filters revealed that the hybridization patterns of these 
clones to genomic DNA digested with Hpa[l or Mspi were very similar (Fig. 6). 
Pooling the data from all eight clones, there were 38 bands present in both 
digests, five which were present only in the Mspl digests and four which were 
present in only the Hpaii digest. Following this experiment, the hybridized DNA 
was removed from one of these filters and the filter allowed to hybridize with 
3 2P-labeled DNA from one of the rONA clones (>..bAt025). The hybridization 
pattern of this clone demonstrates that the Arabidopsis rONA is cleaved by both 
Hpaii and Mspl, but that the DNA is reduced to smaller fragments by Mspl 
(Fig. 6). Therefore, the inner cytosine in the sequence CCGG is more frequently 
methylated than the outer cytosine in Arabidopsis rONA sequences. 
(g) Repetitive subdivision II is composed of clones containing chloroplast DNA 
The clones of subdivision II, which show equal hybridization of genomic 
DNA to all fragments, all show approximately the same intensity of hybridization 
of the 3 2 P-labeled genomic DNA. One of these clones (>..bAt003) has been shown 
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to hybridize to partially purified chloroplast DNA and presumably contains 
chloroplast sequences (Leutwiler et al., 1984). Because of the similar apparent 
copy number in the genomic DNA it was considered likely that all of these 
represent chloroplast clones. To determine if this is true, DNA from each of 
these clones and DNA from A.bAt025, a ribosomal DNA clone, was digested with 
EcoRI, fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to 
nitrocellulose. Two filters were made in parallel: one was hybridized with 3 2 P-
labeled genomic DNA while the other was allowed to hybridize with 3 2 P-labeled 
purified chloroplast DNA. As can be seen for three of the clones in Figure 7, the 
genomic DNA hybridizes with approximately equal intensity to the rONA clone 
and to each of the other clones, whereas the purified chloroplast DNA hybridizes 
only slightly to the rONA clone and strongly to each of the other clones. This 
evidence demonstrates that each of the clones in this class contains DNA which is 
a part of the chloroplast genome. 
To determine the approximate number of chloroplast genomes per haploid 
genome in the nucleus, a quantitative dot blot experiment similar to that 
described earlier for the rONA, but using the chloroplast clone A.bAt003, was 
performed. As was the case for the rONA the points representing the highest 
concentrations of genomic DNA were not included in the linear regression 
calculations due to their obvious non-linearity (Fig. 5). After correction for 
specific activity and length of the hybridizing fragment the chloroplast clone was 
found to have bound to the filter at a level of 7.7 x 10- 11 1-1moles probe/1-1g genomic 
DNA. Compared to the average of the unique clones (2.3 x 10- 13 1-1moles probe/1-1g 
genomic DNA) this gives an approximate copy number of 330 copies per haploid 
genome or an average of 660 copies per cell in whole plants. Because the 
chloroplast genome may vary in copy number with respect to the nuclear genome, 
and because the DNA used in this experiment came from various cell types, this 
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number represents only an estimate of the chloroplast genome copy number. 
(h) The repetitive subdivision III clones can be subdivided into two groups 
on the basis of hybridization to genomic DNA 
The three remaining middle repetitive clones (A.bAt006, A.bAtOlO and 
A.bAt026) were distinctive in having genomic DNA hybridize to a greater degree to 
some of their restriction fragments than to others. As a means of further 
characterization these clones were labeled with 3 2 P and used as probes of EcoRI-
digested Arabidopsis genomic DNA. When A.bAt006, which contains two 6.4 kb and 
one 1.0 kb EcoRI fragments, was used as a hybridization probe, strong 
hybridization was observed to fragments of 6.4 and 2.7 kb while weaker 
hybridization was observed to a 1.0 kb fragment. Thus, it appears that the 
repetitive 6.4 kb EcoRI fragment detected by the reverse genome blot hybridizes 
to genomic DNA fragments of 6.4 kb and 2.7 kb. 
The hybridization result suggested that A.bAt006 might in fact be the result 
of the ligation of a highly repetitive 6.4 kb fragment with two unique fragments 
during the construction of the clone library. To test this possibility genomic DNA 
and DNA from the clone were digested with BamHI and Xhol. This DNA was 
fractionated on an agarose gel and transferred to nitrocellulose. This filter was 
allowed to hybridize with 3 2 P- labeled DNA of the 1.0 kb EcoRI restriction 
fragment which had been purified on an agarose gel. Autoradiography of this 
hybridization revealed that the probe had hybridized to a 2.2 kb BamHI fragment 
and a 6.7 kb Xhol fragment in both the cloned and genomic DNAs. Since the 
1.0 kb EcoRI fragment is located between the two 6.4 kb fragments and does not 
contain sites for either BamHI or Xhol, the fragments to which this probe 
hybridizes must span both internal EcoRI sites. Thus, this clone is unlikely to be 
the result of a cloning artifact and represents a junction between repetitive and 
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unique sequences in the Arabidopsis genome. 
When either A.bAtOlO or A.bAt026 was hybridized to genomic DNA a similar 
although not identical pattern was observed (Fig. 8). Both probes hybridized to 
many fragments and in particular showed strong hybridization to DNA of sizes 6.1 
and 4.5 kb. Therefore, both of these clones contain repetitive sequences which 
are present many times in the genome and are contained on EcoRI fragments of 
many different sizes. 
(i) Localization of the repetitive sequences in the clones A.bAtOlO and A.bAt026 
In order to determine the location of repetitive sequences in these two 
lambda clones it was first necessary to determine their restriction maps. Sites of 
cleavage for the restriction enzymes BamHI, EcoRI, Sall and Xbal were 
determined for A.bA tO 10 while cleavage sites for Bglll, EcoRI, Hindiii and Sall 
were determined for A.bA t026. The resulting restriction maps are presented in 
Figure 9. 
DNA from the clone A.bAtOlO was digested with BamHI, Xbal and EcoRI + 
Sall. This DNA was fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to 
a nitrocellulose filter. The gel used did not allow visualization of fragments 
smaller than approximately 0.7 kb. This filter was then hybridized with 3 2P-
labeled Arabidopsis genomic DNA. Autoradiography of this filter revealed intense 
hybridization to all fragments of DNA derived from the insert of the clone and 
large enough to be detected with the exception of the 1.3 and 1.25 kb Xbal 
fragments, the 0.8 kb EcoRI fragment and the 1.6 kb EcoRI-Sall fragment. 
Previous blotting experiments had shown that intense hybridization was not 
observed at the position of the 0.65 kb EcoRI fragment. These data indicate that 
there are at least four regions of repetitive sequences in A.bAtOlO which are 
separated by sequences present in fewer copies in the Arabidopsis genome (Fig. 9). 
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A similar gel blotting experiment was performed to determine what region 
of the clone ).bA t026 contained repetitive sequences. A gel blot filter was 
prepared with lanes containing ).bA t026 digested with Bglll +Sal! and Hindiii. This 
filter was hybridized with 3 2P-labeled Arabidopsis genomic DNA. 
Autoradiography revealed strong hybridization which was limited to the 1.7 kb 
Bglii-Sali fragment and to the 6.0 kb Hindlll fragment. These data indicate that 
the highly repeated sequences in ).bA t026 are confined to the 1.4 kb Hindlll-Bglll 
fragment (Fig. 9). 
(j) The repetitive elements in AbAtOlO and AbAt026 do not cross-hybridize 
To determine if the elements contained in ).bAtOlO and ).bAt026 are 
related, an experiment was performed to detect homologous sequences present in 
the repetitive regions of these two clones. AbA tO l 0 DNA was digested with EcoRI 
and BamHI, fractionated on an agarose gel and transferred to a nitrocellulose 
filter. A plasmid subclone containing the 6.1 kb EcoRI fragment from AbAt026 
was 3 2 P-labeled and used as a hybridization probe. Autoradiography revealed that 
this probe, which contains the repetitive sequences found in AbA t026, does not 
hybridize to any of the insert fragments contained in AbA tO l 0. 
4. Discussion 
The work described was undertaken in order to obtain a clear picture of the 
organization of the genome of Arabidopsis thaliana. It was known from the work 
of Leutwiler et al. (1984) that the Arabidopsis genome is extremely small and that 
it contains a high proportion of presumed single-copy sequences. In order to 
determine the nature of the repetitive sequences and the pattern of their 
interspersion among the unique sequences we have analyzed 50 randomly chosen 
lambda clones containing a total of greater than 600 kb of DNA. The validity of 
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this analysis is dependent on three conditions. First, the recombinant libraries 
used must be representative of the genome. Because our libraries were 
constructed by EcoRI partial digestion it is clear that we have excluded any EcoRI 
fragments which exceed the capacity of the A.-vector. We may also be selecting 
against regions of the genome containing many closely spaced EcoRI sites if we 
have overdigested the DNA used to make the libraries (Seed et al., 1982); 
however, in the construction of the library precautions were taken to avoid this 
possibility. In addition, our libraries may exclude some regions of the genome 
containing inverted repeats which render recombinant A.-phage containing them 
inviable on rec+ hosts (Leach and Stahl, 1983; Wyman et al., 1985). Not all 
inverted repeats behave in this manner since we have previously cloned such a 
repeat using this vector and host (Meyerowitz & Hogness, 1982). One test 
indicates that at least the amplified library is indeed representative. We have 
screened this library for four different genes using heterologous probes and have 
always obtained phage containing the sequences of interest at approximately the 
expected frequency (L. S. Leutwiler, R. E. Pruitt and C. Chang, unpublished). The 
second condition which must be met is that hybridization should be performed 
under conditions allowing the recognition of small or partially conserved 
repetitive sequences. As described in Materials and Methods, all hybridizations 
and filter washes were carried out under non-stringent conditions (Tm-25°C). 
Finally, the sample of clones examined must be large enough to be representative 
of the entire genome. The small genome of Arabidopsis makes it relatively easy to 
look at a reasonable proportion of the nuclear sequences. We have examined 
578 kb of nuclear DNA which, using the haploid nuclear genome value of 
7 x 10 4 kb given by Leutwiler et al. (1984), constitutes approximately 0.896 of the 
nuclear genome. 
Of the 50 clones examined, four contain chloroplast sequences. The 46 
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non-chloroplast clones can be divided into five groups based on their DNA 
sequence content. The largest group is made up of 32 of the 50 clones, which 
contain only sequences which appear to be present once in the haploid Arabidopsis 
genome. Four of these clones contain EcoRI sites which are polymorphic between 
the two closely related ecotypes Columbia and Landsberg. Restriction site 
pol ymorphisms between Landsberg and the more distantly related strain 
Niederzenz can be found in many of these clones and will form the basis for a 
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) genetic map now being 
constructed (R. E. Pruitt, work in progress). The ease with which RFLPs can be 
detected and the nature of the polymorphisms provide additional evidence that 
these clones do represent sequences which are unique in the genome. 
The second group consists of two clones (xbA t 121 and xbA t 131) which 
appear to contain sequences which occur in a small number of discrete locations in 
the genome. A specific example of such a sequence is known in Arabidopsis; there 
are three distinct genes encoding the chlorophyll a/b binding protein, all located in 
a small gene cluster (L. S. Leutwiler and E. M. Meyerowitz, unpublished). Another 
possibility is that the extra bands seen in the genome blots with these two clones 
represent RFLPs which are segregating in the Landsberg population. Because 
Arabidopsis normally is self-pollinating, all sequences in an individual plant will 
tend to become homozygous. Because our Landsberg population was started from 
a single plant only three generations ago, it is possible that polymorphisms are 
present m our population if the original plant was heterozygous for such 
polymorphisms. 
The third group consists of only one clone, xbAtll9. This clone contains a 
DNA segment which is present at a level exceeding ten copies per haploid genome 
and is highly conserved over its entire length. Sequences homologous with those in 
the clone were found to be present in the DNA of plants grown from sterilized 
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seeds under axenic conditions, ruling out the possibility that the cloned DNA was 
that of a contaminating soil bacterium or fungus. It is possible that this clone 
contains mitochondrial DNA sequences; the copy number estimated from a copy 
number reconstruction experiment is consistent with the quantity of mitochondrial 
DNA expected in Arabidopsis (Leutwiler et al., 1984). 
The fourth group of clones (:\bAt006, :\bAtOlO and xbAt026) contains both 
unique and repetitive sequences. Two of the clones contain repetitive sequences 
which do not contain a well-conserved EcoRI fragment while the repeat unit found 
in the other clone does contain a well-conserved EcoRI fragment. :\bA t006 and 
:\bAt026 each contain long contiguous blocks of unique sequences, indicating that 
these repeat sequences are interspersed among the predominant unique 
sequences. The exact nature of these repetitive families has not been determined. 
The last group of clones are those containing rDNA sequences. Analysis of 
these clones indicates that the rDNA of Arabidopsis is typical of the rDNA of 
plants. In higher plants the number of rDNA repeats per cell varies from 1,000 to 
greater than 30,000 (Ingle et al., 1975) and the length of the repeats varies from 8 
to 12 kb (Leweke & Hemleben, 1982). Arabidopsis falls within both of these 
ranges having approximately 1150 copies per cell of a 9. 9 kb repeat unit. It is not 
known if these repeats are present in one or several clusters within the genome. 
Cytologically there are two nucleolus organizers, a large one on chromosome 4 
and a smaller one on chromosome 2 (Sears & Lee-Chen, 1970). Therefore, it 
seems likely that the rONA repeats are located in two clusters on these 
chromosomes. 
The Arabidopsis rONA repeat units are heterogeneous in length. In every 
variant repeat unit cloned, the length difference resides in the EcoRI fragment 
that is 1.65 kb in five of the eight rONA clones and that lies in the non-coding 
part of the rONA repeat unit. We have shown that this fragment is homologous 
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with restriction fragments in genomic DNA of various lengths. This fragment 
contains a 600 bp region which is cleaved into small fragments by Sal!. In 
Xenopus, most of the variation in rONA repeat length is due to changes in the 
number of copies of a short repeat element which acts as an enhancer for RNA 
polymerase I (Reeder, 1984). The region of the Arabidopsis rONA repeat unit 
which is cleaved frequently by Sal! may contain a similar series of repeat 
elements. Variations in the number of copies of such an element could account 
for the heterogeneity of the rONA repeats. 
Most plant rDNAs are heavily methylated at cytosine residues (Gerlach & 
Bedbrook, 1979; Siegel & Kolacz, 1983; Uchimiya et al., 1982) and the rONA of 
another member of the Cruciferae, Raphanus sativus, is heavily methylated on the 
inner cytosine of the CCGG Hpaii/ Mspl recognition sequence, with lesser but 
significant methylation on the outer cytosine as well (Delseny et al., 1984). The 
rONA of Arabidopsis is similar to other plants in this respect also, being partially 
digested by Hpa!I and to a greater extent by Mspl. The methylation experiments 
with the unique clones demonstrate that there are CCGG sequences which are 
unmethylated and are cleaved by Hpaii and Mspl. Furthermore, they show that 
sites which are cleaved by one isoschizomer but not the other are relatively rare. 
This contrasts with the situation in wheat where 9096 of CCGG sequences are 
resistant to digestion with Hpaii and 5096 cannot be cleaved by Mspl (Gruenbaum 
et al., 1981). There may be restriction sites which are methylated on both 
cytosines and would not be detected by this experiment. 
Leutwiler et al. ( 1984) found the Arabidopsis genome to contain 
approximately 1496 rapidly reannealing sequences. The most likely types of 
sequence in this rapidly renaturing component are satellites and foldback 
sequences. We have not recovered any clones which contain sequences repeated 
more than 600 times per haploid genome. It is possible that the highly repeated 
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sequences are present in a sequence organization pattern which prevents them 
from being cloned in a EcoRI partial digest library. If the quickly reassociating 
component is due to foldback sequences, they may be present in our clones; we 
have done no experiments to detect the presence of foldback sequences. 
We have recovered four different types of clones which belong to the 
middle repetitive kinetic component. rONA clones comprise 16% of the random 
clones, and the 95% confidence limits for the percentage of such clones present in 
the entire recombinant library are 6-26%. Chloroplast clones represent 8% (0-
16%, 95% confidence interval) and the dispersed repetitive sequences 6% (0-12%, 
95% confidence interval). Although the number of clones containing dispersed 
repetitive sequences constitute 6% of the total, even these clones contain mostly 
unique sequences. Therefore, the percentage of repetitive sequences is actually 
less than half of this amount. In addition there is the low copy number repeat 
found in XbAtll9, which represents 2% of the clones examined (0-4%, 95% 
confidence interval). Thirty-two percent of the clones examined contain 
repetitive DNA which would reassociate m the middle repetitive component, 
which compares with 27% of Arabidopsis DNA which reannealed in the middle 
repetitive component in the kinetic analysis of Leutwiler et al. (1984). The close 
correlation of these figures is another indication that the recombinant libraries 
used in this study are representative of the genomic DNA of the plant. Although 
the rONA clones appear to be the major component of the middle repetitive DNA, 
it is clear from the dot blot data that the total rONA consists of approximately 
6000 kb per haploid genome while the approximately 330 copies of the chloroplast 
genome must contribute 5-10 times this amount depending on the exact size of the 
chloroplast genome. The reason for the detection of fewer chloroplast clones than 
expected is not known. It is possible that the quantity of chloroplast DNA in each 
DNA preparation varies depending on environmental conditions and the age of the 
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plants at the time they are harvested. 
The remainder of the clones contain DNA sequences which are present only 
once per haploid genome with the exception of ).bAt12l and ).bAtl31, which 
appear to contain duplicated sequences. These 34 clones have an average insert 
length of 13 kb. If we adopt the simple model of sequence interspersion of unique 
sequences of length x interspersed with repeated sequences of length y, then the 
frequency of clones of length l containing only unique sequences and com ing from 
the interspersed region is given by: 
p x-l 
unique= ny. 
Excluding the rONA and chloroplast clones we have 34 of 38 clones or 89% which 
are unique over their entire length. We cannot solve the above equation explicitly 
because we do not know the length of the average repeat unit. However, if we 
assume that the repeat unit length is less than or equal to l kb, we can calculate a 
mean unique sequence length of 120-125 kb. If the average repeat un it length is 
actually longer than 1 kb, we have underestimated the length of the average 
unique sequence block. Because the number of dispersed repetitive clones is 
small, the percentage of unique clones is subject to error. If we use the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval for the dispersed repetitive clones (and 
decrease the percentage of unique clones accordingly), the estimated average 
unique length would be reduced to approximately 65 kb. Even under these 
assumptions it is clear that the sequence interspersion pattern of Arabidopsis is 
extremely long. If the average single-copy sequence length is 125 kb, there are 
fewer than 600 dispersed repeats in the Arabidopsis genome. These facts, in 
combination with the small genome size, make Arabidopsis a higher plant uniquely 
suited to the techniques of molecular genetics. Together with the restriction 
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fragment length polymorphism genetic map now being constructed it should prove 
possible to use the method of chromosome walking to clone any genetic locus of 
interest by starting with a lambda clone that maps near the locus, and 
successively isolating overlapping clones. 
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FIG. 1. Hybridization of Arabidopsis genomic DNA to Arabidopsis clones . 
0.5 IJg of DNA from each of the clones .x.bAtllJ-118 was digested individually with 
EcoRI and the samples loaded on six adjacent lanes of a 0.8% agarose gel. After 
electrophoresis the DNA in the gel was denatured and blotted to a nitrocellulose 
f ilter. The filter was hybridized with 3 2P-labeled Arabidopsis genomic DNA a nd 
autoradiographed. .x.ci857 57 DNA digested with Hindiii was used as a molecular 
weight marker; molecular weights of the lambda fragments are given in kb. 
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FIG. 2. Estimation of copy number of Arabidopsis genomic clones. DNA 
samples containing l.O J.lg Arabidopsis genomic DNA (lanes labeled G) or 1.0 J.lg 
mouse genomic DNA plus DNA from the indicated clone equivalent to l, 3 or 10 
copies per haploid genome (lanes labeled 1, 3 and l 0) were digested with EcoRI 
and fractionated on a 0.8% agarose gel. After electrophoresis the DNA in the gel 
was denatured and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. The filter was hybridized 
with 3 2 P-labeled DNA from the same clone which was used to make the filter and 
autoradiographed. The bands which appear in the lanes containing reconstructions 
but not in the lane containing the genomic DNA are due to hybridization of the 
lambda-sequences found in the recombinant clones. .:\cl857 57 DNA digested with 
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FIG. J. Restriction map of the Arabidopsis rDNA repeat unit. All known 
restriction sites for Bglii, EcoRI, Xbal and Xhol are shown. The hatched box 
labeled SR represents a region of the repeat unit which is reduced to fragments 
shorter than 100 base pairs after digestion with Sall. The rightmost EcoRI 
fragment, which is depicted as being 1.65 kb long in the figure, varies in length in 






FlG. 4. Hybridization of the rONA EcoRI restriction fragments to 
Arabidopsis RNA. Total Arabidopsis RNA was denatured and fractionated on a 
1.5% formaldehyde-agarose gel. The RNA in the gel was base-treated and 
transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. The filter was cut into five strips and each 
strip hybridized with 3 2 P-labeled DNA prepared from a different plasmid subclone 
containing one of the five EcoRI fragments of the rONA repeat unit. After 
hybridization the filters were autoradiographed. 
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FIG. 5. Quantitation of two classes of Arabidopsis repetitive sequences. 
Arabidopsis genomic DNA was serially diluted twofold 12 successive times into a 
solution of mouse DNA of the same concentration as the starting concentration of 
the Arabidopsis DNA. These 12 dilutions were denatured, neutralized and filtered 
through nitrocellulose to produce eight identical filters each composed of 12 1.0 J.l g 
dots of DNA containing from 1.0 J.l g to 0.5 ng of Arabidopsis DNA. Two filters 
were hybridized with each of four different 3 2P-labeled DNA probes: A. bAt002, 
A. bA t003, A.bA t 114 and A.bA t 115. The concentrations of the probes were identical 
for each of the four clones. After hybridization the dots were separated and the 
hybridization quantitated by liquid scintillation spectrometry, as described in 
Materials and Methods. The data were plotted and lines fitted by linear 
regression. All points were used except for the points corresponding to the three 
highest genomic DNA concentrations for A.bA t002 and A.bAt003, which were 
non-linear. Points at the lower genomic DNA concentrations are omitted from 
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FIG. 6. Methylation of Arabidopsis DNA sequences. 1.0 \.lg of genomic 
DNA was digested with either Hpall (lanes marked H) or Mspl (lanes marked M) 
and loaded on two adjacent lanes of a 1.0% agarose gel. After electrophoresis the 
DNA in the gel was denatured and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. Four 
filters were constructed and allowed to hybridize with the 3 2P-labeled DNA from 
the clones :>..bAtl03, :>..bAtl04, :>..bAtl05, and :>..bAtll8 and then autoradiographed. 
Following autoradiography the hybridized DNA was removed from one of these 
filters and the filter hybridized with 3 2 P-labeled DNA from the clone >.bAt025 and 
autoradiographed. Size markers are from a Hindlii digest of >.cl857 57 DNA; sizes 
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FIG. 7. Identification of chloroplast clones. Approximately 0.5 1-1g of DNA 
from the clones A.bA t003, A.bA t l 02, A.bA t 124 and A.bA t025 was digested with EcoRI 
and loaded in two sets of four adjacent lanes on a 0.896 agarose gel. After 
electrophoresis the DNA was denatured and two identical filters were prepared by 
blotting to nitrocellulose. A) Filter hybridized with 3 2P-labeled whole plant DNA 
and autoradiographed. B) Filter hybridized with 3 2 P-labeled purified chloroplast 
DNA and autoradiographed. The size standards are from A.cl857 57 DNA digested 
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FIG. 8. Hybridization of :\bAtOlO and :\bAt026 to Arabidopsis genomic 
DNA. Genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI. and 1.0 ~g was loaded in each of 
two lanes of a 0.8% agarose gel. After electrophoresis the DNA was denatured 
and each lane was blotted to a separate nitrocellulose filter. One fitter was 
hybridized with 3 2P-Iabeled DNA from :\bAtOlO and the second filter was 
hybridized with 3 2 P-labeled DNA from :\bAt026. The size standards are from 



















FIG. 9. Restriction maps of A.bAtOlO and A.bAt026. The hatched bars below 
the maps indicate the regions of these clones which display strong 
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Abstract 
The experiments described in this paper characterize two pairs of genes 
from Arabidopsis thaliana which are abundantly expressed in the latter half of 
embryogenesis. One pair of genes encodes the Arabidopsis 125 storage protein. 
The two genes of this pair are arranged as a small tandem duplication in the 
genome of the Landsberg strain of Arabidopsis and are the only two genes in the 
genome which can be detected by genome blotting experiments. It appears that 
the Columbia strain of Arabidopsis lacks this tandem duplication and presumably 
contains only a single gene encoding 125 storage protein. These genes are shown 
to be expressed specifically in seeds during the latter half of embryogenesis. The 
nucleotide sequence of one copy of the 125 storage protein gene and the 5' end and 
flanking region of the second gene have been determined and the sequence 
compared to 125 storage protein genes from Brassica napus and Pisum sativum. 
The second pair of genes characterized encodes a small RNA of only 650 
nucleotides the protein product of which is unknown. Once again, the genes are 
arranged as a small tandem duplication although genome blotting experiments 
reveal the possible existence of a third gene. These two genes are also shown to 
be expressed exclusively in seeds during the latter half of seed development 
although with a slightly different time course than the 125 storage protein genes. 
The nucleotide sequence which was determined for one of these two genes 
contains a 148 amino acid open reading frame in the correct orientation relative 
to the direction of transcription and also contains the typical TAT A box upstream 
of the gene and polyadenylation signal downstream. 
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Introduction 
During the development of the seed of a dicotyledonous plant the embryo 
develops from a single diploid cell surrounded by endosperm into a small plantlet 
composed of two "seed leaves" or cotyledons and the rudiments of both shoot and 
root. During this process the embryo increases in size and also differentiates 
specialized tissues: the maturing embryo contains distinct epidermal and vascular 
tissues as well as the obviously differentiated root and shoot apices. At the end of 
embryogenesis the entire seed undergoes desiccation allowing the embryo to 
withstand a wide variety of conditions for an extended period without loss of 
viability. 
In the latter half of embryogenesis the most abundant messenger RNAs are 
those encoding the seed storage proteins. The storage proteins accumulate to high 
levels in the seed and are rapidly broken down when the seed germinates. They 
are thought to serve as a store of nitrogen for the developing seedling. Most 
plants produce several different storage proteins in their seeds, each of which may 
be expressed with its own particular temporal pattern and many of which are 
encoded by multigene families. Because the storage proteins constitute a major 
source of edible protein and are generally deficient in one or more essential amino 
acids it would be desirable to be able to modify the genes encoding these proteins. 
Study of homologous proteins from various plant species may allow the identifi-
cation of regions within the storage protein which may be modified without 
interfering with any of the structural or functional requirements of the protein. 
Many dicotyledonous plant seeds contain a 125 storage protein. These 
proteins consist of two polypeptides, designated a and s, which, like most storage 
proteins, are located in membrane bound protein bodies in the embryo (Pernollet, 
1978). Both polypeptides are encoded by the same gene and are produced by 
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posttranslational cleavage of a common precursor protein (Higgins, 1984). This 
precursor also contains a hydrophobic amino terminal leader peptide which is not 
present in the mature proteins that is presumably responsible for localizing the 
storage proteins in the protein bodies. The 125 storage protein from pea (Pisum 
sativum) has been shown to be homologous with that from oilseed rape (Brassica 
napus) and, although the amino acid sequences are quite divergent, there are 
clearly regions which are well conserved as well as regions in which large 
insertions are present 1n one protein relative to the other (Simon et a!., 1985). 
Both of these genes are encoded by multiple genes: there are thought to be 4 
genes encoding the pea 125 storage protein (Croy et at., 1982) and either 3 or 4 
encoding the B. napus 125 protein (M.L. Crouch, personal communication). 
In the experiments described in this paper we have cloned at least five 
different classes of abundantly expressed seed RNA species from Arabidopsis 
thaliana Two of these classes were characterized with respect to the 
organization of the genome in the region containing the genes, the time and 
tissues of expression and finally with respect to nucleotide sequence. One of 
these classes represents the Arabidopsis 125 storage protein genes while the other 
class codes for an unknown product. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant culture 
The strains of Arabidopsis used in the experiments described in this paper 
were: Landsberg erecta, obtained from F. J. Braaksma, Department of Genetics, 
Biology Centre, Haren, The Netherlands; and Columbia, obtained from A. 
Kleinhofs, Program in Genetics, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 
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99! 64. The Landsberg strain used in these experiments bears a homozygous 
recessive mutation, erecta, which makes the plants more compact and easier to 
culture in large numbers. 
Plants were cultured as described in Pruitt and Meyerowitz ( 1986). Plants which 
were used for determining the time of expression during seed development were 
grown at a density of five plants per 2.25 inch pot at 23.5-24.5°C, 7096 relative 
humidity and 7000 lux constant illumination. 
General ON A and recombinant ON A techniques 
Restriction digestions were performed as described by Davis et al. ( 1980). 
32P-labeled DNA was prepared by nick translation using the method described by 
Rigby et al. (1977). Poly A+ RNA and 32P-labeled eDNA were prepared as 
described by Meyerowitz and Martin ( 1984). Recombinant lambda libraries were 
screened as described in Meyerowitz and Martin (1984). Preparation of 
bacteriophage and plasmid DNA was by the method of Davis et al. ( 1980). 
Arabidopsis DNA and RNA were prepared by the method we have previously 
described (Pruitt and Meyerowitz, 1986). In vitro transcriptions using Sp6 or T7 
RNA polymerase were performed as recommended by the manufacturer (Promega 
Biotech). 
Electrophoresis, filter binding and hybridization of nucleic acids 
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Electrophoresis, filter binding and hybridization of nucleic acids were 
performed as described in Meyerowitz and Martin ( 1984) except for hybridization 
of single stranded RNA probes to RNA filters. Hybridizations between RNA 
probes and RNA filters were performed in .50% (v/v) formamide, .5xSSPE (1xSSPE 
is 180 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaH 2Po4, 8 mM NaOH, 1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0; Davis et 
al., 1980), 100 IJg/ml sonicated and denatured salmon testis DNA, .500 IJg/ml yeast 
RNA, 1 xDenhardt 's solution (0.02% ficoll, 0.02% polyvinylpyrrolidone, 0.02% 
bovine serum albumin; Denhardt, 1966), and 0.1% SDS at 60°C. After 
hybridization these filters were washed in 0.0.5xSSPE and 0.1% SDS at .5.5°C. 
Nuc leotide sequencing 
Nucleotide sequencing was performed using the chemical method of Maxam 
and Gilbert ( 1980) essentially as described in Garfinkel et al. ( 1983). Labeling of 
ends which have a 3' protruding end was done either with terminal transferase and 
a-32P-dideoxyA TP (for 3' ends) as described by the commercial supplier 
(Amersham) or using T4 polynucleotide kinase as described below. 
Plasmid DNA (lO \Jg) was digested with a twofold excess of restriction 
enzyme in a volume of .50 IJl. At the end of the incubation 1.2 units of T4 DNA 
polymerase were added to the reaction and the incubation continued for an 
additional 90 seconds. The reaction tube was then immediately moved to a 
preheated 70°C heat block and incubated for 10 minutes to denature the T4 DNA 
polymerase. The resulting protruding .5' end was then treated with 0 • .5 units of 
calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase for 30 minutes followed by addition of .5 IJl of 
0 . .5 M EDT A. The reaction was then phenol-extracted, chloroform-extracted and 
ethanol-precipitated. The resulting DNA was labeled with T4 polynucleotide 
kinase, digested with a second restriction enzyme and used for DNA sequenc ing. 
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Results 
Cloning of genes encoding abundant seed RNA species 
In order to isolate molecular clones of genes which are abundantly 
expressed in the developing Arabidopsis seed, 32P-labeled eDNA was prepared 
from Arabidopsis seed pods and used as a hybridization probe to screen a 
recombinant lambda library containing Arabidopsis genomic DNA. Four to six 
genome equivalents of recombinant phage were plated and nitrocellulose filter 
replicas made of the plates. Poly A+ RNA was isolated from 7-8 day old 
Arabidopsis seed pods and used to prepare 32P-labeled eDNA which was allowed to 
hybridize to the filter replicas. After hybridization the filters were washed and 
autoradiographed. 18 plaques which showed a positive hybridization signal were 
picked from the phage plates and the recombinant phage eluted from the agar 
plugs. These phage were replated and duplicate nitrocellulose filters were 
prepared from each plate. 32P-labeled eDNA was again used as a hybridization 
probe on one set of filters and 32P-labeled DNA from a eDNA clone containing 
sequences from the Brassica napus 125 storage protein gene (pC l; Simon et al., 
1985) was used to screen the other set of filters. Of the 18 original positive 
clones 14 phage gave positive signals when rescreened with labeled eDNA and 3 
recombinant phage ( ;x.fAtl504, ;x.fAtl505 and ;x.fAtl515) also hybridized to the B. 
napus storage protein gene probe. It is not known if the four phage which failed to 
give positive signals on a second screening were falsely positive on the first 
screening or if they were genuine positives which were lost when the original 
plaques were picked and the phage replated. 
Preliminary restriction digestion and cross-hybridization experiments 
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indicated that the 14 clones recovered fall into at least five classes based on 
sequence homology. Two of these classes, one containing the c Iones homologous 
with the B. napus 125 storage protein eDNA clone (group I) and the other class 
selected arbitrarily (group II), were chosen for further analysis. The remaining 
classes of clones will not be considered further in this paper. 
Characterization of the genomic region containing the genes for the Arabidopsis 
12$ storage protein 
In order to facilitate further characterization and sequencing of the genes 
contained in the clones homologous with the Brassica napus 125 storage protein 
eDNA clone, the recombinant phage were restriction-mapped and the regions 
homologous with the B. napus gene located by blotting experiments. The 
restriction fragments found in these three clones ( ).fAtl504, ).fAtl505 and 
).fAtl515) were found to be identical. Since the library from which these clones 
were isolated was prepared by Mboi partial digestion and was amplified before 
use, these three clones probably represent separate isolates of the same phage. 
The restriction map of this phage overlaps the restriction map of two recombinant 
phage ().bAtl501 and ).bAtl502) which we had previously isolated from a different 
library, made by EcoRI partial digestion of Arabidopsis DNA from the strain 
Columbia, using the B. napus eDNA clone pC I as a probe (R.E. Pruitt, unpublished 
experiments). The restriction maps of the region surrounding the 125 storage 
protein genes from these two strains is presented in Figure 1. The structure of 
the restriction maps suggests that there is a tandem duplication present in the 
Landsberg genome which is absent from the genome of the Columbia strain. 
DNA from the phage ).bAtl501 was digested separately with EcoRI and 
X hoi, fractionated on an agarose gel and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. 
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This filter was probed with 32P-Iabeled pC 1 DNA, washed and autoradiographed. 
The autoradiogram demonstrated hybridization of the probe to a 1.6 kb Xhol 
fragment as well as to two EcoRI fragments of 2.2 and 2.4 kb. The region of 
hybridization is shown in Figure l. DNA from the phage AfAt1505 was digested 
with Bglll, EcoRI and Hind!II, fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and 
transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. This filter was hybridized with 32P-labe1ed 
DNA from sAt2105, a plasmid subclone of ;A.bAtl501 containing the 1.6 kb Xhol 
fragment which hybridizes to the B. napus 125 storage protein eDNA clone. 
Autoradiography of this filter revealed hybridization of this probe to Bglll 
fragments of 4.3 and 5.0 kb, EcoRI fragments of 1.1, 1.25, 2.4 and 3.2 kb, and 
Hindiii fragments of 2.8, 4.3 and 6.5 kb. As Figure 1 illustrates this pattern of 
hybridization suggests that the 125 storage protein genes are located in the region 
which is apparently duplicated in the Landsberg ecotype. 
To see if these represented the only genes for this storage protein in the 
Arabidopsis genome, a genomic blot with this same subclone as a probe was 
performed. Arabidopsis genomic DNA from the Landsberg strain was digested 
with Bglll, EcoRI and Hindiii, separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and blotted 
to nitrocellulose. This filter was allowed to hybridize with 32P-labeled sAt2105 
plasmid DNA, washed and autoradiographed. The autoradiograms demonstrated 
hybridization to Bglll restriction fragments of 3.8 and 4.3 kb, EcoRI fragments of 
1.1, 2.2, 2.4 and 3.2 kb, and Hindl!I restriction fragments of 2.8, 4.3 and 6.1 kb. All 
of these fragments correspond to those located in AfAtl505 with the exception of 
those which are located on the boundary of the clone and therefore would not be 
expected to correspond with the size of those fragments contained in the 
genome. This indicates that there are two genes for this storage protein in the 
genome of the Landsberg ecotype of Arabidopsis and that the region of the 
genome containing them is faithfully represented in the DNA we have cloned. 
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To determine the direction of transcription of the genes, single-stranded 
RNA probes were hybridized to RNA blots. Arabidopsis seed pod RNA was 
isolated, denatured and fractionated on a formaldehyde-agarose gel. Following 
electrophoresis the RNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter, the filter cut 
into two identical strips and the filters allowed to hybridize with 32P-labeled RNA 
transcribed by Sp6 RNA polymerase from either sAt2101 or sAt2105. These two 
clones contain the identtcal 1.6 kb Xhol fragment in opposite orientations 
downstream of an Sp6 polymerase promoter. After the filters were washed and 
autoradiographed the filter hybridized with RNA prepared from sAt2105 showed a 
sing le band of hybndization corresponding to an RNA of approximately 1700 
nucleotides, while no hybridization was apparent on the filter hybridized with 
RNA from sAt2101 (figure 2). This indicates that the genes are transcribed in the 
directions indicated in Figure l. 
Characterization of the genomic region contained in the group II clones 
A clone representing group II ().fAtl506) was also restriction-mapped and 
the coding sequences mapped using 32P-labeled eDNA. The restriction map of the 
region surrounding the eDNA homologous region is presented in Figure 3. DNA 
from the clone was digested with Bglll, EcoRI and Hindlll, fractionated by agarose 
gel electrophoresis and transferred to nitrocellulose. When this filter was allowed 
to hybridize to 32P- labeled eDNA prepared from seed pods, bands representing 
two fragments were seen in each of the digests. The fact that hybridization to 
two fragments was detected in every digest suggested that there might be two 
genes in this region also. To test this hypothesis the labeled eDNA was thermally 
removed from the filter and the filter rehybridized with 32P-labeled DNA from 
the plasmid nAtl510 which contains a 1.9 kb Hindlll fragment which hybridized to 
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the eDNA (see Figure 3). This probe hybridized to the same set of fragments as 
the labeled eDNA and in every digest hybridized to a greater degree to one of the 
fragments than to the other. The fragments which hybridize more intensely 
represent the DNA which was known to be homologous with this fragment based 
on the restriction map. The other fragments represent the other region which 
hybridizes with the labeled eDNA. This experiment indicated that these two 
regions either represent distinct homologous genes or represent separated parts of 
one gene which contains internally repet itive sequences. 
To further characterize these two small regions which hybridize to 32P-
Jabeled eDNA prepared from seed pods, fragments containing each of the regions 
were subcloned and restriction-mapped in greater detail (Figure 4). These 
restriction maps demonstrate that the two regions contain a similar restriction 
map segment of approximately 300 nucleotides, which represents a direct repeat 
in the genomic DNA cloned. DNA from these plasmid clones (nAtl510 and 
nAtl5ll) was digested with various enzymes, fractionated by agarose gel 
electrophoresis and transferred to nitrocellulose. This filter was allowed to 
hybridize with 32P-labeled eDNA prepared from seed pods, washed and 
au tor ad iogr aphed. The autoradiograms of this blot indicate that the DNA 
sequences contained in the region of the shared restriction map do in fact 
hybridize to the labeled eDNA as well as does some sequence extending beyond 
the Sacl site. The extent of eDNA hybridization is indicated in Figure 4. 
To determine if this clone also represents the structure of the DNA found 
m the Arabidopsis genome and to determine the copy number of this gene in the 
genome, a genomic DNA blotting experiment was performed. Arabidopsis 
genomic DNA was digested with Bglii, EcoRI and Hindiii, subjected to agarose gel 
electrophoresis and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. This filter was 
hybridized with 32P-labeled DNA from the plasmid nAtl510, washed and 
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autoradiographed. The autoradiogram of this filter revealed hybridization to the 
restriction fragments expected from the region surrounding nAt1510 but also 
additional fragments which do not correspond with those from the region 
surrounding nAtl5ll. A longer exposure of the filter demonstrated that the 
restriction fragments of the sizes expected from the nAt 1511 region can be 
detected but at a much lower signal intensity than expected. The exact reason for 
this is not clear but it is possible that the DNA contained in ).fAt1506 represents a 
minor variant in the Arabidopsis genome with respect to sequence organization of 
this region and the unaccounted for restriction fragments which hybridize more 
s trongly with the probe represent the most common sequemce organization in this 
region. 
To determine the direction of transcription of the gene or genes in this 
region an RNA blotting experiment was performed using single-stranded probes, 
similar to that described above for the 125 storage protein gene. Arabidopsis seed 
pod RNA was denatured, fractionated on a formaldehyde-agarose gel and 
transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. The filter was cut into two strips and each 
strip was hybridized with a different 32P-labeled RNA probe. The probes were 
prepared by transcription using either Sp6 polymerase or T7 polymerase from the 
clone At 1519, a plasmid containing the central Saci-Sphl fragment from the 
plasmid nAt1510 located between the Sp6 and T7 RNA polymerase promoters of 
the vector pGEM-3. Autoradiography of the two filter strips revealed that the 
probe prepared with Sp6 polymerase hybridized to an RNA species of 
approximately 650 nucleotides while the probe prepared with the T7 polymerase 
failed to hybridize to the filter (Figure 2). This indicates that the two genes are 
transcribed in the directions indicated in Figure 3. The shared restriction map 
together with the size of the region in each clone which hybridizes to labeled 
eDNA makes it likely that there are two separate genes which encode the 650 
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nucleotide RNA detected on the RNA blots. 
Tissue specific transcription of both pairs of genes 
To determine more precisely the tissue of expression of these genes an 
RNA blot experiment was performed. RNA was prepared from three different 
plant materials: seeds, the pod tissue surrounding the seeds and from vegetatively 
growing plants which contain leaves, stems and roots. The RNA samples were 
denatured and fractionated on a formaldehyde-agarose gel. After electrophoresis 
the RNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter which was allowed to hybridize 
with 32P-labeled cloned DNA from a plasmid specific for either the 125 storage 
protein genes (nAtl512) or the group II genes (nAtl510). In both cases 
hybridization was observed to a single band of the appropriate stze in the RNA 
prepared from seeds, but no hybridization was observed to RNA made from either 
the pod tissues or the vegetative plant tissues (Figures 5a, 5b). To be certain that 
there was in fact RNA present on the filter in the lanes showing no hybridization, 
the probe was removed and 32P-labeled DNA from a A clone containing the 
Arabidopsis rDNP. was allowed to hybridize to the filter (AbAtl06; Pruitt and 
Meyerowitz, 1986). This probe hybridizes in all three lanes (Figure 5c) thus 
indicating that there is RNA present in the lanes that show no hybridization in the 
previous experiment. 
Time of expression during the development of the seed 
A second RNA blot experiment was performed to determine when in the 
course of development of the Arabidopsis seed each of these two types of genes is 
expressed. RNA was prepared from seed pods of various ages as well as from 
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unfertilized buds. These RNA samples were denatured and subjected to 
electrophoresis through a formaldehyde-agarose gel followed by blotting to a 
nitrocellulose filter. This filter was probed first with a probe specific for the 
group II genes (nAtl510) and following removal of that probe with a probe specific 
for the 125 storage protein genes (nAt 1512). After removal of the 125 storage 
protein gene probe a probe for the rRNA ( A.bAtl06) was used to verify that there 
was RNA in every sample loaded on the gel. Individual embryos were dissected 
from pods of the same ages as those used to make the RNA samples to verify the 
rate at which the embryos were developing. These dissections indicated that the 
rate of development of the embryos for the Landsberg erecta strain grown under 
these conditions is approximately the same as that for the Columbia strain 
described by Meinke and Sussex ( 1979). The seeds develop over a period of roughly 
two weeks with the seeds being mature and desiccated in 14 or 15 days. 
Figure 6a shows the results of the experiment using nAt 151 0 as a 
hybridization probe. RNA homologous with this probe is detected in the lanes 
representing 7-8, 9-10 and 11-12 day old embryos. No homologous RNA is 
detected either before or after the indicated time frame . Figure 6c shows the 
same filter probed with the rDNA probe revealing that there is RNA present in 
every lane. However, little can be inferred about the quantitative levels of the 
RNA since the RNA could be specific to a single tissue within the seed which is 
changing in size during the course of embryonic development. The rRNA control 
indicates only that the RNA samples used did contain RNA which was prepared 
from total seed pods of various ages. 
Figure 6b shows the result obtained when this same filter was allowed to 
hybridize with 32P-labeled DNA from the plasmid clone nAtl512 which contains 
sequences homologous to the Arabidopsis 125 storage protein genes. In this case 
RNA homologous with the probe sequences can be detected ·in seed pods which are 
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7-8 days old or older. The seeds contained m the 15-16 day old seed pods are 
already substantially mature, and therefore this experiment demonstrates that 
RNA transcribed from the 125 storage protein genes continues to be present in 
measurable quantities at the end of embryogenesis when the seed is undergoing 
desiccation. Once again, it is not appropriate to draw quantitative conclusions 
from this experiment. However, it is clear that the levels of accumulated RNA 
for the two different pairs of genes follow different temporal patterns during 
embryogenesis. 
Nucleotide sequence of a region containing a group II gene 
In order to further characterize the nature of the small genes the 
nucleotide sequence of one of the regions containing a small gene was 
determined. The region which contains sequences homologous to eDNA prepared 
from seeds in the plasmid nAt 1511 was sequenced by the chemical method of 
Maxam and Gilbert ( 1980). The sequence was determined on both complementary 
strands and is presented in Figure 7. The sequence contains a TAT A box beginning 
at position I 09 and the consensus polyadenylation signal AA TAAA at position 769. 
Assuming that transcription begins approximately 25 nucleotides downstream of 
the TAT A sequence and the mature message terminates within 20-40 nucleotides 
of the AAT AAA, as is the case for most eukaryotic genes, the mature mRNA 
would be approximately 660 nucleotides long. This is in good agreement with the 
estimated RNA size of 650 nucleotides. The putative transcript contains a 148 
amino acid open reading frame beginning with a methionine codon 120 nucleotides 
downstream of the TAT A sequence. The translation product encoded by this 
reading frame would have a molecular weight of 14800 daltons. However, the 
translation product begins with a very hydrophobic stretch of 21 amino acids 
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which may constitute a leader peptide and therefore might not be included in the 
mature protein. The remainder of the protein would also be quite hydrophobic with 
the exception of the carboxy terminus which contains a very high percentage of 
basic residues. A search of both nucleic acid and protein sequence databases 
failed to disclose any known sequences homologous with this gene. 
Between the probable site of initiation of transcription and the beginning of 
the open reading frame there exists a second A TG codon at which translation 
might initiate. If translation were to initiate at that site, it would terminate 
after producing a peptide of only 18 amino acids. Termination would occur at a 
position 26 nucleotides upstream of the A TG which begins the long open reading 
frame. Similar situations are known to exist in a mouse gene (Kahana and 
Nathans, 1985) and in particular in yeast, where they are thought to be involved in 
translational control of messenger RNAs (Thireos et al., 1984; Hinnebusch, 1984). 
Nucleotide sequence of an Arabidopsis 12S storage protein gene 
The complete nucleotide sequence of one of the two Arabidopsis 125 
storage protein genes was determined by the chemical method of Maxam and 
Gilbert ( 1980) and is presented in Figure 8. The sequence was determined on both 
complementary strands with the exception of 400 nucleotides from the EcoRI site 
extending toward the 5' end of the gene which was determined only on one 
strand. By comparison of the Arabidopsis gene sequence with the sequence of a 
eDNA clone encoding Brassica napus 125 storage protein (Simon et al., 1985) it is 
possible to locate the translation initiation codon, the translation termination 
codon and also the locations of three probable intron sequences. Each of these 
three intron sequences represent an insertion in the Arabidopsis sequence relative 
to the B. napus eDNA sequence and each insertion begins with the nucleotides GT 
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and ends with the nucleotides AG. In addition, each of these regions contains 
termination codons in frame with the translated reading frame and would result in 
premature termination of the protein if they were not processed out of the mature 
RNA. Comparison of the positions of these introns with the sequence of a genomic 
clone for Pisum sativum 125 storage protein (legumin; Lycett et al., 1984) 
indicates that they are in precisely the same positions relative to the protein as 
the introns in the legumin gene. Each intron in the Arabidopsis gene is slightly 
longer than its counterpart in the legumin gene although all the introns are shorter 
than 130 nucleotides. The region of sequence upstream of the initiating A TG 
contains a perfect TATA box beginning at position 61 and the region downstream 
of the termination codon contains a polyadenylation signal beginning at position 
2015. 
The deduced protein sequence of the Arabidopsis 125 storage protein 1s 
given m Figure 9, which shows the alignment of this protein with the 125 storage 
proteins from Brassica napus and Pisum sativum. The Arabidopsis protein 
sequence is much more similar to the B. napus sequence as would be expected 
from the phylogenetic relationships of these three species. When the proteins 
from B. napus and P. sativum are compared, one major difference is the presence 
of a large insertion in the coding sequence of each gene relative to the other 
(Simon et al., 1985). The insertion in the B. napus gene is characterized by a high 
percentage of the amino acids glutamine and glycine and is located following 
position 122 in the B. napus protein sequence. The insertion in the P. sativum 
sequence is characterized by an abundance of the amino acids glutamic and 
aspartic acid and is located between residues 296 and 297 in the Brassica napus 
125 storage protein sequence. As can be seen in Figure 9 the Arabidopsis gene has 
insertions in both of these locations although neither of the insertions is as large 
as the insertions in the genes from the other species. The amino acids which 
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characterize the insertions in the other proteins are also present in the small 
insertions found in the Arabidopsis protein sequence. The Arabidopsis protein is 
actually the smallest of the three proteins although it does not appear to contain 
the minimum amount of amino acid sequence at either of these two locations. 
The Arabidopsis protein also has an insertion of six amino acids at the junction of 
the leader peptide and the amino terminus of the mature peptide. A 
diagrammatic representation of the three genes depicting the positions and 
relative sizes of the major insertions and exon-intron structure is given in Figure 
l 0. 
The nucleotide sequence of the 5' flanking region and 5' end of the second 
gene was also determined and is also presented in Figure 8. As can be seen there 
is a varying degree of homology over the entire length of the region sequenced in 
both genes. The region extending downstream from the A TG which serves as the 
initiator of translation is conserved perfectly nucleotide-for-nucleotide except for 
the sequence of the first intron. Immediately upstream of the initiation codon 
there is evidence of at least one insertion event which presumably lies within the 
5' untranslated region of the RNA. Farther upstream there is good sequence 
homology between the two genes, especially in the region surrounding the TAT A 
box and the region immediately downstream where transcription initiation 
presumably occurs. Upstream of this region the degree of homology varies but 
never disappears entirely over the extent of the region sequenced. This is in sharp 
contrast to the 5' flanking regions of three Pisum sativum legumin genes which 
have been sequenced and show absolute sequence homology for more than 300 
nucleotides upstream of the intiation of translation (Lycett et al., 1985). 
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Discussion 
The experiments described characterize two small gene families which are 
expressed in the developing seed of Arabidopsis thaliana. The family of genes 
which we have called group II encodes a small 650 nucleotide RNA species and is 
composed of two clustered genes arranged in tandem and possibly a third gene 
which is not located within the boundaries of the region we have cloned. From the 
genome blotting experiments which were performed it is also possible, and perhaps 
more likely, that the extra bands of hybridization detected on the genome blot 
filters are due to restriction fragment length polymorphisms in one of the two 
genes which we have cloned. The lack of common restriction sites except in the 
region containing the transcribed sequences suggests that this gene duplication is 
not recent. It is not known whether both of these genes are expressed. RNA 
homologous with these genes is detected only in seeds, not in the surrounding seed 
pod or in vegetative plant tissues. This RNA is present at levels detectable by 
RNA blotting experiments at approximately days 7 through 12 of Arabidopsis 
embryogenesis. No RNA is detectable in 5-6 day old seeds or in seeds older than 
12 days. 
The second pair of genes encodes the Arabidopsis 125 storage protein. 
These two genes are also located in a small cluster in the Landsberg strain of 
Arabidopsis and they are the only genes encoding the 125 storage protein of 
Arabidopsis. In the other plant species from which 125 storage protein genes have 
been cloned, genomic lambda clones contain only a single gene, indicating that 
this type of close clustering is not typical of this gene family (Fischer and 
Goldberg, 1982; Lycett et al., 1984; M. L. Crouch, personal communication). 
These Arabidopsis genes represent a tandem duplication of approximately 4.3 kb, 
which contains a number of conserved restriction sites as well as some sites 
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present m only one copy of the duplicated sequences or the other. The presence 
of conserved restriction sites outside the transcribed region suggests that this 
gene duplication is more recent than the duplication of the group II genes 
described above. The presence of sites that are unique to one copy of the 
sequences is an indication that the copies have diverged since the duplication 
event. The sequence of the 5' ends of the two genes upstream of the initiation 
codons is not highly conserved, confirming that the duplication event is not very 
recent. The sequences surrounding the TATA box and immediately downstream 
from it, where transcription initiation presumably occurs, are very highly 
conserved between the two gene copies. This may indicate the importance of 
these sequences for expression of the genes, although it must be remembered that 
it has not been demonstrated that both of these genes are expressed. The 
sequence downstream of the initiating A TG is conserved perfectly over the region 
sequenced except for the sequence of the first intron which differs both by 
substitutions and small deletions. 
The clones which we have obtained from a second strain of Arabidopsis, 
Columbia, are interesting because they appear to lack the tandem duplication 
present in Landsberg. This finding is based on the restriction maps of the clones 
and hybridization of a B. napus 125 storage protein eDNA clone to the DNA 
present in these clones. It is particularly interesting because, if one examines the 
restriction sites which are unique to one repeat or the other in the Landsberg 
genome, the sites which are unique to the 5' end of the right gene and the sites 
unique to the 3' end of the left gene are present in the single gene found m the 
Columbia strain. This may indicate that the tandem duplication present m the 
Landsberg strain has been eliminated in the Columbia strain recently, possibly by 
an unequal crossing-over event. The Columbia strain was derived from a plant of 
the Landsberg strain by Redei ( 1970) but it is not known if the Landsberg strain 
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can be traced to a single plant and therefore it is not known how long these two 
strains have been diverging. If the Columbia strain does contain only a single gene 
for the 125 storage protein, it represents a much simpler experimental system to 
manipulate than the multigene families commonly encoding this protein. 
RNA homologous to these genes has been detected in seeds but 1s not 
present at detectable levels in seed pod tissue or in vegetative plant tissues. The 
125 storage protein mRNA has been detected in seeds that are 7 days old or 
older. No RNA is detectable in seeds that are younger than 7 days. This message 
can be detected in every time point sampled after 7 days, which includes seeds up 
to 15-16 days old, which are still located within the seed pod but which have 
brown seed coats and have undergone desiccation. Transcripts from both genes 
studied in this work appear at approximately 7-8 days but differ in the length of 
the period in which the mRNA can be detected. This difference could be due to 
cessation of transcription at different times or to differential stabilities of the 
messages. 
The Arabidopsis 125 storage protein genes have a structure which is similar 
to that of other 125 storage protein genes which have been sequenced. They 
encode a protein which has a sequence homologous with those of the 125 storage 
proteins of Brassica napus and Pisum sativum and presumably is processed to 
mature a and B polypeptides in a similar manner. The locations of the introns in 
the Arabidopsis gene which has been sequenced are in identical positions within 
the protein sequence as those found in the legumin gene of P. sativum (Lycett et 
al., 1984). All of the introns found in the Arabidopsis gene are less than 130 
nucleotides in length although each intron is longer than its counterpart in P. 
sativum. No information is available about the intron positions in the B. napus 
gene because the sequence was determined from a eDNA clone. A partial 
sequence of a genomic clone for the soybean (Glycine max) 125 storage protein 
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gene demonstrates the presence of an intron in this gene in the same position as 
the third intron of the Arabidopsis and P. sativum genes (Marco et al., 1984). The 
intron in the soybean gene is 625 nucleotides in length, making it by far the 
longest of any of the 125 storage protein gene introns. The Arabidopsis gene is 
more compact than the gene from Pisum sativum, but the difference in length is 
due to a smaller amount of coding sequence which encodes a smaller protein 
rather than to a reduction in the size or number of introns as is the case with the 
Adh gene of Arabidopsis relative to the maize Adh genes (Chang and Meyerowit z , 
1986). 
By compar ing the ammo acid sequence of the Brassica napus and Pisum 
sativum 125 storage proteins Simon et al. ( 1985) identifed two regions which 
contained large insertions in one protein relative to the other. The sequence of 
the Arabidopsis 125 protein gene reveals that there are small insertions of amino 
acid sequence present in the Arabidopsis protein in these same two locations, thus 
confirming the hypothesis of Simon et al. that these might represent sites in the 
protein which were tolerant of variation. It is important to note, however, that 
although the insertions in the Arabidopsis protein are substantially different in 
size from those found tn the other proteins, the amino acid compositions are 
comparable to those of the insertions located in similar locations in the other 
proteins. This fact may indicate some constraint on these regions which will limit 
the amount of manipulation of amino acid sequence that they will tolerate. It will 
be interesting to see if the 125 storage proteins from other plants show sequence 
variation in these same regions and if so to what extent the variation will include 
changes in amino acid composition as well as in sequence length. 
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Figure 1. Restriction maps of the regions containing the 125 storage protein 
genes from the two Arabidopsis strains Landsberg and Columbia. All sites are 
shown for the restriction enzymes Eco RI, Hindlll, Sal I and Xhol. The arrows 
beneath the maps indicate the locations of the storage protein genes and the 
direction of transcription. The locations of the genes was determined by 
hybridization of a eDNA clone from Brassica napus to the cloned DNA and by 
DNA sequencing. The hatched boxes represent the regions sequenced. The 
locations of the fragments contained in the subclones nAtl5l2, sAt2lOl and 

































Figure 2. Determination of transcription direction of both gr oup l and group II 
genes. RNA prepared from four seed pods was denatured and fractionated on a 
formaldehyde-agarose gel and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter . This filter 
was separated into four strips each of which was allowed to hybridize with a 
single-stranded RNA probe which was prepared from the clone indica ted at the 





Figure J. Restriction map of the region containing the group ll genes. All 
known restriction sites for the enzymes Bgl II, EcoRI and Sacl are shown. In 
addition, the Hind II! sites which bound the plasmid subclone nAt 1510 are shown. 
The arrows represent the locations and directions of transcription of the regions 


















Figure 4. Detailed res triction maps of the plasmid subclones nAtl510 and 
nAt 1511. All restriction sites for the enzymes Bglll, Eco RI, Hinc II, Hindiii, Pstl, 
Sac!, Spel and Sphl are presented. The regions which hybridize with labeled eDNA 
from seeds are again denoted by arrows which also show the directions of 
transcription. 





























Figure 5. Tissue specific expression of both group I and group II genes. RNA 
was prepared from 50 whole plants, 2 seed pods with the seeds removed (7-8 days 
old) or 10 seeds (also 7-8 days old) denatured, the samples divided equally into two 
halves and fractionated on the two sides of a formaldehyde-agarose gel. 
Following electrophoresis the RNA was blotted to duplicate nitrocellulose filters 
and one filter allowed to hybridize with 32P-labeled DNA from nAt 1512 (Figure 
5a) and the other with 32P-labeled DNA from nAtl510 (Figure 5b). After 
autoradiography the probe was removed from one of these filters and the filter 
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Figure 6. Determ ination of the times in seed development when each of the 
groups of genes is expressed. RNA was prepared from 2 seed pods of each of the 
ages shown at the top of the figure, denatured and separated on a formaldehyde-
agarose gel. The RNA from the unfertilized buds was prepared from 
approximately 25 unfertilized flowers. The RNA was blotted to a nitrocellulose 
filter and the filter probed successively with nAtl510 (Figure 6a), nAtl512 (Figure 
6b) and :\bAt106 (Figure 6c). 
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Figure 7. The nucleotide sequence of a group II gene. The sequence is from the 
plasmid nAt 1511 and is presented in the direction the gene is transcribed. The 



















. . . . 
tatcttggtatooctattogttoaaatttooctaatocattcaaoaatotatatttatto 
taogaoatgctcacgtatcttatttgataaagoatgctcacgtaccttaataaatacgtg 
. . . . . . . . 
tgcatagogtttglgtglalalalagatggttalga~acaacacaa 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
c: tcocc: lCQQQCOC}CICOQ tttaa llc:coaocJga lOC»CCQCQQ lc:oacxJgQ lgaa tgccoc: 
Me tftsnA I allr 
aaagtttgttgtgcttc:tc:gtgattggcattttgtgtgccattgtcoccgcaaggcoggt 
LysPheVa IVa I LN...euUa I I I eG I \II I el.~ I a I I eVa I TlY'A I~ I nUa I . . . . 
• 0 • • 
c~ tg tcc~coaat t.aggcacc tclet tccuo'UUlct.ac:t.ac:coaagg 
G I uG I uOa I SerlysG I uThrlysl~ I yllTSerLMhol.ysSer 11T ThrlysG I 1.1 
cottggagctcogctttctgctgctggtcttacttacagcgccagcagtgtctctogctc 
I I eG I tSi I c1J I rt..euSerA I aA I c1J I ~eullT T1Ts.rf\ I aSrSerVa I S..S..Ser 
tgc tac tgg t t tcaacaatcccoaagg tccogacgc t tatgcotccgaacaatggc t tcac 
A I allY'G I ~~IJSG llj>roAspA I aTfi'A I aSerG llhr.G I t.;'twllT 
QOQt~tcot tgccoaggot~t t tct tctgcoagtgc 
S...Thrs...G I~ I nUa I II .A I ca.~JSG I ~ys~ I SrSrA I aSerA I a . . . . . . . . . . 
t tc taccoc tQC~Qgg tgaogc tocooc tocootoac tC9COQCJOC toe toe tocaco toe 
SerltrR I alysG I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I Thrfr.glysA I~ I aA I~ I aArgA I a . . . . . . . . . . 
aaacggtaaggtogct tcggcatcaagggtgoc-gggt cctct~ 
AsnG IIJ-IJSVa I A I~ I aSerfrgUa I LIJSG I ySers..G I ""-I.ISLI.ISLIJSG I IJ-I.JS . . . . . . . . 
aggaaaoaaggattgagcgtgaggtgatctcatgcatgc:gtattcctcaaacctatatat 
G IIJ-ys:LysAsp I I I 
taataatotcctaoaaoctacaaactcacaatctctatcttgttcataaataaoaccaga 
gat tgtcaccletatatat tat tgt.gaaat.gct.ac:tcat letcatgtaat.ggct t t t t ta 
oaaatoaaataaatooaataaatcttatactaatcttoctoaotaatottaaatatatat 
otogaacoc t taatat tct tgtcoagaacatgatgactc tcogtaacoagtaacoacaga 
ggttttgttgtctggtottggtaatoagattcttcccaaotaattoagcaagtaagaoag 
aagaot t t teat• 18999l ~t t let lgat t t t.agt t.gt let 
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Figure 8. The nucleotide sequence of the Arabidopsis L 25 storage protein 
gene. The sequence of the left gene of Figure 1 was determined in its entirety. 
Protein coding sequences are denoted by upper case letters and non-coding 
portions by lower case letters. The sequence of the 5' end and flanking region of 
the right gene is also presented below the sequence of the complete gene. A 
vertical bar ( I ) indicates homology between the two sequences at a given 

















. . . . . 
• • • • 0 
tct tatctC(JQtcoat t tatc.-cccoc»aacccta-----oacoct t tcccgaataaatccct t 
111111111 Ill 1111111 Ill Ill II I I I I 1111111 II 
tcttatctcottcogtttatcctcoacaactttaatagaoaaatatcoaataaattcc-c 
• • • • • 0 
• • • 0 • 0 
tataaatagct t.cocotoaatcoogt ~ atoagt•• 9 • -gnt 
1111111111111111111 11111111111111111 I I 111111 
tataaatOQCt tcocotaatQCOOQt~tooooaatatQQQOOOta . . . . 
a--oaaATOOCTC(W)TCTCTICTCTICTTTCTTTCTOCTTAACACTTTTOATCC I I I ICC 
I 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
acoaaATGGCTCGAGTCTCTICTCTICTTICTTICTGCTifR:fCTTTTGRTCCTTTTCC 
• 0 • • • 0 




• 0 0 • 0 




0 • 0 • • 0 




. . . . . 




• 0 • • 0 
• • • 0 .. 
CTfR:iGg tacg tacgactc t t tc tatatcgoaat t..cgaat tcot.gact t tat.ggt tcotg 
111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
CTRAGGQtOCQtaogactctttctatatogaaattogaattcatgactttatoottcato 
.. • 0 • 0 • 
0 • • 0 • • 
ttcttt099QttQ9tccataatctttcaactttaatttaaacgtatataatttatatgtg 
111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111 11111111111 1111 
ctctttaggattagtccataatctttcaactttaatt-aaacctatataattta--tgtg 
• • 0 • 0 0 
• • 0 • • • 
t tacatgc t tagGACGAGGTCTIRTGGGAffftiTGRTCCCTGGATGC'GCCGAARCRTICC 
111111 1111111111111 
t tacat tct tagGACGAGGT . . . . . 
• 0 0 • • 
AAOACTCATNCAGAG~I'rlnrTNCCAACCACOC"'CIICorv-crr-nl"nCOAAOGTCAAOGTCAAAOCCAGAOOnCCGTG 
. . . . . . 
0 • • • • • 
RCATGCACCAGAAAGTGGAGCACATIRGGAGCGGTGATRCCRTI~TG 
• • 0 • • • 
• • 0 • • • 
r·Of!RGCACAGY"'i~·roonCTRCAAC.GACGGACPlTIGTCATCGTCAGCGTCTICXJrrC 
0 0 0 • • • 
0 0 • .. • • 
TRGCCflJT~TIGACCGCAACCCAAGGtatatataaaccoaaogctca 
• 0 0 • 
0 • • 0 
aaagaatcattatatogtcocottaacaaaaoataattatgtggtttatttttcgtggtg 
• • 0 0 .. 0 
• • • • • 0 
tgt tatgcat.~ II II RCTIAOCCOOIIIICAACCCACAAGGTCARGTATOOCTRC 
• .. • • 0 • . .. . . . . 
~IIIICAATOGAIIIOOACCCOAGGTTATTG . .. . . . . 
0 • • • .. • 
CTCAfO;TTI(fft)AT~TCTT~TTCAGfWXAAGATOACARCC 
ll8 
. .. . . . 
• • • • 0 
1081 OTOOAFW:A..w""""""""'. 'TTOTCCOOOTCCMOOACCOTTCOOTOTCATTAOOCCOCX I I TOAOOOOCC 
. . . . . 
• • 0 • • 
1141 AGAGACCT~TGGACGACACGGTRATOOCTTAG 
. . . . . .. . . 
1201 AGGAGACCATCTr::t.GCAOCGCCAGG~~1'01'.~TGCACCGATFR:CTCGRTGf£CCGTCTCGTOCTGR:G 
0 • • • • 0 
• • 0 • 0 • 
1261 TGT011ACAAGCCACAGC""C'CCI~'Qt",~rcoon~TCAGCACTCTCMCAGTTR:OOTCTCCCCATTCTTC 
. . . . . . 
1321 OCTTCATCCGTCTCTCAOCCCTCCOTOOATCTATCCGT~ taag toaaca toaata t t 
• 0 • • 0 • 
• • • • 0 • 
1381 atgttactataacctogtaaaatatgcotgcctgatgcotgttaatatgtcoatttctat 
0 • • 0 0 0 
• 0 0 • 0 • 
1441 at t taaacot.gactct t~tgtg~tgtagFR:OCAATGGTOCTICCACRiTOO . . . . . . . . . . 
1501 011~~cr-o.t._..,~~"t'Y'TATTCTTTACGAGACAGACGGGGTCCRJATCGTA 
1~ 1 RACOACAATOOTAACAOAOTOTTTOACOOACAAGTCTCTCAAOOACAOCTCATAOCCOTA 
0 • • 0 • 
• • • 0 .. 
1621 CCACPAJGTTTCTCGGTGGTGAAACGCGCAACARGTTCCAGTGGGTTGA3TIC 
• • • 0 0 
• 0 • .. • 
1681 ""~""""".....,..,.,~.,..TAACGCGCAPitTCAACACTCT~TCR;TCTIGAGAGGT 
• • 0 • 0 
• • 0 0 • 
1741 TT~TTGfW)TCATAACCPiiTGGGTTCCAAATCT~TC 
1801 AAOTTCAACACOCTCOAOACCAC I I I OACTCACAOCAOTOOCCCAOCTAOCTACOOftAOO 
0 0 0 • 
• 0 • • 
1961 CCAAGAGTGGCTGCAGCT taagogc t. toaaaccgcggc t taacoatgaacegc: tactgta 
. . . . 
0 0 • • 
1021 ••• '99'. q t t..aaa t.agt.QC9 tag laatoatoatoatgtaogoa W1tg t..gac tagt t t tg t 
• • 0 0 
• 0 0 • 
1981 tgaogttt.acctgtaaaatgcaactccttttctgaataaaatcttttcaattttogatco 
• • 0 0 
• • 0 0 
2041 agttaatacoaatctaggtctoaattaggttcttaatcotagogactagttctgattttt 
0 0 • • • • 
• • • 0 • • 
2101 at.gatt.t.aatacatttgaat.oatoatattattttatat.aat.aatccaatattaacattag 
0 • • • . . . . 
2161 acaag lC9CC0QC~Qta t tgtoat..gc t t• .. '"W1t t tatat tacctcat t t tc t t tatcta 
• • 0 0 
0 • • • 
2221 tttataatacatoaoatgctttaatttt.aatttoaoatatctaatttaatccgtgc 
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Figure 9. Protein sequences of three l2S storage protein genes. The sequences 
of Brassica napus and Pisum sativum are from the papers by Simon et al. ( 1985) 
and Lycett et al. ( 1984). The numbers on the right reflect amino acid position 1n 
each particular sequence. A vertical bar ( I ) denotes a homologous position. A 
dash ( - ) represents a gap introduced into the protein sequence to maximize 
alignment. 
1 20 
B. !lCI)US t'M..SSL-LSFSLFU IFUf3ST~~ 43 
Ill Ill Ill I Ill II I 11111111111111111111 
A. tholiana lftM)SL-LSFCLTLLI~~ 49 
II I 1111 II I IIIII I 1111 
P . sat i ""-8 lft<l.ULSL.SFCFLLLOOCFFLRE----(fi(Q£~ 4<4 
8 . OC!DUS ~I~IIESKGLYLPSFFSTFIQ..~ 93 
II llllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllll 11111111 
A. tho I i ana l.KSEFUII ~II ESKGLYLPSFflfTRKLSFVR 99 
II I II I I II II I I I I I 
P . sat i vu. I ESEOOLI Elll'flft(QFJDO.Ifl..SRATL~ IF I Q 94 
i, naDUS KGEClJI3AIM..-cf£TF~GE~ 142 
II II II I 111111111 Ill IIIII I 
B· Ylgl iana KGA1J'O(V I POCf£ IF WSSEF (J' f1 EOOOQSQA 134 
I I I I Ill Ill I 
P . sativu. ~OtM=POCPE I FE£P(£SEQOEOAA 12-4 
8 . ngpys ~IRTOOTIA~ 192 
111111111111 111111 11111111111 
A. tho I i ana ------TR:nt:ICUI~ I RSGOT I RTTPGVFQI='MX;Q tao 
111111 IIIII I 1111 
P. sat i ~ --------YRRt:~~:tEOO I I FM>TG IIA=liMDX> 156 
~ --t11~1MllQLQ-tQXHOiiiRUQGPFSVI 294 
II Ill Ill I I Ill 111111 II 111111 111111 II 
A. tho I i ana ---f11 FrtJFGPEV I fQU( I El.QTA(Q_Q-tQXHOil ~GV I 258 
Ill II I II I I I II I I I 
P . sat i vu. Eotti F~ I \.Ul.QOIIEDEDCOA I UKVKOa.S I I 256 
e. napus 




11111111111111111111 1111 -----------<J'G..EET I CW I OtUll""Sfi'')t ~ 
111111 I I I I I I 
NEEEEEIJCKERIOOSil)(OIKSRifQli:ID fi(UIJ11 (I>SSSPO I Y 356 
8 . napus KP(LGY I S'Tl.HSYI1P I L.fFlJLSfi...R: I~ 'IV 372 
11111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111 II 
A. the! I I ana KPQ..GY I STUtSYtLP I LRF I ~SfUIJS I fQ'RM..POIR'fKII LYE ~ 
I I I I I Ill II Ill II Ill I I Ill I I 
P . sot i~ tFEAORIKTVTSl.ll..PVUII..J~IIYA 406 
8 . !'lQDI.IS KllRftll ~TSI.UO.P\.EV I stiMl I Sl.EEfiRJkFliT I ETTl T 472 
11111111111111111111111111 II Ill 1111111111 IIIII 
A. the! I I ana KTlflftlll'fTL.fDITSULfll TJtjf'Q I SPEERfiM(RfTL.E T 4~ 
Ill I I Ill II Ill I I Ill I I I 
P . sat i ~ l<l'1Uft) I ffLAGTSSV I ttL.PUMJAATf1'L(Jf£fiQJ(SttFA<Fl.V 506 
8 . !'lCji)US HSSGPASYGGPRKfl 488 
111111111 II I I 
A . tho I i ana HSSGf'RSYOAF'ft 472 
II I I I 
P . sat i ~ Pf¥EsetrflSA 517 
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Figure 10. Diagrammatic representation of the structures of the l2S storage 
protein genes encoding the proteins presented in Figure 9. The boxes are e xons 
and the thin lines non-coding regions (introns and 5' or 3' untranslated regions). 
The numbers are the number of nucleotides in each exon. The Brassica napus gene 
sequence was determined from a eDNA clone and, as such, no information is 
available concerning intron positions or sizes. The lines connecting the genes 
connect homologous positions in the Arabidopsis and Brassica napus genes allowing 




























































































DNA sequences, Gene Regulation and Modular Protein 
Evolution in the Drosophila 68C Glue Gene Cluster 
(reprinted from the Journal of Molecular Biology 168: 765- 789.) 
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DNA Sequences, Gene Regulation and Modular Protein 
Evolution in the Drosophila 68C Glue Gene Cluster 
:\1 ll<t-. I> (; IHfl'\t-.~:1.. R 11H E1n E PHtTrT \.'\I> ELLII>T :\1 :\In l-. 1<"'' 1 1z + 
1 J, rtsiun 1if Biolr>gy. ('ahforn ia instil ulf of Terh nolr>g.lf 
PuM1dena. Culif. 911:!6. l ' .S .A . 
( Rto·Jrl'd Jfj F ebruary 1.%3. and in re1·ised form 31 Jfarch 1Yfl3) 
Tht- ox(' lol"u' of the lJr08oph 1ln me/anogaster polytene chromosome~ contam~ t ht> 
stru<·tural ~enes for three ~lue pol~·peptides (sgs-3. sg~-i' and sp:~ -8) ~ynthes1zed m 
the lan·al ~hvar_,. glands dunn!( the third larval Instar. When the messenger 
R:\ .-\ ~ fur the glue polypeptides are being synthes1zed . the locus 1~ puffed the 
puff regresse~ In response to the stero1d horm one ecd~·sterone . The three 68(' !(lue 
mR:\ .-\ , are coded 1n a gene cluster of less than 5000 base-pa1rs . and are 
expre~serl f'O -ordJnately In the expenments described here we show that the c·• · 
ordmate expres,.,1on of these R:\As does not result fro m amplificat iOn of the puff 
D:\A . nor i~ It assoc1ated w1th puff D:\.-\ rearrangement \\'e also report the 
nucleot1de ~quen<'e of 6151 base-pa1rs of genom!<' D:\A that mcludes the entire 
gene c luster . and descnbe codmg and non-coding sequences w1th possib le 
regulat or~ roles. In additwn . we dedu ce the ammo ac1d sequences of the primar~ 
translatwn products of the glue mR:\As. and show that the !Ziue proteins form a 
di,·erged ~ene family The members of the family all contam an ammo·termmal 
h,,·drophobJ<· block of amino acids . which IS absent m the mature . secreted ~tlue 
protems and a cystem!' · ri ch carboxy -terminal module S!ZS-3 differs from s~, . -; 
and S~>·M by <'Ontainmg a th1rd module between the other two compn:sed laqrt>J_,. 
of tandem rept>at~ of the fi,·e ammo acids Pro-Thr-Thr-Thr-Lys 
1. Introduction 
During the third lan·al instar. the major function of the Drosophila melanoga.ster 
sahvary glands is the production of a set of secreU>d polypeptides (Zhimule,· & 
K olesni ko,·. 1915) . There are at least eight of these (Crowley et al .. 1983). 
s~·nthesJzed in the cytoplasm of the salivary gland cells throughout the instar and 
secreU>d into the lumen of the gland near the end of the larval stage. At the time 
of puparium formation the luminal conU>nts are expelled. and they set t o form a 
glue that fixes the puparium to its substraU> for the duration of the pupal period 
(Lane et al .. 1912). A group of about U>n puffs . or siU>s of high!~· acti,·e 
transcription . are present on the giant pol~·uone chromosomes of the sali,·ary 
gland cells when glue proteins an> being s~·nthesized : they disappear toward the 
end of the third lan·al instar. when glue synthesis terminaU>s. These are known as 
the inU>rmolt puffs (Ashburner . 1912). Genetic. cytogenetic and molecular 
t Author to whom all correspondence should bt> sent. 
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~,,,, \f 11 t, \l:tl).h.FI. I ! E l'l~l iTT .\:'\11 ~: \1 ~IE\ EH\l\\ ITZ 
lllaf •fHII).! · · ~l"'lllllt ' llt:-- ha\1 .. "" " "" that at Jpa,;t four of tht>"t' puff,_ nllltall l 
,..truo tural gt ' llt'' for ,tt l, •, t,;t :<1:\ ,,f tlw ).!IUt' l" ''·'. l'~-'l'tldt>,.. ( K Prgt·. l!l'7 .->. l!l// .-\kam 
tl ,tf J!t';:o- \',..J,,.. ,..a nou ~ .-\,.,hhumt·r. J!ll'\O . l!l/'\1 ('nl\\ft ... \ d a/ .. I!IH3 ) Otht·r 
t':\ fot ' l'lllt•·llt,.. ha,·t· shtl\1 11 that tht· rt'gr ... ssiolll of tht' int{'rrnolt pufh i,.. a 
, . .,11,_,., 1ut· '".,. .. f a11 '"''~'~-'""~-' 111 tht> tilt-'r of tht> steroid horrnu11t> t-<·d.Ystt>r<>tw in th ... 
IHn ,tl ht ·lllt>h lllf'h st·\ t>ral huur,., lwfort> pupariatio n (Ashhumt'r . I !)";3) . Tlw 
n·gn·""'''ll ,,f ullt ' of th,..,..t> puff,. . that at 6X(' on th t- Jpft arm o f thP thi r d 
<"hr .. tn"""'n•· . <lf'l•,..ar,.. It• rt' sult cltr,..<-tly fro m hindi11g ofthP hornwnP (prt>,;umahl_, . 
thn•ugh tho· 111t·dtat1"11 of a 1-'teroid rt>t't' ptnr prt>lf'lll ) t o thP puff ((;nHWIIII-'\'1-'r c\: 
" ""!.!" I ! l:o--11 1 
Tl w tn .,J o·• 1d ," ··1·• 11111!.! of tlw li:--< · 1'11ff !!~'" ' "'"' . 1>:\ .-\ a11d of I 1:\ .-\ <"•>Ill 
jolt'lllt'lllill.\ t" tilt • fillft l' ll<'lldt'tf !{:\_-\,_ ha:-- fiPPII a<TIImj>Jt.,lwd .-\n aJ.\ ,i,_ li,._IJI!! 
till' ,.f., twtf Jl:\ .\ l1a:-- '"" "II that lOll(' .)IHHI ha,..P · f'all lt-')!llln of tfl t' f'llfl )):\.-\ t·otfp,.. 
fo1 tlllt·•· dtfft·to·llt )"ol-'adt-ll_,· latl·d tllt-'""l'lll!l' l !{:\.-\,; . a ll found o 11l.' in th m l lat\al 
llbtar ,;aJI\·ar.' g la11 d -;. and appt>aring and disappearing •·o-ordina tel:- (:\le:-·t'rtl\\ tt z 
& H<>J.!II t'S, . IHH:! l Eat·h ofthP ti!:!C' !{:\'.-\:; . d Psignate d the group 11 . group Ill and 
grt•up )\' H:\As . il' trans latt'd t u a difft>rt'nt saliYar.Y gland glut> ptllypept tdP . 
').!' ·" · "I!'-; an d "J.!" :1 t t'-< 11(-' <· ti\·t:> l.\ (l'rowiP.\' ~/a/ . l!ll'i:1 ). 
Tht>r,.. an .. at lt-a,;t 1\1 o ft>aturt's of tht:> regulation of tht> 68(' puff ge11e c Ju,..t t>r 
tl 1at tl llt,.. t Ill' lilldt·r:- t<Hl(l tlw <·o -orcltnatt' <·ontnol o f tht' thrPt' differe nt H:\ .-\,.. . and 
t lw a <"I 10 11 of t-<·d .' ,.., Pn>nt- i 11 puff re!!rt'ssi o n . In th!:' ex peri men ts descri hed h ert>. '' P 
lt',.,t ,_,..,.t-ral h_quoth ... sto,., ft•r tht:> meehan1sm o f eo-ordinatt' rt'gulation of the fiKC 
glu,.. !{:\.-\ ,.. . and 111 "" dl>tng lind that tht' 6~(' glut> prot-t>ins art' p \·olutionari l:-
rt>lat...d 111 t:>ao·h o thPr 111 an unusual ,,a_, .. In addit1on . D:\A ,;equen('e in fo rm a t ion 
Plot allwd 111 tht>,..,.. !:' Xpt>rimt>n t ~ <·onstrain~ th t> p ossibl!:' t:-· pt'>' o f regulat o r_,. D:\ .--\ 
:<t'<jllt'n<· .... ,.. that <·a ll lw <·n n:-;idrrt>d a:< important in <·o-ordinatt' regulation of thP 
pull H :\ .-\" 
2. Materials and Methods 
(a ) ln8~rt rultun 
.-\dult ti1t>' of th,.. / J m elanoyn.•trr third chrom osornt' h ornoz~J,:OU:- strarn OHltif 
1 ~1 ... _, t> r"" 11 z &: H "I!"""" · HIM:! 1 wt> rt> rt>art>d in milk hott Je,_ or 1n population < '!l!!~"" si mila r to 
tlw dt>,lgn of Elgi n&: ~ldlt>r ( l!li~ ) at:?:! 1' . The_,. were fed standard <"ornmea l- agar food 
th.tt "a' :-;uppiPmentt'rl w1th h1·e ~·east pastt> . Egg:< wt>re la1d on food eoatt>d with .n ' a st in 
1 ola,.; t ~<· t ra_, ., The t ra.\" we rt> l·m·ered w1th tight -tittrng pla:<t1e boxe,.; Lan·ap wt> rt' rt>ft>d 
'",.. _,·,..a,.;t and wt'r,.. watt> rt>d dad.' Latt> th1rd utstar lan·ae were eollec-tt>d on day,. 5 and ti 
aft t'r t>g)! dt')"'"'tlllll 
(II) l solatwn of ilurd i nslar .wd tmry gland 111/C/t-ic arid., 
Thtrd 1n,.;tar Jan dt' wt·rt> washt'rl from tht> tra_,., and boxe,.; with l'Old dt stillt>rl wa tt>r 
F""d part wit>" wert' rt'llHI\ t>rl h_, . Aoatmg the lan·ae rn :!0°0 (w 1·) sunoSt> The clea n Jan·at> 
wt>rt> tht>n washed 111 l< ohb s (100~ 1 PB~ (phosphaw-buffered sahne ). and C'ru shed betwt"t'n 
meta l ro ller" ~all\·ary glands and earea sst>s wert> C'OIIt'Ned on a tine -mesh :\itt>x 
iT•· tk• • In• · 1 ,..,."."" (;)and:-" ~-' '.,.. s!•J•aratPd from < ·a n·a..~,...,.. h_,. tiltrat10n t hrough a (·oars.·-
nlt'sh :\1t t>x s<-rt>t'n ~al11· ar.'· JZiand, wert> eolleC'IRd in a plast1e beaker. Fat bodies were 
rt'm m ·ed fro m tht· ~[lands b~· rPJ,...a!t>dl.' · allowing them t o St>dirnt>nt at umt gra1·it_,. G ut . 
~lalptgh1ar1 tuhult<:-. and o ther tissues were remo,·t>d from tht> glands b_,. C'entrifugation 
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through 3:!" 0 fi("UII (~1gma 1 Ill RobU"~< PBS. Fic·oll wa.- remo\"t>d by ""ILI!hin~~: th .. 
glands with Robb 's PB~ . Tht>y wt>re JUdgt'd to bt- greater than 70~0 pure sah,·ary glandiS 
R:\A was t>xtracted from the glands by dissoh·ing tht> tissue in 0 ·1 M-Tris · HC'l (pH 8·0). 
0 ·2 M-:\a('J. 0 · 1 111 EI>TA . 0 ·5°0 (wf\" ) sodium dodecyl aulfat~ . Repeated phenol. 
pht>nul, chloroform. and ether extractiOns were performed. The nucleic· acid!< Wf're 
prec1p1tat~d w1th f'thanol. washf'd and precipitated with ethanol &{[&in . Several mg of Rl\A 
wert> recm·pred from !:lt'\"eral hundrt'd mg of tissue . RNA was at.ored in 10 mM -sodium 
aet'tatl' (p H 5 ·0 ) at -80 (' 
Poly(.-\ I · R:\ .-\ "as obtained from sa)i,·ary gland R:\A by oligo(dT)-oellulot!t' 
chromatography a s describt-d by Meyerowitz &: Hognellti ( 1982). 
D:\.-\ wa~:< prt'parf'd from tht> gland~< by a modification of the prooedurt> uBt"<i b_,. 
MP_,·prowitz & H o~~:nes~ (198::!) to obtain adult fly D:\A . About 100 mg salivary gland t1ssut> 
in Robb"s PB~ was treated with I m1 15° 0 sucrot!E' . 50 mM -Trifl · HCI (pH 8·0) . 50 mM 
EDT.-\ . The tissue wa~ spun bnt>fly in a hand-dri\"en centrifuge and tht> supernatant 
dls<'ardf'd One ml of 0 12 M-sucrotJt>. 150 mM -Tris · HC'I (pH 8·5) . 75 mM -EDTA . 0·75°0 
sod1um dodecyl sulfatt' was added to the tissue. Five 1'125°0 (vf\' ) dtethyl pyrocarbonate m 
t>thanul were added and the gland~; were ly!:lt'd m a 2 ml Ten-Broeck homO(!:entzer. The 
mixturt> was transferrt'd to a 1·5 ml capped plastic· tube. 651'1 8 11 -potassium acetate were 
addt>d . and the mixture allowt'd to stand in iCt> for 15 min . Precipitated debris and 
potaRsium dodecyl sulfate were removed by a 10-mm spin in a micro-centrifuge . The 
supernatant wat: tramtferrt'd to two 1·5-ml tubt-s and 1·1 ml ethanol were added to ea.ch 
tube. :\ u("le1c acids wert> pellt>ted in the hand-driven centrifuge. rinlled twice with 70° 0 
(\" ''") ethanol and a1r-drif'd Each pellet was resuspendt'd in 20 1'1 10 mM -Tris · Ht'l 
(pH !HI). I mM -EDTA . and 100 ng pancreatic R:'\atJt> A (a gift from D . Ridge) were added. 
(c) General /JSA and recombinanJ DNA uchniques 
Plasmids were grown m Eschtrichw coli HB101 using M!}-('asamino acids supplemented 
with uridint> as mt'dium (:\orgard eJ al.. 1979). Chloramphenicol amplificatiOn wa,; 
sometime~; utJt>d . Plasm1d purification by C'sCI/ethidium bromide gTadient centrifugation 
was performed as described (Meyerowitz&: Hogness. 1982). 
Recombinant A pha~e wert> propagated on E . coli K802 and were puritit'd by standard 
methods (Maniati s eta/ .. 1978 : Meyerowitz & Hogness. 19!:1:!) . Phage DXA was extracted 
by the rap1d formamide method " A" of Da,·i~; eta/ . (19!:10) . 
Xational Institutes of Health ~idelines were followed for the Pl -EK I level containment 
of rt><· nmbinant 0:\.-\ -hearing organisms. 
Preparation of Dr01!ophila gf'nome blot filters . nick-translation . and filter hybridizatiOn 
wert> performt'd as de~cribed by Meyerowitz &: Hogness ( 1982). 
(d) DSA sequt!nU determinalicm by partial chemical ckat!(J{le 
(i ) End-labeling DSA 
After restriction enzyme digestion of plasmid DXA. one of three methods was u8ed . for 
5' protrudmg rest rictwn s1te termini tht> 5' ends were labeled by dephosphorylation -a·ith 
calf intestmal alkalinE> phosphatase and subsequent rephosphorylation with !y-32P]ATP 
and T4 polynueleotidt' kinase (Maxam & Gilbert. 1980) : 3' ends were labeled by incubating 
tht> D:\ A in 20 ~!!ol each of 3 unlabelt'd deoxynuck-oside triphosphate!!. one I >-JZP)deoxy -
nucleoside triphosphate . and E. w/1 DNA polymeratJt> I Kleno"· fragment . For 3' 
protruding restri<·tion sites the 3' end11 were labeled with 1~-JZP}C7P and tenninal 
deoxynucleot1dyl transferatJt> a s described by Ro,vchoudhury & Wu (1980) . 
Fragments labeled at one end were obtained by digestion with a &eeond restriction 
enz,\'me. 
(ii) Gel punfiration of labeled DS A 
The Hp. Jabeled D:\As were resoh·ed on polyacrylamidf' gels crosslinked with N ~\"-bis­
acrylyl -cystamint> (Bio-Rad) . Fragment.; were located by autoradiogTaphy . excilled from 
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tht> jZI'I anrl wt>rt> rt> lea~d from th t> j~:t'l mat r ix by adding 2-mercaptoE'thanol to a 
l'lllwt>nt rat '"n ol .-~ '",. (\· ' l Tlw disultidP r-roSAhnk~ art' rt>duced aftRr (~5 to :? h at room 
tRmpt'rature :\1nt' ml ofO· I M-Tm; · HCI (p H 7 ·5 ). 0 ·1 M-!\a('l were added and ea-ch jZel slice 
"a~ homogt>n1u>d by thorouj~:h \ 'OrWX mixing Tht> \' iscou" mixes wert> incubawd with 
{t· :! ml What ma n DE5:? DE.-\E-et' llulo!lt" resin . wh1ch was kept suspended by constant 
ajZ1tat10n. Afwr se\·t' ral hours at room tempt>raturt> . tht> radioactivt> resins wert> pelleted m 
a tablt> t op Ct'ntrifuiZt' washed tw1Ct' with 10 ml of 0·1 M-Tris · HCI (pH 7·5). O· l M-!\a('l to 
rt> mm· .. acr_,·lamidf' residut> . and wer t' packt>d into small columm;. D!\A was elutt>d from tht> 
rt>sin w1th thrt>t> I ml volumP!' of 0·1 111 -Tris · H C'I (pH 7·5). I M-!\aCI Fint' resm partieles 
wt> rt' pellt>tt>d b.v et>ntnfuj!ation . and tht' D:\ A precipitated fro m the supernatant b_,. addmjZ 
10 flo!! yt>ast transft>r R:\ .-\ and 9 ml t>thanol. followed by incubation ovem1ght at -20'(' 
R...r·ovt>rit's jlt'nt'rall_, . Pxet>edt>d 90" 0 
(111 ) L11111ted modification of ~es 
Tht' !t1axam & Gilbt> rt ( 1977 .19!!0) pr~ure modified by ~mith & Calv o ( 1980) forms 
th t> basis of ou r ~quen<.'t' dt'terminat ton protocol. Base modification condition~ were cho!lt'n 
to t>nahlt> us to rt>ad up to 650 nuelt>ot1des from a labeled end . Tht> G + A rt>actton used on)_, 
2 flol I M-pyridiniUm formatt' in a :!2-1'1 volumt' at 3i0 C' for 5 m in . Hydrazme reacttons (C. 
( ' + T ) wt'rt' pt>rformed m an ict' water bath for 15 min . Tht> dimethyl sulfatt' G reaction was 
dont' for 1:? to 15 rmn in an i<'t' watt'r bath usin!Z 0 ·125° 0 (\· ! , ·) djmt>thy l sulfate . Stop 
solutiOn . t>thanol prE'eipitation . and ethanol rinse stt'ps w·erE' done a s described (Maxam & 
(; i llw rt . I 980) 
(iv) r:e/ e/eclruphoresi/1 and autoradiography 
Sequt>n<'t' geb wt>re 0 ·36 mm thick . and contained 100 mM -Tris/borate/ EDTA (Maxam &. 
Gilbt>rt. 19~0 ) and 50"0 (w ' ,-) urea . T o rt>ad nuclE'otides I to 50. a 40-cm long 20°0 
polyacrylamidt> jZt'l was run at 40 W con!ltant power until the xylene cyanol marker had 
mljZratt'rl 1:! em T o rt>ad nueleotidt>s 35 t o 650 . multiplE' staggered runs on 80-em long 5° 0 
pol_,·acr~·lamide ~~:els wert' performed . The gelR wert> run at 2400 t o 2800 \' con!ltant 
pott'ntial. Rept>att'd loadings on one gel. or several gel11 run for different times. were used 
sut·h that tht' x~· len t' eyano l marker was allowed to migrate 30 em. 90 em . 150 em or 
:!10 em This pattern of E'IE'ctrophores1s allowed for alignment of o,·erlapping contiguous 
seq uenc·e 
Gt>ls " t' rt' transft>rrt>d from thE' glass plates to sheets of \\'hatman 3MM paper or scrap 
X -ra.' film . co,·ert>d with plast1 <· wrap. and autoradio!!raphed . Kodak XR -5 or XAR-5 film 
was used . Duplicat~ exposures of the 150 em run and 210 em run gels were done with or 
without DuPont (' ronex Lighting-Plus intensifier screens. All autoradiographs were read 
indE'pendt>ntly by 2 persons. Discrepancies w-ert> reso lved by referenct' lA> thE' original films. 
and h~- additional !lt'quenn• d t>terminati ons. Ex!'t'pt for the leftmost 70 nuclE'Otides. wh ich 
wert' determined onl't.'. every position was assigned on the basis of at least 2 independE'nt 
experiments. Set> Fig. 3 for add1tional details. 
(e) Sudease mapping of mR.\'As 
32 P -labeled restriction fragment~"< (about 50.000 cts/min ) were mixed with 20 1-'{l, yeast 
tR:\A for mock hybridizations. or with 20 1-'{l, yeast tRXA and 21-'{l, l!&li\·ary gland 
pol_,·(A ) • R:\ A . ThE' nu clei c a c ids w-erE' precipitated w-ith ethanol. rinsed . and dried 
H _v bridization,; were carr1ed out b~- dissoh·ing thE' nucleic a cids in 1001'1 of70~0 deionized 
formamide . 10 mM -PIPES (p H 6·4 ). 0 ·4 M-!\a('l. 0 ·1 mr.~ -EDTA (Casey & Davidson . 1977 ). 
ht'atmg to iO'( · for 10 min and annE'almg at 5(HI0 ( • for llt'\·eral hours. \\' hile leanng the 
hybridizations at ,'jj t·O ( ' . 15-1'1 pnrtions wert' rt>m o,·ed and diluu-d into 200-1'1 portions of 
nuclease as!llly buffE'r. The assay buffer tubes were pre-chilled in ict' water baths. and 
enzymE' was already added to the appropriate tubes Rapid transfer of the hybridiution 
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port1on . for<'t'ful p1pt>ttm!! rap1d ,·ortex mixinjl: . and immt>diatR tramsfE'r W thE' digt>stwn 
!RmpE"rature all t>ns urt>d that strand d1splacE'mt>nt was mm1miZE'd . 
Tht> nu c lt>ase ~ 1 rt>actwn wa.s (1 ·3 M·sodium aCE'taU> (pH 4 ·5) . 0·4 M-:\a('l. 0 ·1 mM ·zinC" 
aCt>tatR . 30 I'!Z heat -denaturE"d salmon SpE"rm D:\A/ ml at 37"(' for 15 min ThP rellctwn was 
U>rminau-d by addin~~: 60(11'1 Pthanol and fret'Zinjit on solid col . ThE' prt>cipitatt'<l nuclt>ic· 
acids wE'rE' pE"IIt>!Rd . washed w1th 70°0 t>thanol. dried and resuspendt-d in Maxam & Gilbt>rt 
( 19i!0) :<t>qut>n<"E" gt>l samplt> buffer. Aspergillus ory:at nuclea~ 1'1 was obtamt'd from Sigmll 
C'ht>m1cal Co. 
Exonuclea~ \ ' II d1ge~<tion~ WE'rE' carrit'd out in 10 mM -Tri!i · H('l (pH 7 ·5) . 20 m11d\J' I. 
10 mM -EDT.-\ (Bt>rk & ~harp . 197il ) at 45"(' for 45 m1n The rE"aC'tJOn ,..a,. U>rmlnllted h.' 
addmg 20 1'1 3 M·sod1um aCE"tatR (pH 5 ·0 ) and 6(101'1 t>thanol :\uc·lew ac·1d~ "E'rP 
prE"c lpitaU>d . washed . and resuspended at~ dE"sc·ribE'd for thP nucleaMe ~ 1 samplE'~ £ ro/1 
t'xonucleaSE" \"II wa~ obtamed from Bethesdll Research LaboratoriE"s. 
Port1on~ of thE' lllltilll 32 P-IahE'IPd rE'Stri<"tion frajl:ment were subJE'CtRO to thE' part1al 
cht>mic·al de~~:radatwn ><equenee rE"aC"tiono;. Tht> nuclt>a~ dij~:E'~ts werE' run alon~~:s1dt> thP 
tlt'(jUPnc·e SIZP standards on 5° 0 polyacrylamide urt>a gel~ which were 80em I on~~: 
(f ) Primer erten81011 sequenu determinaiion 
Tht>~ PXJ>E>rlmPnt' were done a<"cordm!Z t o the Ghosh el a/. (1980 ) method as modified h.' · 
~nydt>r el a/ ( 198:? ) 3 2P li•hE'It'd rE'Stnction fragment was mixed with 0 ·5 to O·i! mg saJi,·ar~· 
gland R:\ .-\ . prt>l'ipltatt'd with ethanol. rinNed . dried and hybridiZE'd in 20U 1'1 of 70" 0 
formarnidt> as desc·ribt>d for nuc·lease mapping . Tht> hybridization mix w·as tht>n dilutt'd by 
addm~~: 1·5 ml olij~:o(dT) bmduJjl: bufft>r 132 P]D:\ A- pol_\'(.-\ ) · R:\A h~·brido; Wt>rE" n><'o,·enod 
usmg oligo(dT)-r't'llulu i't" <"hromat ograph_, . . ThE" hybnds wen- eluu-d. precipita!Rd with 
ethanol. nn!'t"d . dnt>d and re~:~u spt>ndt>d in fE'\'E'rSt" tran.scripta~ buffer A,· ian 
m _\'E"loblastosl" ,·iru" re,·er~ tran!K'nptast' (a gift from J . Beard) wa~> added and the 
n>ll!'tJOn inc·ubatt-d at 37 ' (' for 3 h . :\aOH was added t o 0 ·1 M. and R:\.-\ hydrolyZE'd for I h 
at 37 ( ' . Tht> rE'a<'tiun wa;: nt>utralized . extracU>d with phenol. extractt'd with chloroform . 
and prt>cipitakd t" 1c·e w1th t>thanul The complementary D:\A wa,; rintlt'd with E-thano l. 
drit>d and rt>suspendPd 1n watn Tht> complementary D:\A was di"ided into 5 batcht>s . 4 
for tht> ~4Ut'Ol'E' determination rE"action~ and I a~ a Rtandard . 
(gl Bal-11 deletion conslrurtion 
T" o ~'g of a Dm20:? :~ plasmid l>:\ A were lineariZE'd by comple!R digt>stion with X hol in a 
:?11-1'1 rt>ac·t1on . Aftt'r digest11>n . 1:?1'1 waU>r and 81'1 5xBa/31 bufft>r (lx=2Um'l1 · 
Tri~ · HCI. pH H·l. 1:? mM-( 'a('1 2 . 12 mM ·M~'I2 . 0·6 M -~aCI. I mM -EDTA) wen- added . 0·41 
unit of nuclt>ase Ha/31 (Bethesda R('!lt>arch Laboratories) was added and allowed to n>a<'t 
at :10'(' for 10 min . Th ... cligt>stiun was t.ermma!Rd by &ddin!Z 131-'1 200 mM-eth ,vlent>gl~Tol ­
his (,B-amin<>E>t h~· l t>tht>r).\' . .\' ' ·tt'tra&ct>tic· acid . followt"d by extr11.N1ons with phenol and 
chloroform . Tht- ll:\.-\ was precipitated with ethanol and resuspended in 10 mM -Tris · HCI 
(pH 1 ·5) . 10 mM -~1~ '12 . 100 rn'\1 - ~a('l, 6 mM -2-mercaptoethanol. 100 1-'f, gelatin/ ml Eaeh 
deoxynul'leosidt> triphosphate wa~ added to I mM. 1·4 units E . coli DXA polymeral:lt' I 
Klenow fra~~:ment wt>re added and the reat'tion incubated at room U>mperatuno for 15 min . 
The enzyme "as heat -inacti,·au-d. and the noaction cliluU>d to 200 1'1 whic·h included 
10 m'11 -dithiothre1tol. I mM -ATP. 550 ng £roRI linkers (a gift from C' . K . ltakura) and T4 
D:\.-\ li!'(ase (a 11;1ft from S. Schenor) . Tht> lip:ation reaction proceeded at room U>mpt'ratuno 
O\'E'rni!'(ht. and was tht>n uBt'd to transform E . coli HBIOI to ampicillin resistan<'t' . 
Transformant~ were colony purified . and n-U>sU>d for drup: resistance. Rmall overnight 
cultures wE'rE' grown and rapid plasmid isolations carried out. ThE' nosulting plasmid DXAs 
wen- dip:esu-d w1th £coR! and fractionated on a 1·2° 0 ap:aro8t' gel. The clonE' designated 
aDm20:?3..::123 had about 950 bast' -pairs of Dr011ophila D:\A . cenU>nod on the original Xhol 
SltR. remo,·ed . A large-scale preparation of this plasmid D:\A was used for 8equence 
deu.>rmination . 
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3. Results 
(a) ThreP II'GY-' tM 6X(' cluster is not rl'gulated 
It is dear from the tran;;cription map of the 68(' gene cluster that the thrt'f' 
miC\As eannot dt·ri,·e from a common precursor. and thus that the tight co-
ordination of ex pression of theSt> R~As does not result from their sharing a single 
promot~r ( 'le~·e rO\ntz & Ho~nes;,; . 1982) . 
A St>c·ond "ay in which co-ordinat~ regulation of clustered genes can be 
aceomplished i;; b~· amplification of the chromosomal region containing thE> gene~> 
at the timE> of their expression (Spradling & Mahowald . 1980 : Spradling. 19HI ). A 
th1rci mechannsm hy which co-ordinate expression might be triggered is b.'· a D~A 
rt>arrangE>ment in the chromosomal D~A of the expressing tissue (Brack et a! .. 
lfli~S: Zit>g e/ a! . . 1918 : ~idman el a! .. 19i9) . To determine if the 68(' glue gene 
clust~r has undE>rgone differl'ntial amplitieation or D~A rearrangement in the 
tisSUE' of its t>xprt>ssion in third instar lan·ae. high molt>cular weight D!\A was 
i;;olated from adult flit>s and from third instar lan·al salivary glands. Equivalt>nt 
amounts of each D~A prt>paration were digt>stt>d with the restriction 
E>ndonuelt>a;~es EroRI. Hindlll and Sail. subjectt>d to electrophoresis in an 
alo(aroSt> gt>l. and blottt>d to a nitrocellu loSt> filtt>r (Southt>rn . 19i 5). The filter was 
h.'·bridiz.t>d with 32 P-Iabt>lt>d AaDmi501 -IO D~A (Mt>yerowitz & Hogness. 1982): 
this phagt' c-ontains I~ ·Z kbt of contiguous gt>nomi<' D~A . including the 68C' glut> 
gt>nt> clu;;ter (Fig I ). Tht> pattt>rn of restri ction fragment sizes and the 
autoradiographie intt>nsities of h.'·bridization of each fragment wert> identical in 
the adult and sali,·ary gland lanes (Fig. 2): and the sizes of restri ction fragments 
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F1o . I A don!"~ and plasmod ~uh<'lone~ uHt'd on thob stud~ A rt'stroctoon map of the studied rt>j!lon of 
the 1>141 • puff o. j(IH'II shc.,.·onj( th.- po~1toon of thf' roo transposable element found in the OK16f 
t·hromo•ome ( :.Ont's I I. II I and (\' are mdic-awd a~ fillt"d boxes. ('lea,·&jrf' sites for the rt'stnctoon 
enzyrn"" EruRI (H) . Hondlll (H i and S111l (S) an' shown. Exk>nts of the genomu· 0!'\A clones are 
ondoeated Aa1Jmi 50 I Ill and aUm2t"l3 hd\'e btlen de~~Crobed (Meyerowitz & Hogne88, 1982) . aDm2023 
c·onl.ll1n~ th~ 2·4 kh ,,al l fraj(rnent homolop:ous to the Sg11-J gene in11erted into the pBR322 Sal I Site. 
al>m2U24 t:cmtaor" th~ ;,.; kb Sail frap:mPnt adja<lf'nt to that cloned 10 aDm2023. aDm2026 cont.aonB 
thf' 1·6,5 kh H111dlll frap:ment that mcludt's .o.;g,;. i and Sg~<·IJ onaerted onto the pBR322 Hindi! I sik> 
aUm20:?'; contaon~ the (1·53 kb Hind II I fral!(mt'nl adjauent to that preaent 10 a0m2026 fDm9014 
contaons the 1·6 kh P1·u I fraj(mt'nt that 1m·ludes Sgs-J m!IE'rted onto the Pt-ul sote of pBR325. Theae 5 
plasmod subi'IOnl'~ we.-.. prepared from AbDm20o2 (Meyerowotz &: Hogne~s . 1982) by routine 
•mbt·lononj( pr<><.'t'dures 
t Ahbre\'latoon o u!<E'd kb. 103 baae-pairs; cD!'\A . complementary D!'\A . 
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Fto . :! Ole!" du•t<'r rt'![Hln D:'\ . .\ •• nt'tttwr amplified nor rearran![t'd m third inst&r lan·al aah,·an 
11land• HaJ!h molt'<·ular W<'l!lht D:'\A• from 0 . nu-/m~ strain ORI6f adult Ill<'" (lant'• I . 3 and a) 
or thard m•tar lan·al salivary ~tland< from tht' a&m<' stram (lant's 2 . 4 and 6) wt'rt> digesiP<i ,.·ith EroKI 
(lanE's I a nc! :?1 Sail (lanE'>' :land 4). or Hindlll (lan<'s Sand 6) ThE' dlj;telltt'd D:'\As WE'rt' subjt"CIP<i t~• 
t'IE'..trophon>st' th r"ullh a 0·~"11 allaro!Ot' j;(E'I. lJiotted to nitrooellulo~~e. and hybridized w1th 31 P -IalJelt'd 
.4l>mi;)OI Itt 11:'\ . \ Ttw SIZ .. standard ul!l"d was kiR5i Si D:'\ . \ dijl'f'Sted wtth Haftdlll. 
AuturadiOjZraph, of tht' jZt>nom!' t.lot filtt'r W!'n> ..canned with a Joyre-Lot'bl microdensitomt'tf' r Pt>ak>-
from th!' f.:, oHI dl!!t"•t lant'• Wt'n> cut out and wt'lflht>d . The ratiOs of adult tly D:'\A peakR t o tht> 
<·orre•pondm!! sa ll\· ar~· j;(la11d [):'\_.\ pt>ak~ r&nfled from (1·9 to 1·1 T o eontrol for the prt'ft'n>ntial 
pol~· t .. mzatlon of !'Uc-hromatu· }):'\.-\ m tht' Mlivary ![land . tht> ~nomt> blot filt..r ,..aM ,.·ashed and 
rt>h.dmdtzed "1th 32 P-Iah.-IN! al.Jm:!t40 0:'\ . .\ (E ~1 ~<'.H'rowitz. unpublished rt'~ults) Th1s IZenoml!' 
t·lon .. derl\·t>s from nl'ar tiMI · lt• -11 . '" umqut> m tht' !lt'noml' and 1s not d!'U>ctably tran H<'rlbt'd m th1rd 
mstar lan·a l R&Jt,· ar~· j;(lands ~l acrodl'nRitomPtry of thl' !'f'•ultmg autoradtograph !(a\'t' a rat10 of adult 
t!.' 1>:'\.-\ t o R&h,·a~· j;(land U:'\ . .\ of O·ll 
found were the same as thoSt> measured in clones such as .\aDm 1501 -10 that are 
deri\·ed from embryonic D::'\A . The same tilt~r was washed of 32P -Iabt>lffi probe 
and St>quentially rehybridized with two other 32 P-Iabt>led probt>s : aDm202ti . a 
plasmid f'Ontainin~ the 1·6.-1 kL Hindlll fragment that includes the coding D?\A 
for the two small . divergently transf'ribed R::'\As II and III. and a0m2023. a 
plasmid with the 2·4 kh S al 1 fragment that contains the coding DI\A for the large 
R~A I\" ( Fi~. I ). Tht>se hybridizations also shmn'd no differences bt>tween adult 
and sali\·ary gland D~ A . either in restriction fragment size or extent of probt-
hyLridization . 
(b) LJSA sequenu of th~ 68(' cluster region 
One possib lE' mechanism for the co-ordinatR regulation of the three 68C RNAs 
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F 1< :1 ~'!"''" ''' ' rlt•tt>rmmattoll •tratt>~_,. RRstr1ctJOn enz_,·mp dea,·al!t> s1t<o>s art' abbrt',·latt'd as 
folio"' ll /lglll 1·. 1'/nl H . //indlll . K . A'p,J . P . Pstl: p,. _ Pnd . R . EroRI. S . Sail: S.:. Sad . 
\ .\' lull \h . .\'h .. ) Tht• t" o truut!!lf'~ indicatt> tht> !'Xt<o>nt ' of th!' 10\'!'rtt'd rt'J*af !'lements. Close -
i'" r,.lltlw"l' mt~rk - tlw ro!!ht -hand boundary of tht> roo transp<>Rablt> el!'ment (Me~·ero"' ltz &: Hognl"88. 
I \I":! I "'~rt..-d at t)l<l · 111 tht> H.' "t cwk used in tht>!lt' E'Xpt>riment:; . Below the map art' ind1catt'd tht> 
dlrt>.-f loll• and Pxt.-nt of tran,.-r1pt1on of tht> thrt't' 6~(' lle1ws t>xprt's~ m th1rd instar larval sahvar~· 
glaru!, ( 'lt>·'"~'""II Z &: H"ll'"' s ' . 19!\2) The small downward -pomtinjl carat" indicate the location• of 
tlw 1111..-n <'Ill II~ so>qut- n<·t-, pre;o{'nt in the gt-nP~ Below th1s is a sum mar_,. of th!' Be<jUen<~ 
dt•lt·rmlltat tull ,.,,,..rmwnt, .-\rrowh!'ad, point in the dirt'l'ttons SE>quenN' data wert' rt'ad . The bat!!' of 
o•ao·lo arro" 1- al1gnt'd w1th thf' latwiNl rt'"tro<·t1on sttt' Plain arrows art' !lt'4UE'nces read 3' to ;)' usmg 
I>:'\ .-\ l'" '·' ·nwra"<' I KIf' no" fraj!m t>llt -labt'lt'd D\ .-\ Cirde• N>pre81'nt restroction sitt's lab.. led with T _. 
pol\'nuo·lt'ntldt• knta"" tht>,..- st-4ut>nt't'" WE'rP read 5' to 3' The arrow labt'led 2003 ind1cates a lll'qut>net> 
dt>t<•rmnwd fro n1 t h..- ~t>nomw su bdont> a flrn:?003 ullt'd to establish tht> point of insertion of the roo 
t rall>J•II:-.thlt· t'lt'lllt'nt Th,. arrn" labt'lt>d ~23 repre,..,.nts AE'4uem't' data obtained from thP deletton 
dt'm att n· allm:!ll:!:l.J:!:I (~ :\tatf'rial" and ~lethods) . Tht> Xhnl sit<o> was read across by aequen<'t' 
de tt'mtttttlllflll front a nf'arl" Hadll •iv- . ThP left Sail sitt' -.·a~ read acrOI!s from the adJaOPnt Pt•td 
:-.Itt> :\II n~:-<trl<'tl nn sJ t+•, u~d a"' on~1ns of se"4Uf>tH-t> dat.a wPre thus rt"-&d &<'ross . Dett-nninat1on~ wert' 
don<> on hnth -trand, ,.,- ~r~· wh<>rt> PXN'pt the leftmo•t ill nudt>ot1dt>s of tht' roo transposable elt>ment. 
Tht" :·.wal~ 1:-- 111 ha!'ot' -pa1rs 
thrPe npt>raturs art- idt>ntwal. ur near!~- so. and therefore respond identically to the 
eellular signal,- that c·ontrol puff transcription. To &'t'k such D~A regions. the 
sequt•rH·•· of tfi,)l eontiguous nuc leotides of the D. melanogaster genomic D::\A 
c-Ion..- Ald>m200:2. containing the coding BE'quences of all three of the 68C glue 
R~As . was det{'rmined . Figure 3 shows a restriction map of the sequenced D~A . 
tht> rPiatin• positions of the thrt>e glue R~As in it. and the sequencing strategy 
u~t>d . All but the leftmost iO nurleotides of the sequence were determined on 
eac·h of the complementary D~A strands. and complementarity was observed 
A 
e\·er~·whert> . although at II EcoRIJ sitRI' (C-C'-T·G-G). in which methylation 
occ-ur;; at thP inrwr c:\'tosinc residue in drm • E. wli. therP was a gap rathPr than a 
band in tht> (' and (' + T lanes of the sequencing gel (Ohmori et a/ .. 1978) . 
.-\grpf>ment bt>twt-en tht> sequence and the experimPntally determined sites of 
digt>~;tion b_,. II hexanucleotide-recognizing restriction endonucleases was perfect . 
ex :--t>pt that thrt>e ('/al sites indicatRd by the !M'quence were not cleaved by this 
enz~·me . Each of thP rPsistant sites overlaps the !M'quence G-A-T-C. where the 
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f ' /ol silt· 1s .-\ T -(' .(; . _-\ .T (; ._-\ .T -(' is a sit~ for ade nine methylation mediatRd h~· 
tht· E r·/J/1 du111 • mt>thylast' ((;pie r & Modrieh . 19i~) . Methylation of adenine in 
tlw f '/u l rPt·og:niti on si t.P appt>ars t o be suffic·ient to pre\·ent the restric·tiun 
al'tl\·it .\' of thP PnZ,\' me. as predi l'ted by Backman (19HO) Tht> ~C nucleotide 
st-quPnt·P j,. prP~nted 111 FigurP 4 . Anal~·si s of chromosomal rearran~ements with 
hrt>akpoints rlPar thP ~quen!'ed DX.-\ indi<"ates that the S€'quen!'t' is pre8€'nted in 
t4:'1 tHnl:'ric · to t·en t ronw ri <' ord .. r (E . \I. Meyerowitz & M. A . Crosby . unpu blishl'd 
" <•rk ) 
ThP beginning of the St>quenc·e. nudt>otides I through 463 . is a !Wqut>neP of a 
part c•f a transpnsahiP e le ment of the repetiti\·e roo family . that is pre~nt in ou r 
/J . tlll'ltllll'fJII-'I f r Oreg:on -R strain just t.o the left of the glue-coding gene clui'!Rr 
(:\l p~·prowi tz & H op:nt>ss. 19H2). That the~ nurleotides are in the transposablt' 
elt>rnt>nt "as d t> termined hy comparison of the S€'quence of a clone from our 6~(' 
mo-t'ontaining: strain (a Dm2024 . Fig. I ) to a homolo~ous genomie clone 
(aDrntoo:l. Fi~ I . ~quence not prt>:Wnted) from a wild-type chromosome whieh 
does not ha \'e a roo e leme nt adjacent t o the 68(' glue puff. The roo S€'quence 
pre~ntt'd here diffe r s in only th·e positions from the similar sequence determined 
b.\· Sc-herer PI al. ( 19~2 ) for their BJO.J transposable e lement famil~· which . as 
demonstrated in their paper. is equi\·alent to the roo famil~· . 
The nu l'leotides in positions 464 through 8i4 are D~A that is unique t o the 68(' 
puff region . F ollowing thi s is one element of an im·erted rept>at sequence . from 
nuc·leot1des Ri.'5 to ll.'l9 . Tht> c-omplementary element extends from positi ons 2853 
to 2.'lti9 Thi s pair of elements has been oh!lt'rved as a stem and loop structure in 
elt•ctron mic-ru!'c·opH· analysis of melted and reannealed DXA from AbDm2002 
(:\leyerowitz & H o11:ness. 19R2). the elements flank the 3' ends of the group II 
(sg:s-8 ) and group Ill (se:s -i) RXAs. The Rt>quence shows that each element is 285 
ha>W-pairs in length . and that the two elements are complementary at 93° 0 (266) 
of their nudeotide positions (Fig. 5) . The boundaries of the e lements are distinct . 
Sinc·e no similar element appears adjacent to the 3' end of the third 68(' R~A . the 
group 1\' sgs-3 RXA . it Rt>ems unlikely that thi s sequence is responsible for the 
co-ordinate expression of all three 68C R!\As. This conclusion is supported by 
furth er ob~rvation s on the im·erted repeat elements : when DXA containing one 
or uoth of them is 32 P-JabeJed and US€'d t o probe plaque filters Or colony filters 
containing D~A of A or eosmid libraries of D . rru!lanogaster genomic fragments . 
clones containin~ one re~i on of the fly gt-nome in addition to the 68C puff are 
obtained . This region contains three additional copies of the repeat element in 
6 kb of conti~uou s Ht"quen(·e . The thrt>t' copies are direct repeats . all in the same 
relati\·e orientation. When clones containing this region are 3 H -Ia.beled b~· nick -
translation and hybridized to salivary gland polytene chromosomes (Pardue et al .. 
19i0). autoradiography shows the origin of the three additional elements t o be in 
the 68(' region . but clearly proximal to the 68(' 3 to 5 position of the glue puff. 
and in a chromosomal area that is not puffed when the glue puff is pre8€'nt. 
32 P -Iabeled probes containing the three proximal elements and the adjacent 
Bt'quences d o not gi\·e detectable signals when hybridized to R~.-\ gel blots 
containing third larval instar salivary gland RNA . Likewi!lt' . 32 P -Iabeled eDNA 
made from third instar salivary gland polya.denyla.ted R!\A does not hybridize 
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j M sp 
CG T G T GG T CC T GG T GGA AAGG CC. T GC ACGGGC T G TCCCGAAAAGCCCCAAC T T TGTC A&CAGC TCA T T A8CGa TAT TC&C AA TC TCC AiiCAGAAGA lCCG 
Ga .t. • T GCG T c TGCGG AGAACC a c "" T GGA T G• T Tt age e a c c ea t c a ct t t t aaaeat c a c aaaaa t t c t t c c t teat aaaat tIt tat tact ge t te a a 
•••••••••••••••• t;t t t gagt tct t t t t t a t c at t t at t tc eot a t ata tc tt cc aa••••o••c••a•ctatt t t tt cc tgt aatt c acaat c a c 
1Hmdm ' 
ga t ;o t c t tOt oo c a c:. c t c t t oaoa t t c t t g c a c t tcc g c t t att••tocooa t t t oa c a cc aa tt t t t o cccctcce•c ••••cttt tt t t tattiO•• 
Psi! 
e c oo c c e t t e t t e t tat tat ta t t a a t a ct t c. ao t a a t av t t tt t tt ttt to teet oe c at c ett tIt t t t t tt It t ac t ate •••••••tc cat c ttt• 
t oac c a;ga c a a t •• a aa c aac c a c o••••alt at t t c at t t t t•••t t t tetteaet t tat c: t ••t••ttc cecaett•••t a etc eeat t t tc t a ga t 
g c t; t ;t t c to a t t t tc t oaao t t o c ea t t ••ttc t t t tat attet•• t t tctct tct o t t teat tc.ctc a t t t t a t a ct a tc aaot a c at t t o c c aaa t 
Pstl 
•• t •• t t c. c a c •• t o• t t t c c t t c c t a c •o•c •••• t ••e tc tc at gaec t a t at t ••• tat t t ec t a tcaat •••c e cc:eat cc at t 0110 t t e e c ga c o 
a c a c t aaoa c ao c t ot at •••oo t t t a t oa t a t te a t ao c aatg t a cc aaat c eaac a t oa t att••••• t ••tcc t•t•t c a c aaetaa•• t t ga t ••• 
••• t age. t t aao t a tt t a t ott c ooa t t a gat t t t t t a t tc t a ct tttet t a t at tc atat t t oaac t t at•••••••t t tt•t t a t t tct•t•••ttCQ 
t a;.: •••t o c: t t ; c aat oc a t t c t t agaag t t t tc c t t aaet t t ttt t t tataatc ttccat tt tgaattatcactceet tatattec: t t tacetgt tat 
IClal 1 I X/Jai I 
t • t t e et t t t t a t t t a t a t t •••• t a t a a t t t toatatacaetctat t t t t teaeaocaat ttt c:aatetaet tctetettat t t ttla t tataaac:ct t 
strun!!IY to the D:\A of the clones containing these e le ments in DKA gel blot 
PxperimPnt!' . Thus. not on ly does onp 68(.' gluP gene lack an adjacent repeat 
e iPment. but thrf'P rt-peat PlemPnts exist in a chromosomal region that is unpuffed 
in third instar salivar.'· ~land,. . and that does not contain coding sequences for 
any abundantly exprt-s~ ·d third instar salivary gland R~A species. 
Tht' sequt>net-rl D:\" A hPt'" e-t>n t hP two puff inverted repeat e lements contains 
tht> coding D:\A for th t> din•rgPntl~· t ranscribt>d sgs-8 and sgs-7 protein mRKAs. 
Tht· re¢on t o the right of the repeat pair includes sequences 5 ' to. including. and 
:r to the third puff mR:\A. that coding for the sgs-3 protein . 
(c) L(xaliwtion of RNA-coding D.\·A seque11UB 
T o anal~·ze the functional relevance of the sequences found in the glue gene 
clustRr . tht> 5' and 3' limits of mRNA coding regions, and the exact positions of 
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a t' c o t • ;a a • ~ a a t Q' : a a a t t g c c tote aaa Qt ocaaa c gaa; c c c aaaa tgt c t a t cc t aa t tc gaa cc t ••••• tat a t a t t t t t tgaata t;c aa 
t a t t •••oac c t a t t a t t t a t a g aa t t t ea c g c ag t t t;tc t g c aaaa c at c tc t a c a cctt t t tc t a ccc o t t a ct cotaoa;t••••oootat a c t co 
ctccc a c a t t t t tg aaeaa t g t t t t a t aa t t t t t t c a t a t t t tt a t tat ct aaa tc t a tcccttcc a c a cctt agag c a t t aaatt teat tt c t t tc ccc 
c a at t ~ t tac c o• t a t t c ;t o••••• t ott a t a c a t t t t c c at t tc a ct t gaac t ae c t aag t aa c ooota tr: tg t taotc t c g t t ao c gt t c tc tc: t to 
Pvvl So£! 
t t t t •••• ' •••ot c t a;; c oa t c ;a; t c oa c c c ••••o t at c aa• c a••oooo•o••ooc t t o t g t t t g c a t •at ca•••t a c t o•ctcc a t t t t t aaa 
a t t oc a ot t t c ao t ga aag c ot a ce tat aaaaagg t gaggt a t ee o c aa;aaaag t a t c agt t tot ggagaa t t aag t aaaaaac &TGAA6 CT ••et a TT 
GCT ACCGCCCT AGgt agg t t t C a c CQaat QC t c t t Qt t t t c QQt It t t QaQCC a ct \)at at a t tc ltC CQt t t ge e t tC tCCIC agCGAij, ( ATC (llj,(T 1 
A "f T GGC "f CC:GC T U T C. T T GC:t AA ( T G 1 T GCG A Tl G T GGA TGCCCC ACAA( T A( AAC T A( ll G T lj,(GCCACG T A((A(6C A&CC T ((lj,lG( AC AA( T ACG A 
IHI>oJ I 
C A A( A A( A ACC A( A A( 1 A( T T G T GCGCC A(((&( A( A A( AA T CT ACCA CGC A A(( TCC io T GCioCGioCio T C T A&G((( Io (( A( A(( T A&GCAAA ( T A(( A( 
1 Ho~m 1 
GC A A( T T CCG T GC A( A A( lo ((( A(( A((A( T A AGGCC A((ACC ACG AA GC((A(( .t. ((A( T AA.t.GCCACC &CC AC l &AG6CC A(( A(( A( T A& lj,((( A(( 
A(( .t. ( T A AGC A A A( T ACC ACGC AA ( 1 T CCG T GC &(A &C&CCC &CCACC .A C T A AG( AAACT AC C ACGC &A( T TCCG T lj,(A(AACACCCACCACC &Cl & &GC 
C C A( C A C C A CG A .t. GC CC .4 C C A C C A C G & &GC CC .4 CC &C C &C T A A GC C C A CC: &( C A C GA A GCC C A( C AC C AC C A A GCC C &( C ACC ACG & AGC CC AC C ACC A( 
T u. GCCC ACC AC: A(G A.AGCCC .A CC: .A (C .4 ( T .AAGCC(Io(( loCC .A CGA.AGCCCAC C lo (C lo (G io loG CCC ACC ACC lo( T &AGCC CACC .ACC lo ( GioAG CCC ACC 
.AC C .A ( 1' A AGCCC A(( A(( ACG &.A GCCCACC &CC &C T AA GCCC io(( .A CC ACGAAGCCC A(( Io( ( A( T A&GCCC ACC ACC& CG AA,CCC ACC ACC ACG A&Ij,C 
CC ACC A(C .A ( T .A AGCCC ACC: A( .4 (( T AloGCCG T GCGG T TGCAAG.AGC TG CG GTCC TGG&GGioGAG(( Io T GCAA TGG io t;T&C T AAG&GGG& TGCAC TG T{; 
CC AGG A 1 C T T A .A ( GGCG T A( T C CGC A .A T C T GGAGCG C &AGA T CCG TC &A T lj,(G T C TGCGG T GAACCGCAA TGG T l GCTGttaaQCQt CQIIQOIQC Ot c t 
I Socl I 
a at e c a ct ccc Qt a ct ;a t c oa t ;t ga c t o c 1 cc c c t o c oaaa t a tat tc t gt gggggagc t r: ggcc aeg•r: t t tgac t•coc t t tgt t t t t g t tate a t 
tilt t QI t t t t I C: Qt Q t aag11 t t ll t •lal t t IQ t t age e t OC: I t •a a t t t t laiiQCit tt It t I tt I tt t t I C t t Qtl t t i t t tI t QICIIIt tat t 
I tt t I t C t Qt t Q!jiQt t t tC Qlllat Qt tQQt t C tlllt t aagt t t Qg CC at e It t t Qlt CQICt t t t t CQIItQtltCtQt t •ct t t tiCC:IIt QCQt t 0 
I Soc! ' 
QC t t tQQC t C C t lOt t C t a t QC QIIQ tC t t IIC t ltC CQIQC t C t tit ga c t t QQt t IIC: t tgt C tC IQ C: t aa c t ICtQ t t QQCtCQQQt tcgaac t t Cl 
o tt t vvoc c cg a c t c o••t c voc oo c t t t t a c: gat c t'::rc1o1ccJrf~f]o1toccot t oct t ;tcgccootoo•cocot t te e t teeatatcaat tea•a 
t I C C t I C It I tQt t gaar:c OQ C gg :: Qt t t t C t t CQI CC C liCi t IIQt QIC lll t iiQtQCIIC t iiiiiCQ t QIICitl t t t ICIQQitltlaaaCIII 
c o t c c g c t 1t 0 t g c oa t t t a t ea t t oo t oov t oat g ee a t at •••c ag cg ggaa tc t a c t at a at ooc t at a act t tace 111t ate totecoc t t ot o t 
Ot QC gt Qt Q t g t g t g t g t Qt • c c t gat Qt c oaoataaa tc t o ct t g cc t tC IIIt tQtCIIt tgc t OIC t t ••tooc t lOtte lite tc•••••tcgec t 
c t t t t Q t t t t oooc t c c t t OO t •o t gage ao t oaoto e aat c gaa t taaat t oaa t a at a tg ga t a t ggatg c t aaa t ga c t •••••c lt t c tc t cat g t 
IQi t Qt C t I l C QC QQIQt l OQO C aagg c a t t t iQ t t t CCIQQtO C I Ct aat c QCC QQ CIQI C ll tC QtC QQCOQC t IIIQaac t tC agltC C:tet teat t 
gg t ovoa c c c ccc c c a t t c •vo c •••c :: c t t taacaac aaccacaa c gaao c a t t o t a ct tot t t ace t ooc a c gggggatcgatcc:ac t tatatoc:c:c c 
t t OQQ t a1g c ov•o t t g ee a c a;a t t t c oc c a ct eat cc aet t oaaat c tc t c ooooaat tgacagtgc:c a ce gcat ge t c: gc: atoc••••t•t c gat cc 
I Sol i I 
c ta te ;eat c a t a tgc ag c a c a tgt a t g c aa1gt ;t tc c I lil t gaagt c ga c 
F l• . ~ Thl' •·omplt>tl' I 1:\ .-\ .... ·qu.·nrt> of tht> 61'< · rlu~t.-r rt'!ZIOn Tht> st>quf'nrt' IS wntten 5 to :l' lf'ft t o 
ri!Zht Thr <!rand <hown '' tht> lf'mplat!' for !Zt'nt' II tran~<' rtpt•on (pos1t10n~ from approxtmatel~· 164.~ 
' " 1:!1>< 1 and '" ('01l~ rut'nt With R:\.-\ III (approx . posti iOilS 2112 (.() 2~9!< ) and R:\.-\ n · (appro x 
pos11101b ~~ .17 t<• 5&11;1 Prott>in ·<·odm~t nucif'otidt>< an> ··apitaltu>d Thf' rt'strict10n si t.-" shown art' 
1dt>ntwlil to thP map in F1!Z 3 . wit h 3 additiOn' -~~pi at :!3~ . Hhai at "i26. and f/a~III at 483.~ Tht> 
ro" t ran'l""ahlt> t>lt>mt'nt bt>~ms at po~1t1on "o:l and t·ont Ill lit'~ lf'ft,. ard Thf' 111\'f'rt.ed rt'pt>at f'lf'mf'nts 
<WTUfl.'. po<ltwn, Iii'.) to 11.~!1 and :!~>.'>3 t.o :.!56!1 St>quf'n<'t' h,,·phf'ns ha\'f' bt't>n omitted for danty 
any intt>rn•ning St'qut>n<'t's found within tht> R::\As wt>rt> dt>tRrmined. These 
t>Xpt>riments lwiZan with tht' ~quencing of cD::\A clones representing each of the 
68(' puff mR::\A s (the group Jl . group HI and group n· cD::\A clones of 
Me~·erowitz & H ogness. 1982 ). Tht-se !!t'quenet>s are presented in Figurt> 6. 
::\ uelea!'\e protection expt>riments ( Bt>rk & Sharp. 19ii .19i8) were then pt>rformed 
on the ~roup II (sgs-8) and group III (sgs·i) mRXAs. to confirm and extend the 
sequenee ob!'E'rYations : while primer extension expt>riments (Ghosh et al.. 1980) 
wert' pt>rformed with the group IY . sgs-3 mRXA for the samt> purpose. The 
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(i l ·'Y-' ··'~ 
Tht· l>:\A sequt-r1l't> of the ~roup II cD.:\A clone i;; homolo~ous with the 
p:t>nomi(' D:\.-\ st-quen<'t> from positiOns 121 ;) at the 3' end of the R:\A transcript. 
to po~ition 160.) at tht> 5' end . (:enome nudeotides 1;)10 through 1578 are abst>nt 
from th{· cD:\A c· lone . indieatint( a 6!1 nucleotide intRrvening st>quence near tht> 5' 
t>nd of tht> P.:\A tran~cript . Tht- 3' end of the ~ent- can on ly be localized to bast-;; 
I:? l.i t,, 121 H. the d):\ A ~qut-nc•e i~: polydeoxyadenylatR beginning at 121 i and 
tht· ~Pnomi<' posrtions 121 :1 . 1216 and 1217 are A residues . Thus . R:\.-\ 
t~rrnrnation and pol.\·(.-\ ) addition could occur aftRr any of positions 121H through 
I :? J.-~, 
To eontirm tht> prt>sen('e of an intRn·ening st>quence in the sg;:-8 mR:\A . and to 
establi~h an approximate location for the 5' start of transcription . nuclease 
J.lrott>l't ion expt>ri mt>nts were pt"rformed . Tht> 404 base-pair X ba I -Ero R I fragment 
that in c· ludes nucleotides 1310 through 1713. and that ext~nds from the middlf-' of 
thf-' Sys-"' p:erw to upstream of the 5' end. wa;; labeled at the Xbai sitR on the 
strand eornplementar~· to the ~>gs-8 mRXA using iy-32P]ATP and T4 pol~·­
nudeotide kinase . then annealed t o total poly(A)~ RXA from third instar larval 
saJi,·an gland!>. The h~· brid was treatRd with either the single strand-spt>citie 
nudt>aSt> ~ •. or with E. roli exonudease \'IT (Fig. 7) . AftRr nuclease S1 digestion . 
th t> lalwlt>d frat(m en t s that re mained extRnded to positions 1510 to 1513. as 
determirwd by pol~·ac·r~· lamidt> gel electrophoresi;; adjacent t o size standards 
made hy pt>rforming st'q uencinp: reaction;; on the intact labt>led Xbal -EcoRI 
fragment Aft t>r eorre('ting for the diffe rent 3' -tRrminal moieties in the reaction 
produrts in the experimental and size-standard lanes (Sollner-Webb & Reeder . 
1979 ). the 3' end of ont> of the major nurlea.se S 1 truncation products was !lef'n to 
c·oincide with position 1:110. thus confirming the presence of an intRrvening 
sequen('e. Exonurlease \'II digest;; sinp:le-stranded DXA processivel~· fro m 5 ' and 
3' tNrnini (Chase & Riehardsun. 1974 ). Treatment of the RXA- DXA hybrids with 
thr s nurlt-ase reduc·t>s the laht-led D:\A fra~ment t o len~hs of 336. 33i and 338 
nudt>t>tidPs. tht- 3' end!.' of thest' fragments aligning with genomic st>quenct' 
positron!' 164.5 to 1647 . Since t'Xonurlea!.'t' \'II lea,·es undigested approximatRiy 
th·e unpaired nucleotides extRnding from RXA- D!\A h~·brids (Donahue et al .. 
l!lH:? : Contreras et nl .. 1982) the 5' tRrminus of the sgs-8 mRXA is very near 
posit ion 1640. Controls for the nucleast> digestion experiments included omitting 
saJi ,·ar~· gland RXA from the hybridization reaction. m which cast> no labt'led 
D:\ A fragment was protRcted from digestion. and omitting nuclease treatments . 
in which cast' the 404 bast>-pair starting DXA fragment was recovert'd intact . 
(ii) sgs-1 
The DXA st>quence of the group III cDXA clone inrludes nucleotide positions 
21f).t to 2498 in the genomic clone sequenct>. with positions 2li5 to 2240 missing. 
Tht- absent !.'t'quence indicatRs that the sgs-i mRKA contains a 66 nucleotide 
int~n·ening sequence near its 5' end . There is no poly(A) tract at the end of the 
<' DXA insert that represt>nts the 3' end of the mR!\A . but the genomic sequenct> 
from positions 24!-l!l t o 2516 is a tract of 18 con!.'t'cutive A rE"'sidues. It thus seems 
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Fl•· ~ :\lappm~ of thP II""" II miRr\'Pnln!Z ....quPnN' and 5 Pnd aDm:?O:W D~A ,.·as Xbal -cut . 
no·pho'J'h" ry latf'd . and hthf'IPd woth Jy-32P JATP and T4 pol~·nuc•lpotodP kina><f' AfiRr EraRI diF:t>Stoon 
ann poh·a r rdamodP 11"1 t'lt'c·trnpho,....so< tht' puritit'd ~4 b&8P-paor Xbai -EroRI fr&F:ffit>nt (JX"'itoo n• 
1:1111 to 1~1 :1 1 wa~ h_\'hrodowd t o thord m•t.ar lan·al sali\'ar~- j~land poly(A I• R~A (lant's I to 6 ) or 
nHw l.. hd-.rulolt'd I n , -,.u,t tR:\ .-\ Port oon , of thP hvbrodu:.ation moxt'~ Wt'l"t' diluted into nudt>a8t' ~. 
a"a' h~ff .. r ( larw, I ·, .. 3 ) or mt o f'Xonu r lf'&IOP \ ' II h~ffPr (lanf', 4 to 6 ) Moo:k dip:PRtwn~ without &ddf'd 
"Ill~ ""' lanp, I ann 4 ~u.-Jpa,.., :--> 1 at 350 unots ml lanP :! ~ul'lt>a!<t' l-' 1 at t>Ho unots tml lanf' 3 
t,:x<HliH It· a"'· \ ' II at 4 4 Ulllt' ml lanf' .~ Exonuclt>al'P \ ' I I at ~-!< unotst ml lanf' 6 Portoons of tht> 4(4 
h11..,.. paor Xhnl £ro RI fra11mf'nt wf',.... ~ubJf'rtt>d t o ,...quf'n<'<' ,....artoons to makf' so:z.t> ~tandards (lant>s C. 
( ' +T . (;+ _-\ (; ) Thf' fra~~:mt>nb " 't'l"'' llt'paralt'd by Plt>ctrophort>"'" throup:h 0 -36mm-thock 5° 0 
pnl_, R< ·r~· lanlldP ,')(1"., urt>a 11:"1" and aut<>r&diographt'd Tho" Fip:urt> i• a composoiR of 2 F:t>l• that WPI"t' 
ru11 for c!offprf'nt tonw" on ord..r t u ft'ROI\'f' both !lt'l" of prot.pc·t.Pd fraF:ffiPntR . Tht> numbt>rs &t tht> left 
"h'"' thP nuriPotodt- po sotions of tht> band• indocatt>d 
likt·l." that thf' pol_,·adt>nylati on sitE' of thf' R.:\.-\ is code-d be-twe-en baSE's 2498 and 
:!.-,I ti nf tht> D.:\.-\ !IE"qut>n<'t' . and the possibility exists that up to 18 residues of the 
pol_\'(.-\) tail on this R.:\.-\ are added transcriptionall~- - rather than post-
transcriptionally . 
( 'ontirmation of tht> interveninR BE"quen('{' position . and establishm('nt of th(' 5 ' 
('tHi of tht> R.:\ A wt>rf' donf' in t>xperimt>nts similar to thoBt' uat'd for tht> 
S!Zs -R R.:\A . In this <-aS(' a 683 ba!~t>-pair Mspi-EroRI fragm('nt (positions 2400 to 
1118). labt>lt>d at tht> ' Mspl site by US(' of [y-32P]ATP and T4 pol~·nucleotid(' 
kinaS(' . was U!IE"d in hybridization to poly(A) + third instar lan·al salivary gland 
R:\A . Tht> rt>sults of nuclt>aS(' S 1 dig('stion t>xperim('nts <'onfirmt>d th(' intt'rvening 
S('qut>nct> location dt>ri,·e-d from th(' c 0.:\A clont> Bt'qut>nct>: the exonuclea!lt' VII 
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experiments plact>d the nucleotide coding for the ;)' end of the R:\A Yery near the 
1\pnl sitR at position 2112. It is worth noting that all of the sequences between 
tht-' ;) ' ends of the din•rgentl:-· transcribed Sgs-8 and Sgs-i' genes total less than 
500 base-pairs . 
(iii) sg8-·J 
Tlw group n· cD:\A clone. representing the sgs-3 R1\A . was only partial!:-· 
sequeneed . The St'quenee of the end deri,·ed from the 3' terminus of tht-' R:\A 
eon tained a poly(.-\) traet adjacent to genomic nucleotide position 5646. indicating 
that thi s is the poly(A) addition site of the R:\A . The 5' end of the R:\A is not 
represt>ntRd in the cD:\A done . :\uclease protection experiments performed by K . 
Burtis & D. Hogness (personal communication) suggestRd that a small 
intern•ning sequem·e exists in the sgs-3 R:\A near position 4550 . To confirm this 
result. and to detRrmine the precise size and location of this sequence . a primer 
extension experiment was done . An Ill base-pair Hadii-Hhai genomic D::\A 
fragnwnt. containing nucleotide positions 4 i25 through 4835 and 32P -Iabeled at 
the Haeiii sitR (4835) using T4 polynucleotide kinase. was prepared. This labeled 
D:\ A was melt~d and annealed to a total third in star salivar:-· gland R:\A . and 
the poly(.-\ )+ R:\A- primer D1\A hybrids collected by oligo(dT)-cellulose column 
chromatography . The primed R:\A was then incubated in a reaction mixture 
containing deoxynucleoside triphosphates and reverse transcriptase. and the 
St'quence of the resulting end-labeled cD1\A determined. The sequence showed. 
first . that there is an inten·ening sequence present in genomic D:\A but absent 
from sgs-3 mR::\ .-\ . including 73 genomic nucleotides (positions 4514 to 4586) . In 
addition . the strongest sitR of primer extension termination was genomic 
nucleotide position 445i. indicating that the 5' -terminal nucleotide of the mR1\A 
is coded at or near this position . 
(d) Starch for potential co-ordinate control sequences 
\\"ith t.he positions of mR::\A coding sequences established. a search for 
duplicatRd sequences found in the same position relative to each of the R1\As was 
m~de . The only such sequences are found near and including the 5 ' ends of. and 
ext(>nding into the thrE"t' genes. They are shown in Figure 8. Three alignment 
point~ are used in the Figure : the intervening sequence 5' boundary. the 3' 
boundar:-· of this sequence. and sequences near the 5 ' tennini of the three R:\A 
coding regions. In the vicinity of the transcription initiation region of each of the 
. . C T G . 
three genes is a conserved ohgonucleot1de -A-T-C- -G- whJCh has been 
T A T 
observed at the 5' ends of other Drosophiw genes (Snyder et al. . 1982). 
Approximately 30 nucleotides upstream of the 5 ' end of each gene is a T-A-T-A 
sequence (Goldberg. 1979) . which has been shown to be required for correct 
initiation siw selection by R1\A polymerase II in other eukaryotic genes 
(Grosschedl & Birnstiel. 1980: Benoist & Chambon. 1981 : McKnight et al .. 1981 ). 
In addition. the Sgs-8 and Sgs-7 gene regions share homology at two upstream 
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transniption initiati on points. The Sgs-3 gene region does not have either of theet-
:<t'4UPIH"Ps Within thP R:'\A coding regions of the three genes there are 
<·onsi rfprablt• homolo~it>s The,') ' untranslated regions art' all similar in their D~A 
st>qut>Jwe . as are the nucleotides flanking the translation initiation codons. and 
those t·,>din!! for the first ten amino acids. The consensus splicing donor sequences 
(Lerner d a( . I !ll-10 : Sharp. 1981) following the first ten codons art' also 
hPmolo~ou,; . Tht> int~rvening sequences that follow show no detectable homology . 
until fiq· nudeotides upstream of their 3' ends. whert' the 3 ' end of these 
~quenees and the eonsensus splicing acceptor signals are again similar. The Sgs-X 
and Sg8 -l genes show about 40 adrutional nucleotides of sequence similarity 
downstream of their intervening sequences : the Sgs-3 gene is homologous to the 
ot her two for only the first 19 nucleotides of this region . The next substantial 
homology of contiguous nuclt>otides found in all three genes is in tht> 3' 
untranslatt>d region. where about 20 nucleotides upstream of their 3' termini 
each of the genes possesses the A-A-T-A-A-A sequence implicatt>d in 
polyaden.'·lation or transcription termination in many eukaryotic sequences 
(Proudfoot & Brownlee. 1976). The im·erted repeat elements begin 58 base-pairs 
downstream of the sgs-8 mR~A 3' end. and 70 base-pairs 3' of the sgs-7 mR~A 
terminus. It is clt>ar that the Sgs-8 and Sgs-i genes are partly homologous 
throughout much of their lengths. and that . along with some 5 ' sequences and 
their 3' invt>rted repeat elements. they comprise a large . inexact in"\""erted 
repetition . 
(e) Protein prod.uds of tlu! 68(' glue genes 
The amino acid sequences of the prott'ins coded at the 68C glue puff have been 
determined from the mR:'\A coding sequences described above (Fig. 9) . 
Translation of eukar.votie mR~As usually begins at the methionine codon neart'st 
the .'l' end (Kozak. 197K): following this codon each of the 68(' mR~As has a long 
open reading frame . In all three cases the intervening sequence occurs between 
the first and second nucleotides of codon ten. The first 23 amino acids of each 
!'E'ading frame contain a high proportion of hydrophobic residues : these art' a 
signal peptide rt'moved from the primary translation products before their 
Sf'cretion as glue proteins (Crowley et al .. 1983) . The sgs-8 rearung framt> continues 
for another 52 amino a cids . that of sgs-7 for 51 more residues. The sgs-3 protein 
contains 284 amino acids following the signal sequence. the carboxy-terminal 50 
of which are similar in sequPnce to tht> secreted sgs-8 and sgs- i proteins, which 
are quitt> similar to each other. In the region at the carboxy end of the proteins 
eight c.'·steine residues and II other amino acid positions art' identical in all thret> 
Flo . 9 Complt>IR amino acid lll'qut>nres of tht> predicted protein products of tht> 68(' gent>•. Earh 
ammo acrd flf'<JUPn<'t' is ,.·ntten m tht> standard 3-let!Rr coop abovE' tht> CorrPsponding m R:\ .-\ . 
<"OnjZTUPnt D:\A strand Tht> lll'quPnoes of genes II and Ill. and of thPir protein produ('t" 8f_Zs-8 and 
SjZS· i . aT't' rnterrupted so that tht> ammo-terminal leaders of all 3 gent- produ('tS may 1M' alignPd 
lll'paratE'I.v from the carbox.' · tf'rminal c,vetemE"-rich modulps Xuclt-otidf'S in Sgs-i and SgR-3 that llT't' 
rdPnt rc·al to tho81' in .Sgs-8 aTE" indicated by horizontal hnf's. Tht> intRn·ening lll'<jUE'nOP locations aT't' 
mdrcated (!\'~) St>quenre hyphens ha,·E' been omitted for clarit~· 
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"~ ? 23 • 9 37 X 5 5 0 --C()()>< 
""YCI'00fl0b•C T IVfOI'I·r'lf - Tondt"" ' •OtOil C yst~nes . ..,. 
l !ft.f YO • •' " 
n ond m 
' 0 E • os •a o• Q A • 0 E • 0 E •ee•e c e• B • B I! A B A B • B A B B A r 
~eo~"J' •yce ONt. seaJence Am tno a c•d seoue,ce 
• CCC ACC ACC ACT UG Pro Tnr Tnr Tnr LyS 
o• GCC ACC ACC • CT UG Al a Tnr Tnr Tnr LyS 
•• CCC •cc •cc ACT ... Pro Tnr Tnr Tnr LyS 
B CCC ACC •cc ACG UG Pro Tnr Tnr Tnr Lys 
gB GCC ACC ACC ACG UG Ala Tnr Tnr Tnr Lys 
c CCC •cc ACC •cc U G Pro Tnr Thr Tnr Lys 
0 c u ACT ACC ACG c u Gin Thr Tnr Thr Gin 
E CTl CCG TGC • c A • c• Leu Pro Cys Tnr Tnr 
CCC ACC • c • CCT UG Pro Tnr Thr Pro Lys 
F o• . IU Sg.• .. J •·ontaon ' a SE"t of impt>rft><"l tandt>m n>pt>ats Thl' O\'erall organozation of thl' predicted 
Sg.• J proteon product '" ondil'al.t'd hy tht> box diaJ<r&no Tht> numberA m each box an> thl' numbers of 
amono a c·ods found on l'&c·h Bl'![ment of thl' protem Thl' central tandem rept>t1tious re(!:ion has been 
d&HRoti!"d onto :W\'I'ralt,q..-s of 15 nudt>otuil' n>peat umt~ Theor ordt-r IS shown under the box diagram 
D:'\ A >'~'quenc't's and c·orr..Rpondm![ ammo &<'od llt'qut>not•• of tht> n>peat unit types an> shown 
prote ins . sgs-3 is different from the two small proteins by the presence of a 234 
amino acid long segment between the leader peptide and the carboxy-terminal 50 
amino a cids. This extra segment contains an amino-terminal 49 amino acids of 
threonine-ric·h se4uenre. followed by 185 amino acids that are composed entirely 
of 3i tandem repeat !' of minor variants of a five amino acid unit (Fig. 10). The 
basic unit is Pro-Thr-Thr-Thr-Lys. The variations on this sequence. the different 
I 5 base-pair sequences that r ode for the tive amino acid repeats. and the higher -
order repeat s made of these 15 base-pair sequences are all also shown in 
Figurt- 10. 
4. Discussion 
(a l Pos81'ble regulatory snzuenas 
It is clear from the experiments described that the basis of co-ordinate control 
of the three 68C R~As does not lie in the processing of the R!\As from a common 
precursor. or in D~A amplification . It is also clear that large-scale D~A 
rearrangements are unlikely t o be associated with the co-ordinate expression of 
the 68(' glue R~As. D~A sequencing of the 68C puff was initiated as a means of 
testing the hypothesis that three co-ordinately regulated genes of similar function 
achie\·e their co-ordmation through possession of identical stretches of regulatory 
sequences. The only sequences found to be shared by the three glue protein genes 
and their surrounding sequences are T -A-T ·A sequences and regions of protein 
coding sequence within the genes. T-A-T -A regions are not candidates for specific 
control sequen<:es. since they are a common feature of many eukaryotic genes 
transcribed by R~A polymerase II . It is possible that the highly conserved 5' 
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t.ranslawd re!Dons of the thret> genes. which include the nucleotides surrounding 
ea<'h int{'n·ening sequence. are involved in co-ordinating the levels of the three 
glue prot{'in R:'\As. In particular . mechanisms of co-ordination involving common 
pat hwa~· " of RX A splicing mediated by proteins that recognize shared sequences 
can be em·isioned . It seems just as likely. though, that the nucleic acid sequence 
consen·ation in this region of the R~As is a result of selection for the amino acid 
sequen('e of the h~·drophobic signal peptide. ~o experiments have been done to 
differential,(' between these two hypotheses. 
:'\ o sequences were found which present themselves as obvious candidates for 
mediator~ of l'O-ordinate transcription. There are three possible reasons for this . 
One is that the three glue genes are not truly co-ordinately expresaed. but are 
regulated by different mechanisms that operate only in salivary glands, and at 
similar enough times that their activities have not yet been distinguished. A 
model in which Sgs-8 and Sgs-i are controlled by nearly identical regulatory 
sequences. but Sgs-3 by different sequences, would be consistent with our 
sequence observations. and would implicate the common upstream elements of 
the two small genes as regulatory sequences. The second possibility is that the 
three genes are controlled identically by control sequences of identical function . 
but that we cannot recognize these sequences. This failure of recognition could 
occur because control sequences of identical function do not necessarily have the 
same DXA sequence. because the regions are too small to appear significant to us, 
or because the DXA sequence that comprises the regions is not compoaed of 
contiguous nucleotides. but consists of required bases separated by other . 
inconsequential nucleotides. The final possible reason for our failure to find 
identical control sequences associated with each of the 68(' glue genes is that all 
three genes are controlled by a single set of sequences' in or near the gene cluster. 
that affects the transcribability of the entire region. perhaps by initiating puffing 
as a precondition to tran~cription . All of these possibilities are currently being 
tested in this laboratory. using D~A-mediated transformation of Drosuphila 
embryos (Rubin & Spradling. 1982) to assay the function of various separate 
fragments of the~(' gene cluster. 
(b) Protein strudure and evolution 
The sequence of the DNA coding for each of the three 68C mRNAs has allowed 
us to predict the amino acid sequences expected of the 68C protein products. Theae 
amino acid sequences have already enabled purification and identification of the 
68C pro~ins . and the demonstration that they are all secreted glue polypeptides 
(Crowley eta! .. 1983) . The amino acid sequences show that the three 68C proteins 
are related t o each other as a clustered gene family. The members of this family 
show modular construction : each member has a 23 amino acid amino-terminal 
portion composed largely of amino acids with hydrophobic side-chains, that is not 
present in the mature. secreted form of the protein. Each also has a cysteine-rich 
carboxy-terminal set of about 50 amino acids which show considerable sequence 
homology between the proteins, there being 19 positions in which all three have 
the same residue. The sgs-i and sgs-8 polypeptides have only these two modules. 
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s~s :5 <·on tains a th1rd module . positionE-d bf'tw~>en the other two. and consisting of 
2~ amino a<·ids . ..\total of 128 of these are threonine . with much of the modulE' 
(I )oS.) rE-sidues ) consisting of tandem repeats of the sequence Pro-Thr-Thr-Thr-Lys . 
or of ~<.jUelwes s lightly diverjZE'd from thi s canonical one. The amino-terminal 
moduli' prohahly sen·es as a signal peptidE' for protein secretion (Crowley eta/ .. 
~~~:! ) . The function of the earbox_\·-terminal module is unknown. One fun<'tion of 
tht' threonine-rieh modulE' of tht- sgs-3 protein may be to provide a sit~ for 
attach nwnt of sugars . sgs-3 is extensively F:l.'·cosylatt>d in vi?>o (Beckendorf & 
Kafatos. l!fi6 : K oql;e . 1977) . It is unlike!.'· that the site of carboh.'·drah-' 
atta<·hment is aspara~~:inf'. sincE' the target sequence for asparagine gl_\·cos_\·lation 
•·ia the dolichol phosphate pathway is Asn-X -Thr or Asn-X -Ser (Staneloni & 
Lt>loir . 19H2 ). and neither of these sequences appears in sgs-3 . This leaves serine 
and threonine as possible sites of sugar attachment. There are only thret> serine 
residues in the procesRed sgs-3 polypeptide. while there arE' 128 threoninE-
residues. all in the central module . An example of a protein extensi,·ely 
glyeos.'·lat~d by virtue of sugar attachment to numerous threonine residues is an 
anti -freeze St'rum protein found in Antarcti<' fish (Feeney & Yeh . 1978) . which is 
moditif'd at almost every threonine by addition of a disaccharide to the threonine 
h_\·drox.\·1 group. 
Th E' only other Droseyphila glue pol_\·peptidf' for which sequE-nce information is 
published is sgs-4 . transcribed from a locus found at 3C on the pol.'·tenf' 
chromosomE's (M:uskavitch & Hop:ness. 1982). Comparison of sgs-4 amino acid or 
nudf'il' acid sequences reveals no homology between this glue polypeptide and 
th ost- <'oded at 68(' In one respect the sgs-4 protein is similar to sgs-3 : both 
con tain substantial regions comprised of tandem repeats of a small number of 
amino acids . In the Cast' of s~~:s-4 . the repeat unit contains the '*''·en residues 
Thr-C_,·s-L.'·s-Thr-Uiu -Pro-Pro. Similar periodic repeats are found in a number of 
prot~ins from different sources. including silk fibroin from the moth Bomhyx mori 
(SprajZut- eta/ .. 1979 . Gage & Manning. 1980 : Manning & Gage. 1980) . eggshell 
proteins of another moth . Aniherea polyphemus (Jones et al .. 1979). and zein. the 
seed st orage protein of maize (Geraghty et a/ .. 1981 : Pedereen et al .. 1982). 
The similarities in amino acid sequE-nce between the three 68C gene product!' 
refl ef't similarities in the nucleotide sequences of the genes. Since the divergence 
at thE' D:'\A Je,·el is substantial enough to preclude cross-hybridization under our 
relati\'f'l.'· non -stringE-nt conditions of filter hybridization and washing. nucleotide 
sequencing experiments WE're nt-cessary to discover the relation of the three glue 
gent-s. In fact. tht> three members of the 68C glue gent- family are so dissimilar 
that the order of the gent> duplication t>vents that presumably gavt> rise to the 
family cannot be dt-ducf'd . As can be seen from Table 1. sgs-8 and sgs -7 appear 
more closely related t u each other than either is to sgs-3 wht-n the hydrophobic 
amino-terminal module is considered . but sgs-7 and sgs-3 are more closely related 
to E-ach othf'r than to sgs-8 when tht> carboxy-terminal cysteine-rich modules are 
compared. 
The most striking feature of the evolution of this gene family is the appearance 
of the threonine-ri ch central modulE' in sgs-3 (or its disappearance from sgs· 7 and 
sgs-8). The gain (or loss) of this module is not mediated by intervening sequences 
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Surlrutid1 and amino acid sequenu homologies 111 the 68(' glu e polypeptide geru:.JJ 
~ud.,otidt> Amino acod Amino &eod 
Pa1r · wi~ f'Ompanson odt>ntotot>st odentotot>~t similanty! 
.-\ Hyrlropho/)lr U11u11u lfrmin1 
8~:-\-l'(·sf.!:-.·7 53/69 (i7°0 ) 15/ 23 (65° 0 ) 20/2:) (i~jO 0) 
~IZ" · ~ · "IZ' :l 45/69 (6-~" .. 1 11/23 (4M0 0 ) li '23 (74°.,) 
MjZ> · · · Sjl> -:3 44/ ti9 (64°0 ) 11 /23 (4!!0 0 ) l-; (2:l (i4°0 ) 
B r·y.<lflrof · rorh rarbory U:rmiroi 
"IZ'·~ · "!Z' · i 81 / 150 (54"0 ) 20/50 ( 40° 0) 2i '5(1 (54" 0 1 
"IZ" ·K · ~IZ" :3 88/ 15(1 (59'\,1 27/54.1 (54~. ) 38,5(1 (76° 0 I 
SjZ> j ·Sjl" · J 101 / 15(1 (67°0 ) 28 /511 (56° 0) 38/5(1 (76° 0 ) 
t ~u !ZBP" WPrP mtroduut>d mto eother ttet of alignment~. 
! .-\mono acod somilarity includt>s both amino acid odentitit's and "'con!lt'rYatovP .. substituto on" of 
amono ao·ods woth fun('toonally simolar side-cham• (Lehnmger. 1975) . 
at it>< U>rmini . since the inU>n·ening sequences in the 68C genes art" all in the 
middlt" of the amino-wrminal module . Appearance (or disappearance) of the sgs-3 
<:entral module is also not due to tandem duplication. or deletion of tandem 
dupli ca tions. the module is unrt"lawd to any of the other sequences of the gene. 
The possible importance of appearance and disappearance of modules in the 
evolution of structural proteins is pointed out by the employment of modular 
1"\·olution in at least one other gene family . the A . polyphemU.JJ egg chorion 
proteins (Jones el al. . 19i9). In this instance . two modules found in the middle . 
and at the carboxy -U>rmmal end of the B class of chorion proteins are also found 
in memhers of the A chorion protein class. The sequences surrounding these 
modult"s are not shared between the two protein classes. In these proteins the 
shared regions art" partly composed of tandem rt"peats of oligopeptides. exactly as 
is the threonine-ri('h central region of sgs-3. Studies of the 68(' puff proteins in 
spec-ies of Drosophila other than ~larwgaster may help to answer some of the 
questions relating to e\·olutionary mechanisms raised by modular evolution of the 
68t' glue polypeptides. 
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